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User Manual for PACTOLUS: 
A Code for Computing Power Costs 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

PACTOLUS(a) is a computer code for calculating the cost of generating elec

tricity. The code was originally developed at the Pacific Northwest Laboratory 
(PNL)(b) in 1967 for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. Sinc"e that time, 

PACTOLUS has been used extensively at PNL and elsewhere. Since its original 
documentation. PACTOLUS has undergone numerous modifications to improve its ana

lytical capabilities and report writing clarity. This user manual, which 
includes the latest modifications, provides the first updating of the PACTOLUS 

documentation since 1970. 

The current version of PACTOLUS is a powerful analytical tool for energy 
cost analysis. Through appropriate definition of the input data, PACTOLUS can 
calculate the cost of generating electricity from a wide variety of power plants, 
including nuclear, fossil, geothermal, solar, and other types of advanced energy 
systems . 

The purpose of PACTOLUS is to develop cash flows and calculate the unit 
busbar power cost (mills/kWh) over the entire 1 ife of a power plant. The cash 
flow information is calculated in PACTOLUS by two principal models: the Fuel 
Model and the Discounted Cash Flow Model. The Fuel Model is an engineering cost 
model which calculates the cash flOW for the fuel cycle costs over the project 
lifetime based on input data defining the fuel material requirements, the unit 
costs of fuel materials and processes, the process lead and lag times, and the 
schedule of the capacity factor for the plant. For nuclear plants, the Fuel 

(a) The name PACTOLUS is derived from the Pactolus river in Lydia, Asia Minor, 
which is famous for its golden sands. In mythology, it is supposed to have 
run gold, hence the connotation of cash flow. 

(b) Pacific North\'Iest Laboratory is operated for the Department of Energy by 
Battelle i"1emorial Institute . 
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Model calculates the cash flow for the entire nuclear fuel cycle. For fossil 
plants, the Fuel Model calculates the cash flow for the fossil fuel purchases. 

The Discounted Cash Flow Model combines the fuel costs generated by the Fuel 
Model with input data on the capital costs, capital structure, licensing time, 
construction time, rates of return on capital, tax rates, operating costs, and 

depreciation method of the plant to calculate the cash flow for the entire life
time of the project. The financial and tax structure for both investor-owned 
utilities and municipal utilities can be simulated through varying the rates of 
return on equity and debt, the debt-equity ratios, and tax rates. 

The Discounted Cash Flow Model uses discounted cash flow analysis to calcu

late the unit busbar cost of power based on the principal that the present worth 
of the revenues will be equal to the present worth of the expenses including the 

return on investment over the economic life of the project. The cost of power 
can be derived either as a single levelized cost for the project lifetime or as 
an annual cost in current dollars for each year of the project lifetime. The 
cost data can be input either in constant dollars referenced to a base year or 
in current (escalated) dollars provided that the two are not intermixed in the 
input data. 

Two earlier publications(1,2) described a user manual and the theoretical 
concepts for the original version of PACTOLUS. The current user manual explains 
how to prepare the input data, execute cases, and interpret the output results 
with the updated version of PACTOLUS. It does not serve as a programmer's manual 
for modifying the code. The input data and output results are illustrated for 
two test cases, one fossil and one nuclear, to aid users in applying the code. 

This user manual is comprised of four sections. Section 1 introduces the 
user to the background and purpose of the code and the scope of the user manual. 

Section 2 provides an overview of the code. Section 3 describes in detail the 
preparation of the input data for a fossil plant and a nuclear plant. This sec

tion includes two tables that describe the input data format for fossil and 
nuclear plants and a listing of the input data for one fossil and one nuclear 
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test case. This section also briefly describes how the code can be applied to 
calculate the cost of power from other advanced energy systems through appro

priate definition of the input data. Section 4 lists ar.d explains the output 
obtained from the fossil test case and nuclear test case defined in Section 3. 
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2.0 DESCRIPTION OF pqOGRAM 

The executive flow diagram for PACTOLUS is shown in Figure 1. PACTOLUS is 
composed of two main components: the Fuel Model and the Discounted Cash Flow 
Model. The Fuel Model is composed of two parts according to plant type. The 

Fuel Model for nuclear plants calculates the cash flow for the entire nuclear 
fuel cycle. The Fuel Model for fossil plants calculates the cash flow for the 

fossil fuel purchases. The Discounted Cash Flow Model combines the fuel costs 

from the Fuel Model with the powerplant capital costs and operating expenses to 

generate the cash flow for the powerplant. Based on the powerplant cash flow 
and the electricity generated, the unit busbar cost of electricity is calculated 

~. by equating the present worth of the revenues and expenses. 

•• 
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•• 
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The nuclear fuel cycle consists of the processing of nuclear fuel from its 

initial state as a uranium or thorium ore through its irradiation in the nuclear 
reactor and its subsequent treatment after discharge from the reactor. Through 
appropriate definition of the input data, the F~el Model for nuclear plants can 
calculate the cash flow for a wide variety of nuclear fuel cycles, including fuel 
cycles for light water reactors, heavy water reactors, high temperature reactors, 
and fast breeder reactors. The uranium fuel cycle with uranium and plutonium 
recycle for a light water reactor is described in detail in Section 3.2 . 

The principal input requirements for calculating the cash flow of the 

nuclear fuel cycle are the reactor burnup data, the unit cost schedules of fuel 
materials and processes in the fuel cycle, the shipping times and process times, 

and the schedule of the capacity factor for the plant. The reactor burnup data 
consist of the material balances of reactor fuel isotopes at charge times and 
discharge times over the reactor operating lifetime. These data, which are gen
erated externally from reactor fuel burnup codes or obtained from historical 
records of operating reactors, are read by a preprocessing subroutine in 
PACTOLUS called CLOTHO. Subroutine CLOTHO adjusts the charge times and dis

charge times of the burnup data to account for the schedule of the capacity 
factor defined for the plant. The adjusted burnup data are used by the Fuel 
Model to calculate the cash flow for the nuclear fuel cycle . 

5 
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FIGURE 1. Executive Flow Diagram of PACTOLUS 
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Fuel cycle costs prior to irradiation are calculated for the purchase of 
fuel materials, uranium enrichment, fabrication of fuel elements, and shipping 
of fuel between processing locations. Fuel cycle costs after irradiation are 
calculated for shipping and treatment of the discharged fuel. The discharged 
fuel is either shipped to a chemical reprocessing plant or stored at the reactor 

site prior to shipment without reprocessing to a waste storage site. If the 
discharged fuel is chemically reprocessed, credits are received for the residual 
values in the irradiated fuel. 

The fuel cycle costs are calculated using unit cost data input for each 
process and material flow requirements calculated in the Fuel Model. The times 

at which the costs and credits are incurred in the cash flow accounting for the 
fuel cycle are calculated in the Fuel Model from the charge and discharge times 
of the adjusted reactor burnup data and input shipping and process times in the 
fuel cycle. 

The Fuel Model for fossil plants calculates the cash flow for the fossil 
fuel purchases. The principal input requirements are the fuel heat rate, the 
initial fuel inventory, the unit cost schedule of the fuel, the plant size (MWe), 

-. and the schedule of the capacity factor for the plant. The quantity (MBtu) of 

•• 
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fuel purchased in each year is calculated based on the plant size, the plant 
capacity factor in that year, and the heat rate of the fJel. The cost (Smillion) 
of the fuel purchased in each year is calculated based on the quantity of fuel 
purchased and the unit cost of the fuel in that year . 

The Discounted Cash ~low Model combines the fuel costs generated by the 
Fuel Model with the powerplant capital costs, capital structure. licensing time • 
construction time, rates of return on capital, tax rates, operating (O&t1) costs, 
and depreciation method to calculate the cash flow for the powerplant. Based on 
the powerplant cash flow and the electricity generated, the unit busbar cost of 
electricity is calculated by using discounted cash flow analysis. In the Dis
ccunted Cash Flow Model, all costs and revenues are aS3umed to be incurred at 

midyear. The cost of electricity can be computed either as a single levelized 
cost or as an annual cost in current (escalated) dollars for each year of the 
powerplant lifetime . 
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The PACTOLUS code is programmed in FORTRAN IV and is currently operational 
on three computer installations: the CDC Cyber 74 and UNIVAC 1100/44 at PNL and 
the IBM 370/168 at DOE headquarters. The code is designed in modular fashion 
using 41 subroutines with approximately 6000 FORTRAN statements. The flow dia
gram in Figure 2 shows the sequence of major subroutines called by the main pro
gram, the Fuel Model, and the Discounted Cash Flow Model. 

Three important computer resources used by a computer code are the computer 
memory requirements, computer time, and auxiliary storage requirements. The com
puter memory requirements of PACTOLUS depend upon the program dimensions. The 
current dimensions provide for simulating up to 60 years of project lifetime. 
This includes the licensing time, construction time, shipping and process times 
in the nuclear fuel cycle, and plant operating lifetime. Up to 10 years are 
dimensioned for the plant licensing time. The construction time, which is 
assumed to run concurrently with the licensing time, can be either greater than 
or less than the licensing time in the code. With the current dimensions, the 

PACTOLUS code requires approximately 52,000 decimal words of computer memory on 
the Cyber 74 computer. 

The PACTOLUS code requires 34 seconds to compile on the FTN version 4.5 
compiler at optimization level 0 on the CDC Cyber 74 computer. Typical sample 
cases require approximately 2 seconds of CPU time to execute on the Cyber 74 
computer. 

The auxiliary storage requirements consist of one disk or tape file for 
intermediate storage of the adjusted reactor burnup data calculated by sub
routine CLOTHO for use by the Fuel Model for nuclear plants. A disk file has 
commonly been used for this purpose at PNL. 
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3.0 INPUT DATA TO PACTOLUS 

3.1 PREPARATION OF FOSSIL INPUT DATA 

Figure 3 shows the order of the cards in a deck setup for calculating fos
sil power costs with PACTOLUS. Table 1 in Section 3.1.1 describes the input 

data format for a fossil plant. This information includes the cal"d type number, 
j~.~ general card description and FORTRAn format, the number of cards of that type, 

the card field, the data format (H is alphanumeric, I is integer, R is floating 

•• 

..... 

... 

.... 

.... 

..... 

... 

... 

point), the data columns, a description of the information in the data columns, 
and the FORTRAN name used for the data in the prJgram. 

The card type number is provided as a reference aid in relating the user 
manual to the preparation of input data decks. The type number is not punched 

on the data cards. Only the data are punched in the specified columns shown in 
Table 1. 

All integer data should be right-adjusted in the columns, all alphanumeric 
data left-adjusted, and floating point data should be punched with a decimal 
point . 

The escalation rates in Table 1 allow the user to escalate the operating 

(O&M) costs and fuel costs at a compound ra~e over the project lifetime to 
reflect a combination of inflation, supply/demand, and other effects such as 
environmenta1 and engineering changes. With this definition of escalation, 
inflation is just one of several factors that can contribute to cost or price 
escalation. 

In preparing an input d?ck, it is mandatory that the cards of each type be 
present in the proper order. Multiple fossil cases can be input to PACTOLUS in 
one deck setup by repeating the set of cards 1-9A or 98 before the end-of-file 
card in the input data streaffi shown in Figure 3. 

A sample input data deck for calculating fossil power costs is shown for an 
800 MWe coal plant in Figure 5 in Section 3.1.2. The output generated by 

PACTOLUS using this input data is described in Section 4.1 . 
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Referring to Table 1, we shall now discuss the preparation of the fossil 
input data for the operation of PACTOLUS. No comment is made on parameters 
that are self-explanatory. The control cards are specific to the user's com
puter installation and are not discussed here. 

~ard Type 1 -- Plant Type and Title Identification 

Card Type 1 starts an input data deck by identifying the plant type and 

case title. The plant abbreviation FOSS is punched in COlumns l-~ to calculate 

fossil power costs with PACTOLUS. Any title punched in columns 15-80 will 
appear as a heading of the output. 

Card Type 2 Capacity Factor History 

Card Type 2 allows up to a maximum of six X-V data points, (Xl,Y l ), 

(X2,Y2), ... , (X 6'Y6)' to describe the capacity factor history during the opera
tion of the plant. The abscissa X defines the time in years from power produc

tion startup and the ordinate Y defir.es the capacity factor as a fraction at 
time X. The initial time Xl must be O. The user can enter six or less data 
points depending upon the number of points required to approximate the capacity 

factor curve to the user's desired accuracy by straight-line interpolation. The 

last time XN, (N ~ 6), must be greater than or equal to the plant operating 

1 ifetime . 

An example of a piece-wise linear approximation to a capacity factor curve 
is shovin in Figure 4. This approximation can be specified by the following five 

points: 

(0.,.25), (1.,.50), (2.,.65), (i5.,.65), (30.,.40) 

In the discounted cash flow analysis, the code uses the average annual 
capacity factor, which it obtains by linearly interpolating the capacity factor 
data points to midyear. For example, the average annual capacity factor is 
0.375 in the first year, 0.575 in the second year, and so forth . 

The code linearly interpolates the capacity factor data points according 
to the following equation: 

Capacity Factor (time = t) = Yn + 3(t - X ) 
:1 
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FIGURE 4. Piece-Wise Linear Approximation to Capacity 
Factor Curve 

Y = caoacity factor at time X n ' n 

Xn = time defined on Card Type 2, immediately preceding t, i.e., Xn<t 

B = slope calculated in the code, i.e., 

t = current time, years since power production startup. 
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Card Type 3 -- Control and Fuel Card 

Card Type 3 controls several options available to the user. This includes 
two methods for depreciating the capital expenses, the fuel inventory accounting 

option, and two methods for calculating the power costs. The depreciation 
methods available are the straight line method and the sum-of-years-digits 
method. The fuel inventory accounting option should currently be specified -3.'S 

the direct fuel expense method (NOP=5). \'Jith this method of fuel inventory 

valuation, the annual fuel expenses are calculated as the sum of annual fuel 
purchases and the straight-line depletion of the initial fuel inventory over 
the operating lifetime of the plant. Since the annual fuel expenses are an 

allowable deduction from the federal taxable income, the inventory accounting 
method affects the income tax payments and net profit. Other common methods 

of inventory valuation which are programmed into the code but not operational 
are as follows: first in-first out (FIFO), last in-first out (LIFO), weighted 

average cost, and standard cost . 

The busbar power costs can be calculated as either a lifecycle levelized 

cost or an annual current dollar cost. The levelized method calculates a single 
power cost which will recover all costs over the life of the plant. The level

ized cost is expressed in units of mills/k\~h. This method is illustrated by the 
nuclear test case input in Section 3.2.7 and nuclear output in Section 4.4 . 

The annual current dollar method calculates the year-by-year power cost in 
current (escalated) dollars. The current dollar costs are also expressed in 

units of mills/kWh. The current dollar method requires that the user also spec
ify the annual inflation rate, the after-tax discount rate, and the base year 
for calculating the equivalent levelized cost of power in constant dollars of 
the base year. This method is illustrated by the fossil test case input in 
Section 3.1.2 and fossil output in Section 4.2. 

Card Type 3 also defines the plant size (r"~Je) and several fuel parameters . 

These include the number (NCDS) of Type 9A or 9B cards for defining the fuel 
cost schedule, the heat rate of the fuel (Btu/kWh), and the initial fuel inven
tory (days) at lOm~ capacity factor (full power). The initial fuel inventory is 
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assumed to be purchased at midyear in the final year of plant construction. (a) 

This inventory is financed with capital using the same bond-equity ratio, bond 
interest rate, and after-tax return on equity as for the capital expenses. 

Card Type 4 -- Capital Str~cture and Financial Parameters 

Card Type 4 defines the capital structure and several other financial param
eters. The capital cost of the plant is input in dollars per kilowatt. The 

capital structure is described by defining the fraction of initial investment in 
bonds, the bond interest rate (fractional), and the aftet'-tax rate of return on 
equity (fractional). 

Other financial parameters specified on this card include the interim capi

tal replacement rate per year (fraction of the plant capital cost) and the per
centage plant investment tax credit. The investment tax credit is designed to 
reduce tax liability by a specified percentage of the capital investment and 
interim capital replacements in any given year. 

Card Type 5 -- Fixed and Variable O&M Costs 

Card Type 5 is the operation and maintenance (O&M) cost card. It defines 
the annual p1ant fixed O&M cost, excluding insurance, and the annual plant vari

able O&M cost. The latter is input by the user at lOO~~ capacity factor and then 
multiplied by the average annual capacity factor in the code to obtain the 

annual variable O&M cost. 

As an option, both types of O&M costs can be escalated to reflect the com
bined effects of inflation, supply/demand, and other effects such as environmental 
and engineering changes. The user specifies a separate compound escalation rate 
and base year for each, the latter corresponding to the initial fixed and vari
able O&M cost entered in columns 1-10 and 31-40, respectively. The O&M costs 
are calculated in PACTOLUS at m~dyear. 

(a) It is assu~ed that the initiaf fuel inventory will have zero salvage value 
in the final year of plant operation and that the initial fuel inventory 
acts as a reserve which is depleted through wastage and losses over the 
life of the plant. 
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Card Type 6 -- Taxes and In~urance 

Card Type 6 defines taxes and insurance. This includes the federal income 
tax, state income tax, state gross revenue tax, and property tax on the net 
plant value and initial fuel inventory. Property insurance is also defined as 

a fraction of the net plant value and initial fuel inventory. 

The last item [0(24)J on the card provides an option to define a salvage 
credit or decommissioning cost for the plant. A salvage credit is defined by 

setting 0(24) to a positive dollar value. A decommissioning cost is defined by 
setting 0(24) to a negative dollar value. If the parameter 0(24) is set to a 
nonzero value, PACTOLUS will generate the cash flow information one year past 
the final year of power production to provide for the salvage or decommissioning 

of the plant. 

Card Type 7 -- Startup and Times Card 

Card Type 7 defines the power production startup year, the depreciable life, 
•• construction time, operating life, and licensing time for the plant. The latter 

four times must be defined as integral real numbers in years (not fractional 

•• 

•• 

•• 

•• 

•• 

years). The power production startup date is assumed to be at January 1 of 
the startup year. 

The current program dimensions allow up to a maximum of 10 years for plant 
licensing time. If more licensing time is required, the user must modify the 

code by increasing the dimensions of the licensing cost variable COSTLC(I) 
described on the next card. The construction time, which is assumed to run con
currently with the licensing time, can be either greater than or less than the 
licensing time in the code. 

The PACTOLUS code distributes the capital cost of the plant over the con
struction years using an expenditure profile expressed by the following con
tinuous distribution function: 

C(t) = 100/[1 + exp K(a-t)] 

17 



where: 

C(t) = cumulative percent expenditure at time t 

K = 0.0847 

a = 60 percent time point of the construction period 

t = time in years from the start of construction, t ~TCONST 

Card Type 8 Licensing Costs (Can Be a Blank Card) 

Card Type 8 defines the licensing costs in the years specified for the 
licensing time (TLICEN) on Card Type 7. This card should be present as a blank 
card if the licensing time on Card Type 7 is O. The licensing costs are entered 
in millions of dollars, starting with the first year prior to power production 
startup and continuing up to TLICEN years prior to power production startup. 

If less than 10 years are specified for the licensing time on Card Type 7, 
any columns remaining on Card Type 8 after defining licensing costs through 
TLICEN years should be left blank. 

Card Types 9A and 9B -- Fuel Cost Schedule 

The fuel cost schedule is defined using Card Types 9A or 9B. Card Type 9A 
is used if NCDS is set to 1 on Card Type 3; Card Type 9B is used if NCDS is set 
greater than 1. These card types provide two alternative means for defining 
the fuel cost scheduie. 

PACTOLUS calculates the fuel costs at the time in the year in which the 
costs occur. The fossil fuel is assumed to be purchased at midyear (e.g., 
1985.5, 1986.5, etc.), so the fossil fuel costs are calculated in PACTOLUS at 
midyear. As will be seen later in the description of Figure 8 in Section 3.2.3, 
the nuclear fuel cycle costs occur throughout the year (e.g., 1979.43, 1979.89, 

1983.59, etc.) and so are calculated exactly at the time in the year in which 
the costs occur (i.e., 1979.43) 1979.89, 1983.59, etc.). 

Card Type 9A provides for a compound fuel escalation rate. This card 
requires that the user define a base year, the reference cost of fuel in the 
base year (¢/MBtu), and a compound fuel escalation rate (% per year). Card 
Type 9A allows the user to input the reference cost for any specific time dur
ing the base year, e.g., at time 1985.0 (January 1, 1985), 1985.5 (midyear of 
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1985), 1985.39, 1985.67, and so forth. The base year must be specif~ed prior 

to or at the fina1 year of plant construction, since the initial fuel inventory 

is assumed to be purchased in the final year of plant construction. Only one 

Type 9A card is used to define the fuel cost schedule. 

If Card Type 9A is used to define the fuel cost schedule, PACTOLUS calcu

lates the fuel costs as follows: 

where 

t-t 
Fuel Cost (time = t) = Fuel Cost (time = t ) * [1. + O.Ol*PercentJ 0 o 

Fuel Cost (time = t) = fuel cost at current time t 

Fuel Cost (time = to) = fuel cost at base time to defined on Card Type 9A 

Percent = percent escalation rate defined on Card Type 9A 

For example, assume that Card Type 9A is used to define the base yea)' uS 

1985.0, the cost of fossil fuel in the base year as $5/MBtu, and the compound 

escalation rate as 5%. The reference cost in the base year is then assumed to 

be at the beginning of the year, i.e., January 1, 1985. Then, PACTOLUS calcu

lates fossil fuel costs at 1985.5 (midyear of 1985) and at 198&.5 (midyear of 

1986) as follows: 

Fossil Fuel Cost at 1985.5 = 5. * [1 .05JO. 5 = $5.12/MBtu 

Fossil Fuel Cost at 1986.5 = 5. * [1.05J'·5 = S5.38/MBtu 

An analogous definition of compound escalation rates can be formulated for 

nu:lear fuel cycle costs using Card Type 31A described in Section 3.2.5 . 

Card Type 98 defines the fuel costs in successive calendar years. The 

number of Type 9B cards must equal NCDS. Each Type 9B card defines a calendar 

year and the cost of fuel (¢/t1Btu) in that year. 

Card Type 9B allows the user to either define the fuel costs in every 

calendar year or to skip some calendar years. PACTOLUS linearly interpolates 

between successive calendar years to obtain the fuel costs at the time in the 

year in which the fuel is purchased. For example, consider the cost schedule 

shown in the figure below in which the fuel cost is defined using Card Type 98 

as S5./MBtu at January 1, 1980 and $lO./t1Btu at January 1, '982 . 
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Since the fossil" fuel is assumed to be purchased at midyear, PACTOLUS linearly 
interpolates the fuel costs between January 1, 1980 and January 1, 1982 to 
obtain $6.25/MBtu as the fuel cost at midyear of 1980 (i.e., 1980.5) and $8.751 

r~Btu as the fuel cost at midyear of 1981 (i.e., 1981.5). An analogous defini
tion of cost schedules using successive calendar years can be formulated for 
nuclear fuel cycle costs using Card Type 318 described in Section 3.2.5. 

Card Type 98 allows the user the flexibility to input a wide variety of 
fuel cost schedules: specific fuel costs each calendar year, step function 
costs in successive calendar years, uniform annual increases or decreases 
through linear interpolation between specified years, or any combination of 
these schedules. The current program dimensions allow up to a maximum of 60 
Type 98 cards. The first calendar year must be specified prior to or at the 
final year of plant construction; the last calendar year must be specified at 
one or more years after the final year of power production. (a) The number 

(a) For example, if 2009 is the final year of power production, the final pur
chase of fossil fuel is assumed to occur at 2009.5, so the code requires 
that fossil fuel costs be defined at 2010 (i.e., January 1, 2010) or beyond 
in order to interpolate fuel costs to 2009.5. 
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(NCDS) of Type 98 cards is left to the user's discretion, depending on the 
complexity of the fuel cost schedule. It should be pointed out that Card 
Type 9B allows the user to input costs for any specific time during a year, 
e.g., at time 1985.0, 1985.5, 1985.39, 1985.67, and so forth. 

To illustrate the two methods for defining the fuel cost schedule, con

sider a fossil plant with the following construction, startup, and operating 
times together with the following four scenarios of fuel cost schedules. 

Plant Construction, Startup, and Operating Times 

Assume plant const}'uction is completed in December, 1979 with power startup 

scheduled for January 1, 1980 and an operating lifetime of 30 years . 

Scenario A 

Fuel costs remain constant at a price of $l/MBtu in constant 1978 dollars 
over the operating lifetime of the plant. 

Scenario B 

Fuel costs of $l/r'1Btu at January 1,1978 increase at a compound rate of 5~1, 

in constant 1978 dollars over the operating lifetime of the plant . 

Scenario C 

Fuel costs of $l/MBtu at January 1, 1978 increase at a compound rate of 5% 
in current dollars over the operating lifetime of the plant . 

Scenario D 

Fuel costs change over the operating lifetime of the plant according to 
steps 1 through 12 defined as follows: 

1) fuel costs of $l/r~Btu at January 1, 1978 remain constant through 
Qecember 31, 1979 

2) fuel costs increase linearly to $1.50 at February 12, 1982 

3) fuel costs remain constant at $1.50 through December 31, 1985 

4) fuel costs jump in a step-function fashion to $2.00 at January 1, 1986 

5) fuel costs remain constant at $2.00 through October 25, 1390 
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6) fuel costs 

7) fuel costs 

8) fuel costs 

9) fuel costs 

10) fuel costs 

11) fuel costs 

12 ) fuel costs 

These steps are 
Assume that a 11 

2.00 
:::l -co 
~ 
~ 

Vl 1.50 
f-
Vl 
0 
u 
-l 
L.I.J 
:::::l 
~ 1.00 

drop in a step-function fashion to $1.83 at October 26, 1990 

remain constant at $1.83 through December 31, 1991 

drop in a step-function fashion to $1.77 at January 1, 1992 

decline linearly to $1.50 at January 1, 1995 

remain constant at $1.50 through December 31, 1995 

drop in a step-function fashion to $1.00 at January 1, 1996 

remain constant at $1.00/MBtu through December 31, 2009. 

shown in the figure for the fuel cost schedule 
fuel costs are in constant 1978 dollars. 

4 

3 

5 

JAN 1 
1990 

10 
11 

12 

TIME 

given below. 

Referring to the above fossil plant, we shall now describe the methods for 
defining the four scenarios of fuel cost schedules using Card Type 9A or 9B. 
Following this description, the options for calculating either the levelized 
cost of power or the annual cost of power in current dollars using Card Type 3 
are discussed. 
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Scenario A 

The fuel cost schedule is defined using either Card Type 9A or 98 as 
described below. 

a) If Card Type 9A is used, set NCDS to 1 on Card Type 3 and define the fol
lowing values for the parameters on Card Type 9A: 

TIME(l) = 1978, FSCHED(l) = lOO¢/MBtu, PCINFL = O. 

b) If Card Type 98 is used, set NCDS to 2 on Card Type 3 and define the 
following values for the parameters on the two Type 98 cards: 

Card 1 TIME(l) = 1978., FSCHED(l) = lOO~/MBtu 

Card 2 TIME(2) = 2010., FSCHED(2) = lOO¢/MBtu 

Scenario B 

The fuel cost schedule is defined using Card Type 9A as described below. 

Set rlCDS to 1 on Card Type 3 and define the following values for the 
parameters' on Card Type 9A: 

TIME(l) = 1978., FSCHED(l) = lOO~/MBtu, PCINFL = 5 . 

Scenario C 

Scenario C is similar to Scenario B except that the fuel costs are defined 
in current dollars. The fuel cost schedule is defined using Card Type 9A exactly 

•• as in Scenario B. 

•• 

.. 

•• 

•• 

•• 

•• 

Scenario 0 

Scenario D illustrates how to define the fuel cost schedule when the escala
tion rate is not constant and ;s both increasir.g and decreasing over the operat
ing lifetime of the plant. The fuel cost schedule is defined using Card Type 98 
as described below . 
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Set NCDS to 13 on Card Type 3 and define the fo11m'ling values for the param-
eters on the thi rteen Type 9B ca'rds: 

Card 1 TIME (1 ) = 1978. , FSCHED(l) = 1 OOct/~1Btu 
Card 2 TIME(2 ) = 1980. , FSCHED(2) = 100¢/NBtu 
Card 3 TIME (3) = 1982. 12. , FSCHED(3) = 150¢l~·1Btu 
Card 4 TH1E (4) = 1985.99. , FSCHED(4) = 150¢l~1Btu 

Card 5 TIME(5) = 1986. , FSCHED(5) = 200¢lMBtu 
Card 6 TIME(6) = 1990.816. , FSCHED(6) = 200¢lMBtu 
Card 7 TIr~E (7) = 1990.817., FSCHED( 7) = 183¢/r~Btu 

Card 8 TIME(8) = 1991. 99. , FSCHED(8) = 183¢/~lBtu 

Card 9 TIME (9) = 1992. , FSCHED(9) = 177 ¢lr'1B tu ---
Card 10 TmE(lO) = 1995. , FSCHED(lO) = 150¢lt1Btu 
Card 11 TIt1E (11 ) = 1995.99., FSCHED (11 ) = 150¢/MBtu 
Card 12 TH4E(12) = 1996. , FSCHED(12) = 100¢/t·1Btu 
Card 13 TIME(13) = 2010., FSCHED(13) = 100¢lr1Btu 

Referring to steps 7 and 8 in the figure for the fuel cost schedule in Scenar-
io D, observe that the fuel cost was held constant at $1.83 from October 26, 
1990 through December 31, 1991 and then dropped in a step-function fashion to 
$1.77 at January 1, 1992 by the use of Cards 7, 8, and 9. Note that 1982.12 
was used to approximate February 12, 1982; 1990.816 was used for October 25, 
1990; 1990.817 was used for October 26, 1990; and 1991.99 was used for Decem-
ber 31, 1991. Note also that if Card 8 were absent, the fuel costs would then 
decrease linearly from $1.83 at October 26, 1990 to $1.77 at January 1, 1992. 

The fuel cost data for Scenarios A, B, and D are defined in constant 1978 
dollars. Assume that the capital costs, O&M costs, and all other input costs 
are also consistently defined in constant 1978 dollars. Then the user can spec
ify that PACTOLUS calculate either the 1eve1ized cost of power in constant 1978 

dollars or the annual cost of power. 

The levelized cost of power is the option most frequently selected when the 
cost data are in constant dollars. This option is selected by setting the 
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parameter IECaST to 0 on Card Type 3. The option to calculate the levelized 

cost of power is illustrated by the nuclear ~nput data in Section 3.2.~ and the 

nuclear output in Section 4.4. 

The annual cost of power ca~ also be calculated for Scenarios A, B, and 0 

by setting the parameter IECaST to i, the overall inflation rate (OPCINF) to 0, 

the societal discount rate (SDRATE) to 0, and the base year (BASEYR) to 1978 on 

Card Type 3. Note that when the inflation rate is zero, constant dollars and 

current dollars are the same. 

The fuel cost data for Scenario C are defined in current dollars. Assume 

that the capital costs, O&M costs, and all other input costs are also consistently 

•• defined in current dollars. Then the user can specify that PACTOLUS calculate 

.1 

•• 

•• 

•• 

•• 

•• 

•• 

•• 

•• 

•• 

•• 

either the levelized cost of power in current dollars or the annual cost of power 

in current dollars. The annual cost of power in current dollars is the option 

most frequently selected when the cost data are in current dollars. 

The fuel cost data described for Scenario 0 can also be defined in current 

dollars. In this case, either the annual or the levelized costs of power can 

be calculated in current dollars . 

The option to calculate the levelized cost of power in curr!nt dollars is 

selected by setting the parameter rECaST to 0 on Card Type 3. The option to cal

culate the annual cost of power in current dollars is selected by setting the 

parameter IECaST to 1 on Card Type 3 and defining the overall inflation rate 

(OPCINF), the societal discount rate (SDRATE), and the base year (BASEYR) on 

Card Type 3. The last three parameters enable PACTOLUS to also calculate the 
equivalent levelized cost of power in constant dollars of the base year. The 

option to calculate the annual cost of power in current dollars is illustrated 

by the fossil input data in Section 3.1.2 and the fossil output in Section 4.2 . 
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SECTION 3.1.1 

FOSSIL INPUT DATA FORMAT 
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N 
~o 

TABLE 1. 

Cdt'd Cat'd Ih;sll'iption 
Type and FOtillilt 

Plant Typ~ and 
Ti tle 
Identification 

(f\4, lOX, 16f\4 ,A2) 

2 Capacity Factor 
Hi~tory 

(12F6.0) 

3 Contl'ol dnd rue I 
("rd 

(315,3Fl0.0,15, 
3F10,0) 

qo. 01 
Lelrds 

Fossil Plant Input Data Format to PACTOLUS 

IJd ta Data 
f i (' I d Typo Co 1 UII,n~, Oatc! fir-scription Ndlile 

H 1-4 Pldrlt type, co,le ross lor foss i 1 plant IPLYTP 
c G-14 tiot uSl,d L 

J H 15-8U lase titl e iOt'lltiticatioll TI [LE(I), 
I ~ 1 to 17 

R 1-6 In i t 1 d 1 t i IIle on capacity f ae to I' curve, yrs fl'Ol1i plant pOller X2( 1 ) 
productioll stdl'!I!p. (I nit ia 1 t ilile IIIUS t be O. ) 

2 R 7 - 12 In i t id 1 cilpdeity fae tor at t i IIIC' X2( 1) , fraction y~ (1 ) 

3 R l3-W :>cconJ t ilile on capacity tdclor cljrv~ , Yl's fronl s tartul' X2(Z) 
4 I~ 1 'J- (,I ~econd capacity factor at t i I,I(~ X2(2) , frilct ion Y2(2) 

II i( 61-66 Sixth t i 1111: on capacity fae tor~ CHI've, yrs from startup X;!(6) 

12 I{ 67 -72 Sixth capacity fde tor ill t illle X?(6), ft'action Y2(6) 

~ llepl'",: i at ion opt ion: l=strai(jht 1 ine, ~=sum-of-years- LL2 
d1'lits 

2 II) Fupl inventory accclIHitinlj option: Code, 5 for direct fuel NOP 
expense I'letilod 

11,15 NUlilbet' ot cards for fuel cost schedule. See Card Type NCOS 
IlUillbel" 9A and 91L If NCDS 1, use one Card Type 9A: 
if NeilS I, use NCDS cards oj [;, nJ Type 9[3, 

4 1< 16-2S PI d"t sizp, ri,le Gt~WE 

~ il 26-3S lied t Y'd le of fue 1 , Gtu/kflh IIEATRT 

6 il 36-45 Initial fuv1 i nventol'Y at 100' capaclty factor, days FINVDY 



Card 
T~ 

TABLE 1. 

Card Description 
and Fon!ld t ----_.---_._----- -

3 Control and Fuel 
fi! rd (cont' .dJ_ 
(315,3FlO.O,15, 
3F10.O) 

4 Capital Structure 
ilild Financial 
Parameters -------- -

(uFIO.II) 

5 Fixed and VaridLle 
O&~1 Cos t~ -.-------_. 

(6FlO.O) 

(cont'd) 

Nu. of 
Cards field 

8 

9 

10 

2 

3 

5 

Ii 

3 

4 

Fossil Plant Input Data Format to PACTOLUS 

Ddta 
ryp:' 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

k 

I{ 

R 

R 

Columns 
Data 
Name 

50 O~tiun For calculating cost uf power: O=levelized cosl of IECOST 
puwer, l=annual ~o5t of power in current dollars 

51-60 Overa II inflation rate, per Yr'. Ilsed only if IECOST=I, OPCINK 
to calculate equivalent levelizpd cost of power in constant 
dollil>'s ot ttle base year' defined beluw. 

61-70 SOCiHJl discount r'ate. PCt yr. Used only if I(COST="]' SDRAT£ 
to calculate equivJlent level iZf'd t~<lst Df power in constant 
dollars of the ba~e year defined b~low, 

il-80 Bdse year. Use~ only if IECCST-l, to c~lculate equivalent 8ASEYk 
levelized cost of power in constant dollars of the base 
yedr. ~ee Section (aOO) of fossil o:.Jtput ~hown in 
Section 4,2 fur an illustratiun. 

1-10 Capital ~ost of plant, $/kWe 

11-20 ft~ddion of initial investment in bonds 

21-30 Interest rate on bonds, fractional 

31-40 [drnino rilte 011 equity (aftei' td~",5), fractional 

~l,=;O Interim capital repl"celilcnt ritte per year, fraction of 
plant capital cost 

51-60 Plant investn~nt tax credit, p~r year 

1-10 l'l<lot fixed O&M cost, $/yr' 

11-20 Case yeilr, used only if escalating [,Idnt fixed O&M cost 
by the escalation rate defined in the oext datd item 

21-30 Escalation rate for plant fixed O&M cost, % per yr. Used 
only if esc,llating plant fixed 0&11 cost 

31-40 Variat,le plant O&M cost (multipl ied in the computer code 
by the average annual capacity factor to obtain the 
yearly cost), $/yr 

CPIKWE 

0(4) 

0(5) 

D(6) 

0(18) 

PIVTCP 

Gem 
fJl'CINF 

BPCINF 

VCYR 



Cdt'd 
Type 

TABLE 1. 

Card Description 
dnd fOl"lllat 

+--- --- - ---- -+ 

5 Fixed and Variable 
OSM Costs (cont'd) 

(6FlO.0) 

6 Taxes and 
Insurance 

(6FIO.0) 

Sta,tup and Ti'lies 
Cal'd 

(f>FlO.0) 

!.l .~ ic~n.>irli) Costs 

(lOF8.0) 

(cont.'d) Fossil Plant Input Data Format to PACTOLUS 

No. 01 O~ta 

Cdt'll~, r i(;I'] Til"e (:OIUIIIIIS Ud t a Ile s L r i pt ion .. . ..... _ .... 
Datu 
Name 

5 

6 

2 

3 

5 

G 

5 

R 

R 

R 

R 

II 

R 

I~ 

R 

R 

41-50 Base year, used only if escalatinq variable plant DIM cost TVCYR 
by the escalation rat~ defined ill the next data item. 

51-60 lscalation rate for variable plant O&M cost, Z per yr. VrCINF 
Used only if escalating variable plant DIM cost. 

1-10 Federal incoille tax rate, fractional 

11·:'0 State Income tax rate, fractional 

21-JO State qross revenue tax rate, fractional 

31-·10 Pro~erty tilX on net plant value dnd initial fuel inven' 
tury, fractional 

41· 50 Pl'openy insurance on net plant value and initial fuel 
inventory, fractIonal 

51-60 Net sdlvage value of plant, J .. Positive denotes salvdge 
value. Negative Jenoles de,"ollilliissioning cost. 

I· I il 

II - ('0 

('I-3D 

JI-4U 

41-SIl 

Plant [lUI-IeI' production sldrtlj~ year 

Plant u(:prec iable I i fe, yr<,. (not fractional) 

Pldnt (onslrrlction tillie ('·0), yrs. (not fractiona I) 

Plant O!JerJllfllj lifetilile, yrs. (not frdctional) 

Plant II(:ensinq tillie, yrs. (not fractional) 

D(7) 

0(15) 

D( 16) 

D( 1 J) 

D( 19) 

0(;>4) 

rSTAIn 

0(9) 

TCONST 
HIFE 

TLiCEN 

Blank card if Tl ICEN"O U>I Card Type nUlliber 7 

R 

R 

10 R 

I-Il 

9-16 

Licensiny cost one year prior to power production 
startup, $ million5 

L icellsinq cost two years prior' to p0l1er production 
startup, S lIlill ions 

Repeat. up to TLlCEtl years prior to startup. The current 
dilliPnsions d 110\'/ up to 10 years for' Illensing tilile. 

73:lO L i((,1I5in'l cost. 10 yeUY's prior to po\ver pl'oduction 
startup, S lI:ill ions 

caSHC(l ) 

COSHC( 2) 

COSTLC(IO) 



TABLE 1. 

Card Descriptioll 
dnd Foniia t ---------- - -- - -- -

Fuel Cost Schedule -"-- -------------

9A Coripound 
~ ~~La tJ or~_~~te 
(3F10.0) 

98 Cost Schedule 
V~!,?!j~ Ii ~Jg _ 

(HIO.O) 

(contid) 

flo. at 
Cards Field 

Fossil Plant Inp!lt Data Format to PACTOLUS 

Dut.) 
Type 

If NCfiS'l on Clrd Type nlliliber 3, use Card Type 9A. 
If NCD,) , 1 on Ca rd Typ(' nJmber 3, use Cd I'd Type 91l. 

NefJS 

Il 

R 

R 

f( 

1-10 3ci~Q year for escalating fuel cost 

11-20 Cost of fuel in base year, C/MBtu 

21-30 EscalatIon rate for escaldting fuel cost, 7 per year 

Repeal for 1=1 to NCDS cards 

1-10 Cdl~ndar jear when this cost 2pplies 

11-2Ll lost of fuel in ca~endat y"ar, ¢//,[Hu 

Data 
Name 

TIME (1) 

FSCHED(l) 

PCINFL 

T1Mf (I) 

t'SCHED( I ) 
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SECTION 3. 1. 2 

FOSSIL TEST CASE INPUT 
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(1) FOSS COAL PLAtIT BOO MWE SAMPLE CASE 

(2) o. 0.25 .0 0.50 2.0 0.65 15.0 

(3 ) lUOO. 9470. 100. 

(4) 427.5 0.50 0.04 0.085 

(5) 1035000u. 1 Y85. 1. 5680UOO. 

(6) 0.48 0.09 0.03 0.0320 

(7) 1985. 30. 3. 30. 

(8) 0.2 0.6 1.0 0.75 0.5 

(9A) 1984. lUO. 5. 

(1) Pl",!t Ty~~ dnd litle C"rQ 

Fues Foss i I Plant 
Title "Coal Plant 800 MI~e Sa",~le Case" 

(2) C~p.cilv f ~c t",· f~rv" 

The points wh ich spec i fy the capac i t y fdctor curve: 
(D. ,.25), (1. ,.50), (2. ,.65), (15. ,.65), (30,40) 

(3) Con~rol and Fuel fd,·d 

(4 ) 

2 Sum-of-Yt~drc;-di!Jits dl'pre( lotion 
5 01 reet fue 1 expense i nven tory account i 119 
I Type 9A card for f"el cost schedule 
800 Plant size (HI~e) 
9470 lIeat rate of fuel (Btu/kWh) 
100 Initial fuel inventory (days) 
1 Calculate annudl cost of power 
5% Inflation rate 
7% Oi scount ra te 
1985 Base year 

Capital 

427.5 
0.50 
0.04 
0.085 
0.0035 
4. 

S!r_~~Jufl~ ~n~ Fi~~~iCi~l p~1rd!lIeters 

Capital cost of plant ($/kWe) 
Frdct ion of investment in bonds 
Bond interest rdte (frdetian) 
Return rate on equity (fraction) 
Interim capital replacement rate (fraction) 
Plant investment t.ax credit (percent) 

0.65 

0.0035 

1985. 

0.0025 

5. 

30.0 

15. 

4. 

1-

O. 

0.40 

7. 1985. 

~IO,3"O,OO() 
1~85 

Plant fixed 0&1·1 cost 
BJse year 

1"' Escalotion rate 
~5.680,OOO 
19B5 

Plant variahle 0&11 cost 
Base year 

1:,. 

C' 48 
11.09 
11.03 
P.0320 
(1.0025 
II 

Escalation fate 

Federal income tux rdte (traction) 
State income tux rate (fraction) 
State 9ross revenue tdX rdte (fraction) 
Property tax ra te (f ract i on) 
Property insurance I'd tc (fraction) 
tlet salvaqe vah,e ($) 

(7) ~,t~l'tup~n'Ltill'~s. j:.~.r~ 

'985 Startup year of ~JU"'ler product ion 
·\0 Plant depreciable I ife (years) 
3 Construction time (years) 
10 Plant operatinq lifetilile (years) 
5 Licensing time (years) 

(8) lic""s.in.'l Costs 

,0.2,191',4), (06,1983), (1.0,1982). (0.75,19BI), (0.5,1980) 
in $ I'li 11 ions 

(9A) r:p!np'~l!!_l_(;L E~~J'!.~.1.2..n_,_l?! fu~l ~o_~~~ 

1994 Base year 
100 Reference fuel cost ill 1984 (UI18tu) 
), Escalation rate 

FIGURE 5. Fossil Test Case Input 



3.1.3 Other Energy System Input 

Energy systems other than fossil and nuclear plants are most easily set up 
for PACTOLUS using the fossil input data format described in Sections 3.1 and 
3.1.1. For those energy systems which require continued purchases of energy, 

such as geothermal energy systems, the fossil fuel quantities and price sched
ules can be redefined to accommodate the energy supply. For those energy sys
tems which do not require purchases of energy, such as wind and some forms of 
solar energy, the energy supply costs should be set to zero. The other cost 

accounts in PACTOLUS - capital costs, fixed and variable operating costs, taxes, 
insurance, and so forth - are common to all energy systems. 
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3.2 PREPARATION OF NUCLEAR IrIPUT DATA 

Figure 6 shows the order of the cards in a deck setup for calculating 

nuclear power costs with PACTOLUS. To place their order in proner perspective, 
the nuclear input data cards shown in Figure 6 can be grouped into five cate

gories of interrelated cards as follows: 

1. General Reactor Parameters Card Types to 3 

2. Reactor Fuel Burnup Data Card Types 4 to 16 

3. Nuclear Fuel Cycle and General 
Control Parameters - Card Types 17 to 23 

4. Plant Financial and Tax 
Structure - Card Types 24 to 28 

5. Isotope Prices and Cost Schedule 
for Nuclear Fuel Cycle Processes - Card Types 29 to 31A or 31B 

The description of the cards within each category given below is preceded 

by a brief discussion of the background needed to understand their functional 

role in PACTOLUS. 

Table 2 in Section 3.2.6 describes the input data format of each card for 

a nuclear plant. The general discussion of the fossil input data format in 

Table 1 also applies to Table 2 for nuclear input data and consequently is not 

repeated here. The user should review the discussion at the beginning of 

Section 3.1 and apply it to Table 2. 

Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the units $/kg in Table 2 refer to 

$/kg of heavy metal, which includes all of the isotopes of uranium, plutonium, 
and thorium. 

The escalation rates in Table 2 allow the user to escalate the O&M costs, 
the fuel isotope costs, and the costs of the major processes in the nuclear 

fuel cycle at a compound rate over the project lifetime to reflect a combina

tion of inflation, supply/demand, and other effects such as environmenta1 and 

engineering changes. With this definition of escalation, inflation is just one 

of several factors, that can contri bute to cost or pri ce esca 1 ati on . 
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FIGURE 6. Nuclear Plant Deck Setup for PACTOLUS 
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A sample input data deck for calculating ~uclear power costs for a 1000 MWe 

light water reactor is shown in Figure 9 in Section 3.2.7. The output gener
ated by PACTOLUS using this input data is described in Section 4.3. 

Multiple nuclear cases can be input to PACTOLUS in one deck setup by 
repeating the full set of cards 1-31A or 318 before the end-of-file card in the 
input data stream shown in Figure 6. The control switch ISFUEL defined on Card 
Type 1 in Section 3.2.1 provides a means for reducing the size of the data decks 
for cases after the first case when executing multiple cases with one deck setup. 

Referring to Table 2 in Section 3.2.6, we shall now discuss the preparation 
of the nuclear input data for the operation of PACTOLUS. No comment is made on 

parameters that are self-explanatory. The cards within each of the five cate
gories mentioned at the beginning of this section are described below in the 

order in which they appear in the input data deck . 

3.2.1 General Reactor Parameters 

The reactor fuel burnup data input to PACTOLUS is 

reactor fuel burnup codes. Many burnup codes generate 

capacity or power factor. Two examplp.s of such burnup 

normally generated by 
burnup data at a constant 
cedes' are ALTHAEA(3) and 

LEOPARD. (6) However, the real capacity factors of nuclear reactors vary with 

time. PACTOLUS has the capability to convert the burnup data generated with a 
constant capacity factor defined on Card Type 3 to the varying capacity history 

defined on Card Type 2 . 

PACTOLUS is also designed to allow modifications of the reactor burnup data 
by scaling the reactor thermal power and the isotopic concentrations of the 
initial core and refueling batches that were originally used in the burnup code 
to generate the burnup data. These scaling parameters are defined on Card 
Type 3. 

The cards defining the general reactor parameters are described below . 

Card Type 1 -- Plant Type, Switches, and Title 

Card Type 1 defines the plant type, the print switch IPDIS, the control 

switch ISFUEL, and the case title. The plant type NUCL must be punched in 
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columns 1-4 to calculate nuclear plant power costs with PACTOLUS. Any title 
punched in columns 15-80 will appear as a heading of the output. 

The print switch IPOIS controls the printout of Sections (100), (700), and 
(800) in the nuclear output illustrated in Section 4.4. These sections are 
printed if IPOIS is set to 1 and omitted if IPOIS is set to O. 

The control switch ISFUEL allows the user the discretion to reduce the 
size of the data deck by omitting Card Types 2-16 from a given case after the 
first case when executing multiple cases with one deck setup. The switch ISFUEL 
must always be left blank or set to 0 for the first case and all Card Types 
1-31A or 318 must be present for the first case. If ISFUEL is left blank or set 
to a for any subsequent case, Card Types 2-16 must also be present for that case. 

However, if ISFUEL is set to 1 for any subsequent case, Card Types 2-16 must be 
omitted from the data deck for that case. In that event, PACTOLUS uses the 
information on Card Types 2-16 from the previous case for the current case. 

Card Type 2 Capacity Factor History 

Card Type 2 defines the capacity factor history during the operation of 
the reactor over its lifetime. The description of this card is identical to the 

description of Card Type 2 for the fossil input data in Section 3.1. 

Card Type 3 Reactor Parameters 

Card Type 3 defines reactor parameters that affect the reactor fuel burnup 
data which is defined on Card Types 4-9. The first item [RTP] is the reactor 
thermal power in megawatts. The second item [VOL] is the reactor fuel volume 
in liters. This parameter is a carryover from the original version of PACTOLUS 
in which the reactor fuel mass balances to be charged or discharged were inout 
on Card Types 4-9 in units of nuclei per barn centimeter rather than kilograms. 

The reactor fuel volume [VOL] was used to convert nuclei per barn centimeters to 

kilograms. In the current version of PACTOLUS, the fuel mass balances to be 
charged or discharged are input on Card Types 4-9 in kilograms. Consequently, 

the parameter VOL should be left blank. 
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The next three items [TPR, FMAS, and PHR](a) are scaling factors to modify 

the input reactor burnup data. These scaling f~ctors were originally used for 
specialized runs, but are currently infrequently used. It is recommended that 
these items be set to 0 or left blank, in which case the code will cause the 
scaling factors TPR, FMAS, and PWR to be set internally to 1. 

The sixth item [ClFJ allows the user to input reactor burnup data on Card 

Types 4-9 that was generated by a burnup code at a constant capacity factor less 
than 100%. PACTOlUS then internally converts the burnup data so that it cor

responds to a constant capacity factor of 100%. If the item ClF is 0 or left 
blank, PACTOlUS will assume that the input burnup data is at 100% capacity 
factor (full power) . 

The seventh item [NREGNJ defines the number of refueling batches making up 
the reactor. The eighth item [NFUElJ lists the type of refueling scheme . 

PACTOlUS can simulate either graded refueling [NFUEl = OJ or single batch refuel
ing [NFUEl = 1]. In graded refueling, a fraction of the reactor core, called a 
batch, is removed at each refueling interval. This is the most common refueling 
scheme. In single batch refueling, the entire reactor inventory is replaced 

periodically in an end-to-end process . 

The ninth item [NPTSJ lists the number of data points in the end-of-1ife 
burnup data on Card Types 11-16. These data points are used to interpolate the 
burnup data in each reactor region from the last discharge date less than the 

._ reactor operating lifetime to the end of the reactor life. This er.ables PACTOlUS 
to estimate the fuel material balance in each reactor region exactly at the 

.... 

.. ,. 

.... 

.... 

..... 

..... 

•• 

final reactor shutdown time . 

(a) The parameter TPR scales the isotopic concentrations of the charge batches 
in the initial core. The parameter FMAS scales the isotopic concentrations 
of the discharge batches in the initial core and the isotopic concentrations 
of all charge and discharge refueling batches after the initial core. The 
parameter PWR scales the reactor thermal power [input parameter RTP] and 
reactor electrical power. As an example, the reactor thermal power, the 
reactor electrical power, and the isotopic concentrations of the initial 
core and all refueling batches are increased by 20% by setting all three 
parameters [TPR, FMAS, and PWR] to 1.20 . 
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The end-of-life burnup data is described in the discussion of the reactor 
fuel burnup data in Section 3.2.2. If NPTS is 0 or left blank, PACTOLUS will 
assume that two points are required, namely beginni~g of end of life and end of 
life. The parameter NPTS should be set to 0 or left blank. 

The tenth item [IBUG] is a debug switch to control debug printout of the 
calculations used in PACTOLUS in processing the reactor burnup data. It is 
recommended that this item normally be left blank. 

The last item [TLIFE] defines the reactor operating lifetime (years). 

This item must be defined as an integral real number (not fractional) and must 
have the same value as TLIFE on Card Type 23. 

3.2.2 Reactor Fuel Burnup Data 

In order to calculate power costs for a nuclear reactor, the reactor fuel 

burnup data must be defined over the reactor operating lifetime. In PACTOLUS, 

the burnup data consist of the material balances of the reactor fuel isotopes 
at charge times and discharge times over the reactor operating lifetime. This 
information is normally generated by reactor fuel burnup codes such as ALTHAEA 

or LEOPARD, but burnup data from any source can be input to PACTOLUS. 

The material balances are read into PACTOLUS as kilograms of up to 12 iso
topes. These isotopic concentrations are defined at charge and discharge times 

by the set of six cards beginning with Card Type 4 and ending with Card Type 9 
in Table 2. The first three cards (Card Types 4-6) define the charge data and 
the last three cards (Card Types 7-9) define the discharge data. 

A separate set of six cards (Card Types 4-9) must be input for each fueling 
region in the reactor to define the initial charge and discharge data for that 
region. This information defines the burnup data for the initial core in the 

reactor. In addition, a separate set of six cards (Card Types 4-9) must be 

input a sufficient number of times for each fueling region to refuel that 
region over the reactor operating lifetime at whatever capacity factor history 

is specified on Card Type 2. The significance of the capacity factor history is 

discussed further below. 
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The sequence for entering the burnup data into PACTOLUS is as follows: 

1) Enter the material balances for the initial charge and discharge times for 
each fueling region in ascending order by region number. This information 
defines the burnup data for the initial core. 

2) Enter the refueling burnup data for the regions in the time sequence in 
which the regions are discharged, i.e., in order of increasing discharge 
times. 

The following two examples illustrate the sequence for entering the burnup 
data into PACTOLUS. As the first example, consider the burnup data shown for 
the sample nuclear case with three reactor fueling regions in Figure 9 of Sec
tion 3.2.7. The sequence of first three discharge times for the three reactor 
regions is as follows: 

Reactor 
Region 
Number 

Seguence of Discharge Times for First 

3 
I I I I 

0 2.956 5.371 7.776 
2 

I I I I 
0 2. 165 4.570 6.975 

I I I I 
o 1.363 3.768 6.173 

Discharge Time in Years 

Examele 

To illustrate the sequence for entering this burnup data into PACTOLUS, assume 
that the burnup data is labeled as follows: 

Let Initial Fuel N denote the burnup data for region N in the initial core 

... First Refuel N denote the burnup data for region N in its first refueling 
batch 

__ Second Refue'N denote the burnup data for region N in its second refueling 
batch 

.... 

... 

.... , 

..... 

t denote the years from startup at which time the reactor region is 
discharged . 
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Then the burnup data for the sample nuclear case in Figure 9 is entered into 
PACTOLUS in the following sequence: 

Ineut Seguence of Burnup Data for First Examele 

Initial Fuel l (t = 1 .363) 

Initial Fue1 2 (t = 2. 165) 

Initial Fue1 3 (t = 2.966) 

First Refue 11 (t = 3.768) 

First Refue1 2 (t = 4.570) 

First Refue1 3 (t = 5.371) 

Second Refue 11 (t = 6.173) 

Second Refuel 2 (t = 6.975) 

Second Refue1 3 (t = 7.776), 

and so forth. 

Each line of input data above requires six cards consisting of Card 

Types 4-9. Eighteen cards (three sets of six cards consisting of Card 
Types 4-9) are required to define the material balances of the initial fuel 
core at charge and discharge times for all three reactor regions. Another set 
of eighteen cards (three sets of six cay'ds consisting of Card Types 4-9) are 
required to define the first refueling batches for each of the three reactor 
regions. This process is repeated for subsequent refueling batches in each of 
the three reactor regions until a sufficient number of refueling data have been 
defined for each reactor region to refuel the reactor over its operating life
time at whatever capacity factor history is specified on Card Type 2. 

As the second example to illustrate the sequence for entering burnup data 

into PACTOLUS, consider the irregular sequence of discharge times for the three 
reactor regions shown below: 
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Sequence of Discharge Times for Second Example 

3 
I I I I I 

Reactor 0 1.5 3.0 4.5 6.0 
Region 2 Number I I I I 

0 2.0 4.0 6.5 

I I I I 

0 3.5 7.0 

Di scharge Time in Years 

The burnup data for this sequence of discharge times is entered into PACTOLUS 
in the following sequence: 

Input Sequence of Burnup Data for Second Example 

In; ti al Fue 11 (t = 3.5) 

Initial Fue1 2 (t = 2.0) 

Initial Fue1 3 (t = 1.5) 

First Refue1 3 (t = 3.0) 

First Refue1 2 (t = 4.0) 

Second Refue1 3 (t = 4.5) 

Third Refue1 3 (t = 6.0) 

Second Refuel,., (t = 6.5) 
<-

First Refuel, (t = 7.0), 

and so forth . 

Observe that the burnup data for the initial core is entered in order of increas

ing region number. The refueling burnup data is entered in the time sequence i~ 

which the regions are discharged, i.e., in order of increasing discharge times . 
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Refueling batches that extend beyond the reactor operating lifetime are 

skipped by PACTOlUS as explained below in the description of the end-of-life 
data. However, if there are an insufficient number of refueling batches present 

to refuel the reactor over its operating lifetime at the capacity factor history 
defined on Card Type 2, PACTOlUS will terminate execution of the input data 
(bomb out). 

As previously noted, the capacity factor in reactor burnup codes is often 

held constant. In that event, the material balance information generated by 

the burnup code and input into PACTOlUS on Card Types 4-9 corresponds to the 
constant capacity factor [ClF] defined on Card Type 3. However, the real capac

ity factor of a nuclear reactor varies over its opeTating lifetime. In order 
to account for this difference, PACTOLUS has the capability to convert burnup 
data generated using the constant capacity factor [elF] defined on Card Type 3 
to the varying capacity factor defined on Card Type 2. Specifically, PACTOLUS 

examines the times at which the input material balances are charged and dis
charged and corrects these times to the proper values by accounting for the 
capacity factor history. The capacity factor history is obtained by successive 
linear intet'polation between the capacity factor data points defined on Card 
Type 2. 

The mass balances to be charged or discharged are written to a disk file 
with the new corresponding charge or discharge time calculated by PACTOLUS 
corresponding to the capacity factor history defined on Card Type 2. During 

the subsequent cost accounting, PACTOLUS reads the corrected burnup data from 
the disk file for each fuel batch in the reactor regions over the lifetime of 
the reactor. For each fuel batch, the cost and timing of the cost of each pro
cess in the fuel cycle are calculated and stored to obtain the cash flows asso

ciated with the fuel cycle over the lifetime of the reactor. Expenses are 
incurred for the concentrations of fuel isotopes charged. If the discharged 

fuel from the reactor is chemically reprocessed, credits are received for the 

residual values in the irradiated fuel. 
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The material balances in each reactor region at the end of the reactor 
operating lifetime are accounted for by a set of end-of-1ife data. When 
PACTOLUS has determined that the corrected value of a discharge time has 

exceeded the reactor operating lifetime, it backs up and deletes the burnup 

data of the region which has exceeded the reactor lifetime. PACTOLUS then 
skips the remaining input burnup data defined by Card Types 4-9 until it gets 

to the end-of-life data. 

At that point, PACTOLUS cycles through each fueling region and determines 

the correct charge times for the beginning of the end of life. The discharge 
time in each reactor region prior to final shutdown is used as the charge time 

at the beginning of end of life, unless the discharge time exceeded the reactor 
operating lifetime. In that event, the charge time for that region is used as 
the charge time at the beginning of end of life . 

As an illustration, consider the charge and discharge times in the end-of
life data shown for the three reactor regions in Section (100) of the sample 
nuclear output in Figure 11. The discharge time of 31.2 years for fuel batch 22S 
in tDe third reactor region exceeded the reactor lifetime of 30 years. Conse

quently, the charge time of 26.2 years was used as the charge time at the begin-

ning of end of life for fuel batch 22S. The discharge times of 27.8 years and 
•• 29.5 years for fuel batches 20S and 21S in the first two reactor regions did not 

•• 

•• _. 
•• 

•• 

•• 
•. 
•• 

•• 

exceed the reactor lifetime. Therefore, these two discharge times were used as 

the charge times for the first two reactor regions at the beginning of end of 
life. All three reactor regions were discharged in the final shutdown at the 
end of the reactor lifetime of 30 years . 

The kilograms of each isotope charged at the beginning of end of life are 
the same as that charged in the previous charge time before end of life . 

PACTOLUS calculates the kilograms of each isotope discharged in each region at 
end of life by linearly interpolating the burnup rates in each region exactly 

to the end of the reactor operating lifetime . 
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Card Type 10 signals the beginning of the end-of-life data in the input 

data stream. The end-of-life data is represented by Card Types 11-16, which 
must be present for each fueling region in the reactor. 

The format of the end-of-life cards is a can~yover from the original 
version of PACTOLUS in which material balances were defined on the end-of-life 

cards. The format is similar to that of the burnup data on Card Types 4-9. 
However, in the current version of PACTOLUS, material balances are no longer 

defined on the end-of-life cards. Currently, the end-of-life data are used to 
inform PACTOLUS to linearly interpolate the burnup rates in each reactor region 
to obtain the material balances in that region at the final reactor shutdown 

time. This accounts for the two blank cards present for Card Types 11 and 12 
in T~ble 2 where the charge concentrations normally appear and the two blank 
cards present for Card Types 14 and 15 where the discharge concentrations nor
mally appear. 

The cards defining the reactor burnup data and end-of-life data are 
described below. 

Card Types 4 through 9 -- Reactor Burnup Data 

Card Types 4-9 define the reactor burnup data, i.e., the material balances 
of up to 12 isotopes at charge and discharge times. This set of six cards must 
be repeated for each reactor fueling region for the life of the reactor. The 
user must input a sufficient number of burnup data sets so that the mass 
balance information can be used by PACTOLUS to generate a refueling history for 
the entire reactor operating lifetime at whatevet' capacity factor curve is 
defined on Card Type 2. 

Card Type 10 -- End-of-Life Flag for Reactor Surnup Data 

Card Type 10 is blank except for a 1 in column one to signal PACTOLUS that 
the end-of-life data follow the preceding reactor burnup data. As soon as any 

discharge time for a reactor region exceeds the reactor lifetime, PACTOLUS 
skips any remaining burnup data cards and proceeds to the end-of-life data. 
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Card Types 11 through 16 -- Reactor End-of-Life Data 

Card Types 11-16 define the reactor end-of-life data. This set of six 
cards, three cards for beginning of end of life and three cards for end of life, 
must be repeated for each reactor refueling region. The end-of-life data cards 

must be entered in the order of increasing reactor region number. The end-of

life data are used to inform PACTOLUS to linearly interpolate the burnup rates 

in each reactor region to obtain the material balance in that region exactly at 
the final reactor shutdown time. 

•• 3.2.3 Nuclear Fuel Cycle and General Control Parameters 

The processing of nuclear fuel from its natural state as a uranium or 
thorium ore through its irradiation in the nuclear reactor and its subsequent 
treatment after discharge from the reactor comprise the nuclear fuel cycle. 
Figure 7 illustrates the uranium fuel cycle for a light water reactor and shows 

the processes considered in PACTOLUS. The processes include the purchase of 
fuel materials, uranium enrichment, fuel fabrication, irradiation, chemical 

reprocessing (optional)~ storage of discharged fuel, and shipment of fuel 
between processing locations. Since PACTOLUS is primarily concerned with the 

cash flows associated with the nuclear fuel cycle, it is the cost and the tim
ing of the cost for each process in the fuel cycle that is important. In addi

tion to the fuel cycle for uranium, PACTOLUS can calculate nuclear power costs 
using any other fuel cycle. For illustrative purposes, we shall discuss only 

the uranium fuel cycle. 

The uranium fuel cycle begins with the purchase of U308, the refined form 
of uranium ore. (a) The next step is the conversion of U30S to UF6 (uranium 

hexafluoride). In PACTOLUS, these two steps are combined. The next step con
sists of the enrichment of UF6 in the 235U isotope by the gaseous diffusion 

cascade process. The enriched UF6 is then shipped to a fabrication plant, which 
converts it to U0 2 (uranium dioxide) for the fabrication of finished fuel assem
blies. The fuel assemblies are shipped to the nuclear reactor for irradiation. 

(a) Although uranium is sold on the basis of its U308 content, its chemical for~ 
is either sodium diurar.ate or ammonium diuranate. 
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FIGURE 7. Uranium Fuel Cycle for Light Water Reactor 
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After discharge, the spent fuel is either shipped to a reprocessing plant 
or stored at the reactor site without reprocessing for subsequent shipment to a 
waste storage site. The reprocessing process includes the dissolution of the 
spent fuel, the extraction of the residual fuel values of uranium and plutonium 

as nitrates, the conversion of uranium to UF- in preparation for re-enrichrnent, 
b 

and, in the case of plutonium recycle, the conversion of plutonium nitrate to 
plutonium oxide in preparation for shipment to the fabrication plant. After 
reprocessing, the waste products are shipped to a final disposal site. 

Fuel cycle costs prior to irradiation are incurred for the purchase of fuel 
materials, conversion of U309 to UF6, uranium enrichment, fabrication of fuel 
elements, and shipment of fuel between processing locations. Fuel cycle costs 
after irradiation are incurred for storage of the spent fuel at the reactor 
site prior to shipm9nt and either chemical reprocessing and shipment of the 
radioactive waste to permanent waste storage or shipment of the spent fuel with
out reprocessing and permanent storage of the spent fuel. The costs associated 
with the initial core and all subsequent fuel loadings during the reactor operat
ing lifetime are included in the fuel cycle costs. We shall now discuss each of 
the fuel cycle costs in more detail, beginning with the fuel purchases and the 
conversion of U30S to UF6. 

The fuel purchases are the direct expenses for nuclear fuel materials. 

The costs of U30S' Tn, Pu, and all bred uranium are input as unit costs. The 
cost of U30S' Pu, and all bred uranium except 23SU can be varied according to 
specified price schedules using Card Types 29 and 31A or 31B. The ~ost of Th 

is input as a unit cost on Card Type 29 and the conversion of U308 to UF6 is 
1nput as a unit cost on Card Type 18. A charge of $3/kg of uranium is built 
into the code for the purchase of tails (depleted uranium). 

The total fuel purchases are calculated in PACTOLUS from the unit costs 
and material requirements. The material requirements are calculated in PACTOLUS 

and include allowances for losses of fuel materials during fabrication and 
reprocessing (if reprocessing is specified by the user). The dollar values of 
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the fabrication and reprocessing losses are charged to the fabrication and 

reprocessing processes respectively. Separate fractional loss rates for core 
and blanket fuel fabrication losses and reprocessing losses can be input on 
Card Types 19 and 20. 

The times of the cost occurrences for fuel purchases are calculated in 
PACTOLUS from input shipping and process times shown in Figure 8. The shipping 

and process times are discussed in detail further below. 

Uranium enrichment costs are calculated in PACTOLUS using a cost model of 

the UF6 gaseous diffusion cascade process. 
rial in the form of UF6 is enriched in the 

In this process, uranium feed mate-
235u isotope. The cost model of the 

diffusion cascade process is described in detail in reference 4. We shall 

first break down the cost of the enrichment process and then summarize the input 
parameters to the cost model. 

Factors that contribute to the cost of enriched uranium are the cost of 
the feed material, the cost of the enrichment process, and the value of the 
depleted uranium waste material called tails. The cost of the feed material is 

the product of the feed rate times the unit cost of the feed material. The 
enrichment cost is the product of the separative work requirement times its 
unit cost. The separative work is a measure of the energy required for the 
enrichment process. Separative work requirements vary with the level of enrich
ment, which is obtained from the reactor burnup data. The costs of the feed 
material and enrichment process may be partially offset by a credit for the 

value of the tails, which equals the product of the tails flow rate times its 
unit value. Thus, the cost of the enriched uranium from the diffusion cascade 
process is the summation of the feed cost and the cost of the separative work 
minus the credit for the tails, if any is given. 

The feed rate of UF6, the separa~iv~ work requirement, and the flow rate 
of the tails are determined in the diffusion cascade model. The unit cost of 

the UF6 feed material, expressed in $/lb of U30S' and the unit cost of separa
tive work are defined on Card Type 31A or 31B. Both of these unit costs can be 
varied according to any specified price schedule using Card Types 31A or 31B. 
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The remalnlng input para~eters to the cost model of the diffusion cascade 

process are defined on Card Type 18. Two options are available for defining 
the tails composition. In the first option, the tails composition can be input 
by the user to simulate a uniform operation of the diffusion plant. In the 

second option, the diffusion model will select the optimum (lowest cost) tails 
composition for the enrichment and economic factors pertaining to a specific 
nuclear fuel. Input data is also required on the 235U composition of the feed, 

the unit value of the tails, and time required for uranium conversion (U30S to 

UF6) and enrichment . 

A summary of the equations and parameters for calculating enriched uranium 

costs and the optimum tails composition in the diffusion cascade model is given 
be 10\'1. 

Cost Equation for Enriched Uranium 

Csl::. + CfF - C W 
C = 'II 
P P 

where: 

Cp = unit cost of the product (enriched uranium), $/kg of uranium 

Cs = unit cost of separative work, $/kg of separative work 

Cf = unit cost of feed as UF6 (includes the charge of converting U30S 
to UF6), $/kg of uranium 

C = unit cost of tails, $/kg of uranium w 
I::./P = ratio of the separative work to the product flow rate, kg of 

separative work/kg of product 

F/P = ratio of the feed flow rate to the product flow rate, kg of 
feed/kg of product 

W/P = ratio of the tails flow rate to the product flow rate, kg of 

tails/kg of product 



x = tails stream composition, weight fraction of 235U in tails w 

Xp = product stream composition, weight fraction of 235U in product 

Xf = feed stream composition, weight fraction of 235U in feed 

Xi = composition of ith flow stream fraction. 

Note that F = P + w. 
Optimum Tails Composition 

The optimum tails composition is defined as the composition that mini
mizes the unit cost of the enriched uranium. This composition is found by 
setting the derivative with respect to X of the cost equation for enriched w 
uranium to zero. This yields: 

where: 

Xo = optimum tails composition 

Xf = feed materials composition 

This defines the optimum tails composition (Xo) in terms of the price schedule 

parameters Cf , Cs ' and Cw' and the feed composition Xf . The above equation is 
solved by iteration for the optimum tails composition (Xo). Note that the 
desired product enrichment (X p) does not affect the optimum tails composition 

(Xo)· 

The next fuel cycle costs considered in PACTOLUS are the fabrication costs. 

These are the costs of converting the raw fuel materials into finished fuel 
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assemblies for use in the nuclear reactor. This includes the cost of cladding 

.and assembly hardware. The fabrication costs may also include some conversion 
steps, such as U30S to U02, UF6 to U02, and Pu(N03)4 to Pu02, depending upon 
the fuel cycle and reactor type. 

Fabrication costs are calculated from unit cost data and material flow 
requirements. The unit costs for the fabrication of core and blanket fuels 

are defined on Card Type 31A or 318 and can be varied according to any speci
fied price schedule. The material requirements are calculated in PACTOLUS and 

include allowances for processing losses of materials .during fabrication. Loss 
rates for core and blanket fuels during fabrication can be defined on Card 
Type 19. The fabrication time is defined on Card Type 23. It is used to calcu
late the time at which the fabrication cost is incurred, which is at the end of 

the fabrication process. 

An incremental fabrication cost penalty can be defined according to any 
specified price schedule on Card Type 31A or 318 for handling recycled fuels 
containing 233U or Pu in the fabrication process. The option to reprocess 
fuels discharged from the reactor and to recycle fuels containing 233U or Pu is 

selected by leaving the parameter THROW blank or setting it to 0 on Card 

Type 20. 

Fuel discharged from the reactor can be either shipped to a chemical repro

cessing plant or stored at the reactor site without reprocessing for subsequent 
shipment to a waste storage site. The option to reprocess discharged fuels is 

selected by leaving the parameter THROW blank or setting it to 0 on Card Type 20. 
When the discharged fuel is reprocessed, the parameter THROCG on Card Type 20 is 
ignored. 

Chemical reprocessing allows recovery of uranium nitrate, plutonium nitrate, 
and other valuable products from the mixture of fuel and fission products dis
charged from the reactor. Credits are obtained for the reclaimed values in the 

discharged fuel to partially offset the fuel cycle costs. Depending upon the 
fuel cycle and reactor type, the uranium nitrate can be converted to UFS and 

recycled for re-enrichment. The plutonium nitrate can be converted to plutoniuw 
oxide and recycled to the fabricatiQ~ facility wher2 it is used fer the fabri
cation of fuel elements. 
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Two options are available for calculating chemical reprocessing costs in 

PACTOLUS. The first option is selected by setting the parameter ISEP to 1 on 

Card Type 17. With this option, chemical reprocessing costs are calculated 
from unit cost data and material flow requirements. The unit costs of repro

cessing core and blanket fuels are defined on Card Type 31A or 31B and can be 
varied according to any specified price schedule. The material flow require

ments are calculated in PACTOLUS. The material flow requirements and unit cost 
data are based on the original weight of fuel charged into the reactor. 

An allowance for losses of materials during reprocessing can be specified 
by setting the reprocessing loss rate greater than 0 on Card Type 20. The mate

rial losses are added to the fuel purchases, but are charged against the repro
cessing costs. The reprocessing time, which is used in calculating the time of 
occurrence of the reprocessing cost and reclaimed fuel credits is defined on 
Card Type 20. 

The second method for calculating reprocessing costs is selected by setting 

the parameter ISEP to 0 on Card Type 17. With this method, the reprocessing 
costs are calculated using a model of the costs for the Nuclear Fuel Services 
(NFS) Plant(S) near West Valley, New York. The NFS cost model is based on 

daily operating costs, daily throughput, and reprocessing losses. ,These param
eters are defined on Card Type 20. However, since the NFS plant is currently 
being decommissioned, its cost model is probably obsolete and it is recommended 
that it not be used. 

The option not to reprocess the discharged fuel from the reactor is 
selected by setting the parameter THROW to 1 on Card Type 20. With this 
option, the discharged fuel is stored at the reactor site for subsequent ship
ment to a waste storage site. When the discharged fuel is not reprocessed, 
the parameter THROCG defines the one time charge in $/kg of heavy metal for 

storage of the spent fuel at the permanent storage site. This charge is 
incurred after each discharge of spent fuel in the year calculated as follows: 
time of year of discharge + [post-reactor cooling time (COOL, days) + shipping 

time to permanent storage (SHPSEP, days)]/365.3. Since the discharged fuel is 
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not being reprocessed, the input unit core and blanket reprocessing costs 
[SRATO(I) and BLKSEP(I) on Card Type 31A or 31BJ are set to 0 by FACTOLUS 
(subroutine CINPUT). 

In the nuclear fuel cycle, shipping costs are incurred in transporting 
fuel material between processing locations prior to and after irradiation. 
Shipping charges are calculated in PACTOLUS as the product of unit shipping 
costs times the quantity of material shipped. The unit shipping costs are 
defined on Card Types 21 and 22 for six categories of shipping as follows: 

• shipping of standard fuels to fabrication 

• shipping of recycle fuels to fabrication 

• shipping of standard fuels from fabrication to reactor 

• shipping of recycle fuels from fabrication to reactor 

• shipping from reactor to reprocessing plant 

• shipping from reprocessing plant to waste storage site 

Card Types 21 and 22 also define the shipping times, which are used in PACTOLUS 

to calculate the time of the cost occurrence for the shipping charges. 

The processes which comprise the nuclear fuel cycle occur sequentially in 
time. The point in time at which each process occurs is calculated from the 
input shipping times and process lead and lag times. The sequence of shipping 
times and process times in the fuel cycle are shown in Figure 8. The time at 
which each event or step in the fuel cycle occurs in PACTOLUS is shown above 

-~ the shipping and process times in Figure 8. 

To illustrate the schedule of events occurring in the fuel cycle, consider 
the initial core charge (reactor startup date) as a reference point and the 
sample schedule of shipping and process times shown below. Assume that the 

-~ option to reprocess the discharged fuel from the reactor is included. The card 
type on which each shipping and process time is defined is also shown . 

•• 
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Card Sample 
Process Time IYPe Parameter Value 

Uranium Conversion and Enrichment 18 UBUYTM 100 
Time, Days 

Shipping Time to Fabrication, Days 21 SHPFAB 10 
Fabrication Time, Days 23 TFAB 60 

Shipping Time to Reactor, Days 21 SHPREA 10 

Pre-Reactor Inventory Time, Days 23 PRI 30 

Reactor Startup Time, Year 23 TSTART 1980 
Time of Initial Charge in Reactor, 3 
Years (Burnup Data) 
Post-Reactor Cooling Time, Days 23 COOL 120 

Shipping Time to Reprocessing, Days 21 SHPSEP 20 

Reprocessing Time, Days 20 TSEP 40 

Shipping Time to Final Destination, 21 SHPDES 30 
Days 

Assume that the reactor startup with the initial fuel core is on January 1, 1980. 
Then the schedule of events and times at which the events occur in the nuclear 
fuel cycle associated with the initial core are calculated in PACTOLUS as 
follows: 

Time at Which Cost of 
Event is Discounted in 

____ ------"E-'-ve=.;.-n.c..,.t.__in .'juc·lear Fuel Cycle________ Time of Event I)iscounted Cash clow ~~odel 

1 ) Urani 'In, Purchase = 1980 - (30+10+60+10+100)/365.3 1979.43 1379.5 

2 ) Plutonium Purchase = 1980 - (30+10+60+10) /365.3 1979.70 1979.5 
, , 

Shipment to Fabrication = 1980 - (30+10+60)/365.3 1979.73 1979.5 ~ I 

.l\ Fabrication = 1980 - (30+10)/365.3 1979.89 1979.5 

5) Sh~Dment to Reactor = 1980 - (30)/365.3 1979.92 1979.5 

6) Shipment to 
Reprocessing = 1983 + (120+20il365.3 1983.38 ~983.5 

7) Reprocessing = 1983 + (120+20+40)/365.3 1983.49 1983.5 

3) Shipment to Fi na 1 
Destination = 1983 + (120+20+40+30)/365.3 1983.59 1 ?B3. 5 
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These figures show that the uranium for the initial core charged in 

January of 1980 is purchased at 1979.43, i.e., in June of 1979; the fabrication 

of the initial core is completed at 1979.89, i.e., in November of 1979; and the 

chemical reprocessing of the fuel from the initial core discharge is completed 
at 1983.49, i.e., in June of 1983. In PACTOLUS, the receipt of the fuel credits 
from the reprocessed fuel is assumed to occur after the waste material from the _. 

reprocessing plant is shipped to the final site for storage. Thus, in the sam-
ple schedule shown above, the point of receipt of the fuel credits from the 
reprocessed fuel in the initial core discharge is at 1983.59, i.e., in July of 
1983. 

In the Nuclear Fuel Model, the costs and revenues associated with each step 

in the fuel cycle are calculated exactly at the time in the year in which they 

occur. Thus, the cost of the uranium purchased for the initial core in the 
above example is calculated in the Nuclear Fuel Model by linearly interpolating 
the price schedule for uranium to 1979.43, i.e., June of 1979. In the Discounted 

Cash Flow Model, all costs and revenues are then discounted as though they 

occurred at midyear. No further adjustment or discounting is made between the 

Nuclear Fuel '~'lodel and the Discounted Cash Flow Model to get to midyear. 

Therefore, as shown in the above figures, the costs of all pre-irradiation 
events (1-5) in the sample schedule shown for the initial core fuel cycle are 

discounted at midyear of 1979 in the Discounted Cash Flow Model in PACTOLUS. 
The costs of all post-irradiation events are discounted at midyear of 1983. 
The latter costs are partially offset by the credits received, also discounted 
at midyear of 1983, from the reprocessed fuel. 

The cards defining the general control parameters and parameters for the 
nuclear fuel cycle are now described. 

Card Type 17 -- Control Card 

Card Type 17 is a control card which controls several options available 

to the user. The first item [NCR] defines the number of initial core regions. 

The second item [NBR] defines the number of initial blanket regions. The 
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third item [NCDS] defines an option for inputting the unit cost schedule of 
processes in the nuclear fuel cycle using either Card Type 31A or Card Type 318. 
If NCDS is set to 1, Card Type 31A must be used. Two Type 31A cards are 
required. If NCDS is set greater than 1, Card Type 318 must be used. The num
ber of Type 318 cards must equal NCDS. The distinction between these two 

types of cards is discussed in the description of Card Types 31A and 31B. 

The parameter ISEP specifies the method of calculating reprocessing costs. 

It should first be emphasized that the discharged fuel from the reactor is 
~eprocessed only if the parameter THROW on Card Type 20 is left blank or set 
to O. If this parameter is set to 1, the discharged fuel is not reprocessed. 
In that event, no reprocessing costs are calculated and no credits are 

received from the residual values in the irradiated fuel. 

The first method of calculating reprocessing costs [ISEP = OJ is a carry

over from the original version of PACTOLUS. It calculates reprocessing costs 
using a computational model similar to the Nuclear Fuel Services (NFS) plant 

processing schedule. The first three items [SEPCST, THRUPT, and REPLOS] on 
Card Type 20 comprise the input parameters to the NFS cost model. Although the 

NFS cost model is still in the code, it is not recommended for calculating repro

cessing costs due to obsolescence . 

The second method [ISEP = lJ calculates reprocessing costs from input cost 
data and material flow. This;s the method recommended for calculating repro
cessing costs. The material flow is calculated in PACTOLUS. The unit costs 
($/kg) for core reprocessing [SRATO(I)] and blanket reprocessing [BLKSEP(I1J 
are defined on Card Type 31A or 31B. In addition, the two parameters REPLOS 
and TSEP on Card Type 20 must also be defined. The parameter REP LOS rlefines the 

.... fractional loss rate of materials during reprocessing. The parameter TSEP 

•• 

... 

.... 

defines the reprocessing time in days. 

The parameter IPU on Card Type 17 provides an option for calculating the 
prices of 239pu and 24lpu isotopes in PACTOLUS. If IPU is set to 0, the prices 
of 239pu and 241pu isotopes are calculated as the product of the unit cost 
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data [PISO(3) and PISO (4)J on Card Type 29 times the plutonium price escala

tion factor [PRATO(I)J on Card Type 31A or 318. If IPU is set to 1, the 
239 241. prices of Pu and Pu lsotopes are calculated as the product of the 90% 

enriched uranium price calculated in PACTOLUS times the plutonium price 

escalation factor [PRATO(I)J on Card Type 31A or 318. Thus, with the latter 
239 241. option, the price of Pu and Pu lsotopes are identical. 

Card Type 17 also provides two methods for depreciating the capital 

expenses, an inventory accounting option, and two methods for calculating 

the power costs. These options have already been described in the discussion 

of Card Type 3 for the fossil input data in Section 3.1. 

Card Type 18 -- Gaseous Diffusion Cascade Parameters for Uranium Enrichment 

Card Type 18 defines six input parameters to a cost model of the UF6 
gaseous diffusion cascade process. In this process, uranium feed material 
in the form of UF6 is enriched in the 235U isotope. 

The first parameter [IXTLJ defines an option for determining the tails 

composition. If IXTL is set to 0, the tails composition is set by the 
parameter XT in weight fraction of 235U. If IXTL .is set to 1, the model will 

calculate the optimum (lowest cost) tails composition based on the enrichment 

and economic factors pertaining to a specific nuclear fuel. 

Next, the parameter CW defines the value of tails ($/kg of uranium); 
the parameter XF defines the feed composition (weight fraction of 235U); the 

parameter UCONV defines the unit cost ($/kg of uranium) of converting U308 
to UF~; and the parameter UBUYTM defines the time (days) required for uranium 

t:l 

conversion and enrichment. It is recommended that the unit shipping cost 
from fuel purchase to the enrichment facility in Figure 7 be lumped with the 

unit cost of converting U30S to UF6. 

Additional inputs required for the cost model of the diffusion cascade 

process are defined on Card Type 31A or 31B. These include the separative 
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work charge [CSX(I)] in $/kg of separative work and the uranium feed price 
[CFX(I)] in t/lb of U30S' 

Card Type 19 -- Fabrication Card 

Card Type 19 defines the losses of fuel material during fabrication. 
The fabrication process consists of the conversion of the raw fuel materials 
into finished fuel assemblies for use in the reactor. 

The parameters CORlOS and BLKlOS define the fractional losses of fuel 
materials during the fabrication of core and blanket fuels respectively. 
PACTOLUS allows for these fuel losses by adding the fractional material 

losses to the fuel purchases. The fuel losses are assumed to have the same 
unit dollar values as the initial fuel material used in the fabrication 

process. The dollar value of the losses is charged to the fabrication pro-

•• cess and not to the fue) purchases. 

Although Card Type 19 is labeled the Fabrication Card, several param-
•• eters for the fabrication process are defined on other cards. We shall now 

also summarize these input parameters. 

•• 

. -

The fabrication costs are calculated from unit cost data and material 
flow. The material flow is calculated in PACTOLUS. The unit costs ($/kg) 
incurred in the fabrication of core and blanket fuels are defined by the 
parameters CORFAB(I) and BlKFAB(I) respectively on Card Type 31A or 31B. 
An additional cost ($/kg) for handling recycle fuels during fabrication can 

also be defined by the parameter DELFAB(I) on Card Type 31A or 31B. The 
fabrication time (days) is defined by the parameter TFAB on Card Type 23. 

The remaining parameter SALT on Card Type 19 is not concerned with fuel 
fabrication. The parameter SALT defines the recoverable cost ($) of fluoride 
salt from molten salt breeder reactors (MSBR) or molten salt converter rear.
tors (MSCR). This is part of the total capital cost of the plant as noted 

in the description of Card Type 24 . 



Card Type 20 -- Reprocessing Card 

Card Type 20 defines input parameters that control the chemical repro

cessing of the discharged fuel from the reactor. If the parameter THROW is set 
to 1, the discharged fuel is stored at the reactor site without reprocessing 
for subsequent shipment to a waste storage site. In that event, the parameter 
THROCG defines the one time charge in $/kg of heavy metal for storage of the 
spent fuel at the permanent storage site. (a) The cost of shipping the spent 

fuel from the reactor to the permanent storage site should be included in the 
storage charge ($/kg of heavy metal) defined by the parameter THROCG. The per
manent storage charge is incurred after each discharge of spent fuel in the 
year calculated as follows: time of year of discharge + [post-reactor cooling 
time (COOL, days) + shipping time to permanent storage (SHPSEP, days)]/365.3. 

If the discharged fuel is not reprocessed, the following parameters 

related to reprocessing are set to 0 by PACTOLUS (subroutine CINPUT): the 
operating cost and throughput of the NFS reprocessing plant [SEPCST and 
THRUPT], the reprocessing loss rate [REPLOS], and the reprocessing time 

[TSEP] defined on Card Type 20; the core and blanket reprocessing costs 
and their escalation factors [SRATO(l), BLKSEP(l), PCINF7, and PCINF9] defined 

on Card Type 31A and the core and blanket reprocessing costs [SRATO(I) and 
BLKSEP(I)] defined on Card Type 31B. 

If the parameter THROW is left blank or set to 0, the discharged fuel is 
shipped to a chemical reprocessing plant. In that event, the parameter THROCG 
on Card Type 20 is ignored. The reprocessing process includes the dissolution 
of the spent irradiated fuel, the recovery as nitrates of the residual fuel 
values of uranium and plutonium, the storage of waste products, the conversion 

(a) The charge for temporarily storing the discharged fuel at the reactor site, 
for example, the reactor cooling basin or some other site at the reactor, 
can be included in the fixed and variable O&M costs defined on Card Type 26. 
The capital cost for construction of an enlarged cooling basin or other 
site at the reactor for temporarily storing the discharged fuel prior to 
shipment without reprocessing to the permanent storage site should be 
included in the plant capital costs defined on Card Type 24. 
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of uranium to UF6 in preparation for reenrichment, and in the case of plutonium 
recycle, the conversion of plutonium nitrate to plutonium oxide in preparation 
for shipment to the fabrication plant. 

Two methods were described on Card Type 17 for calculating reprocessing 

costs through the variable ISEP. The first method [ISEP = OJ calculates 
reprocessing costs based on a cost model of the Nuclear Fuel Services (NFS) 

reprocessing plant. The first three items on Card Type 20 comprise the input 

parameters to the NFS cost model. The parameter SEPeST defines the daily 
operating cost ($/day) of the reprocessing olant; the parameter TYRUPT defines 
the reprocessing plant throughput (kg/day); and the parameter REPLOS defines 

the fractional loss rate of fuel materials during reprocessing. As previous1y 

observed in the description of Card Type 17, this method is no longer recom
mended since the NFS plant is being decommissioned. 

The current method recommended for calculating reprocessing costs is 
obtained by setting ISEP to 1 en Card Type 17. With this method, chemical 

reprocessing costs are calculated from input unit cost data defined on 

Card Type 31A or 31B and the material flow calculated in PACTOLUS. The 

.. " parameter SRATO(I) on Card Type 31A or 318 defines the unit cost ($/kg) of 
reprocessing core fuels. The parameter BLKSEP(I) on Card Type 31A or 31B 

defines the unit cost ($/kg) of reprocessing blanket fuels. Both of these 

unit costs can be varied according to any specified price schedule using 

Card Type 31A or 31B. In addition, the two parameters REPLOS and TSEP on 
Card Type 20 must also be defined. The parameter REPLOS defines the frac

tional loss rate of fuel materials during reprocessing. The parameter TSEP 
defines the reprocessing time in days. 

..... 

..... 

Card Type 21 -- Shipping Card 

Card Type 21 is the shipping card which defines the unit shipping costs 
($/kg) and corresponding shipping times (days) for transporting fuel mate

rials between processing locations in the nuclear fuel cycle. The shipping 
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charges are calculated in PACTOLUS from the unit shipping costs and the quantity 
of fuel material shipped. 

Four unit shipping costs and times are available on Card Type 21, anyone 
or several of which may be appropriate (See Figure 7). These shipping costs 

and times are categorized as follows: 

1) CSHPl and SHPFAB, the unit shipping cost and time between enrichment and 
fabrication. 

2) CSHP2 and SHPREA, the unit shipping cost and time from fabrication to 
reactor. 

3) CSHP3 and SHPSEP, the unit shipping cost from reactor cooling basin to 

reprocessing and the shipping time from reactor cooling basin to repro
cessing (or permanent storage if the discharged fuel is not reprocessed). 

4) CSHP4 and SHPDES, the unit shipping cost and time from reprocessing to 

final storage of the waste materials. 

It is recommended that the unit shipping cost between fuel purchase and 
enrichment be included with the unit cost [UCONV] of converting U30S to UF6 
on Card Type lS. The one time charge ($/kg of heavy metal) for permanent 

storage of the radioactive wastes after reprocessing should be included with 
the unit shipping cost [CSHP4] from reprocessing to permanent storage. (a) If 

the discharged fuel is not reprocessed, the three post-reactor shipping param
eters, CSHP3, CSHP4, and SHPDES, are ignored by PACTOLUS. In this case, the 
unit cost of shipping the spent fuel from the reactor site to permanent storage 
should be included in the permanent storage charge for the spent fuel, defined 
by the parameter THROCG on Card Type 20. 

(a) The charge for temporarily storing the discharged fuel at the reactor site, 
for example, the reactor cooling basin or some other site at the reactor, 
prior to shipment to the reprocessing facility can be included in the fixed 
and variable O&M costs defined on Card Type 26. 
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Card Type 22 -- Shipping Card (cont'd) 

Card Type 22 defines unit shipping costs ($/kg) for recycle fuels, i.e., 
fuels that contain 233U or Pu isotopes in the reactor burnup data. The 

shipping charges for recycle fuels are calculated in PACTOLUS from the unit 

shipping costs and the quantity of recycle fuels shipped. 

PACTOLUS checks for the presence of 233U or Pu isotopes in the reactor 

burnup data for each fuel batch. For standard fuels, i.e., fuels without 

233U or Pu isotopes in the reactor burnup data, the code uses the cost param

eters CSHPl and CSHP2 defined on Card Type 21 to calculate the pre-reactor 

shipping costs. For recycle fuels, the code uses the cost parameters DLSHPl 

and DLSHP2 defined on Card Type 22 to calculate the pre-reactor shipping 
costs. For both standard and recycle fuels, the code uses the pre-reactor 

shipping times SHPFAB and SHPREA defined on Card Type 21. 

Two unit shipping costs ($/kg) are defined for recycle fuels on Card 

Type 22. These are categorized as follows: . 

1) DLSHP1, the unit cost of shipping recycle fuels to fabrication. 

2) DLSHP2, the unit cost of shipping recycle fuels from fabrication 

to reactor. 

Card Type 23 -- Startup and Process Times 

Card Type 23 describes the reactor startup date and the process times. 
This includes the production startup year, the licensing time (years), the 

construction time (years), the fuel fabrication time (days), the pre-reactor 
inventory time (days), the post-reactor cooling time (days), and the reactor 
operating lifetime (years). All of these times must be defined as integral 

real numbers (not fractional). The power production startup date is assumed 

to be at January 1 of the startup year. 

The current program dimensions allow up to a maximum of ten years for 
reactor licensing time. If more licensing time is required, the user must 

modify the code by increasing the dimensions of the licensing cost variable 

CaSTLC(I) described on Card Type 28 . 
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3.2.4 Financial and Tax Structure 

The plant capital costs, O&M costs, financial parameters, and tax rates 

are necessary inputs to PACTOLUS in order to calculate the cost of power 

from power generating plants. Information on the financial and tax structure 
is combined with the fuel costs generated by the costs of materials and 
processes, material flow, and engineering cost models in PACTOLUS to calculate 
the cash flow for the entire project lifetime. 

PACTOLUS generates the basic accounting information contained in cash 
flow budgets, income statements, and balance sheets over the project life

time. Using discounted cash flow analysis and standard methods for deprecia
tion and debt repayment, PACTOLUS calculates the unit busbar cost of power 
based on the principle that the present worth of the revenues will be equal 

to the present worth of the expenses including investment return over the 
economic life of the project. The unit cost of power can be derived either 
as a single levelized cost for the project lifetime or as an annual cost in 

current dollars for each year of the project lifetime. 

The cards defining the financial and tax structure of the powerplant 
are described below. 

Card Type 24 -- Plant Capital Costs 

Card Type 24 is the plant construction cost card. This card defines the 
cost ($) of the moderator, control system, pressure vessel, turbines, heat 
exchangers, and the reactor site. The last item [CSTOTH] provides an aggre
gate input of all other capital costs. This is frequently used to define 
the total capital cost of the plant with the other items left blank. PACTOLUS 
adds items 3 through 8 on this card and item 3 [SALT] on Card Type 19 to 
obtain the total capital cost of the plant. 

Card Type 25 -- Plant Operation and Financial Parameters 

Card Type 25 defines the reactor thermal-to-electrical conversion effi

ciency, the capital bond fraction, the bond interest rate, the after-tax 
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return to equity, the interim capital replacements, and several other finan

cial parameters. PACTOLUS calcul~tes the interim capital replacements in any 
year after startup as a fraction [0(18)J of the initial capital cost. 

Card Type 25 also provides an option to define a salvage credit or 
decommissioning cost for the plant. A salvage credit is defined by setting 

0(24) to a positive dollar value. A decommissioning cost 1S defined by set
ting D(24) to a negative dollar value. If the parameter D(24) is set to a 
nonzero value, PACTOLUS will generate the cash flow information one year past 
the final year of power production to provide for the salvage or decommission
ing of the plant. 

The last item [PIVTCP] defines the percentage plant investment tax 
credit. The investment tax credit is designed to reduce tax liability by a 
specified percentage of the initial capital investment and interim capital 
replacements in any given year. 

Card Type 26 Fixed and Variable O&M Costs 

Card Type 26 is the O&M cost card. The description of this card is 

identical to the description of Card Type 5 for the fossil input data in 

Section 3.1. For both nuclear and fossil plants, the O&M costs are calcu
lated in PACTOLUS at midyear . 

Card Type 27 -- Taxes and Insurance 

Card Type 27 defines taxes and insurance. The federal income tax, state 

income tax, state gross revenue tax, and property tax on the net plant value 
and initial fuel core are input as fractional rates. 

Property insurance is input as a fraction of the net plant value and ini
tial fuel core. Nuclear liability insurance may be input in dollars per year 

. [CINS] or dollars per year per megawatt [0(21)] or both. PACTOLUS adds the 
costs calculated using these two parameters [CINS and D(2l)J to obtain the 

cost of nuclear liability insurance . 
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Card Type 28 -- Licensing Costs 

Card Type 28 defines the licensing costs. The description of this card 
is identical to the description of Card Type 8 for the fossil input data in 
Section 3.1. 

3.2.5 Isotope Prices and Cost Schedule for Nuclear Fuel Cycle Processes 

The relative prices of the major factors that contribute to the cost of 
nuclear fuel may change significantly over time due to price escalation. 
This includes increases in prices due to a combination of inflation, supply/ 

demand, and other effects such as environmental and engineering changes. 

In calculating nuclear power costs, the analyst may want to include the price 
escalation of the factors that contribute to the cost of the nuclear fuel 
into the calculations. PACTOLUS provides this capability by permitting the 
user to input unit cost data for the fuel isotopes and the major processing 

steps in the nuclear fuel cycle according to any specified price escalation 
schedule over time. In particular, the unit costs of the fuel isotopes and 

fuel cycle processes can either be held constant or escalated over the life
time of the reactor. 

Two options are available for entering this cost data into PACTOLUS, 
dependi ng upon the value of the oarameter NCDS defi ned on Card Type 17. If 
NCDS is set to 1, the cost data is inout using Card Type 31A. The number 
of Type 31A cards required is two. This option provides a convenient means 
for defining a co~pound price escaiation rate for each ccst item over the 
lifetime of the reactor. The cost data for each item on the first card is 
referenced to a base year. Separate price escalation rates can be defined 
for each cost item on the second card. Constant cost data for any item can 
be input by setting the escalation rate for that item to O. 

If NCDS is set to an integer greater than 1, the cost data is input 

using Card Type 31B. The number of Type 31B cards is NCDS. This option 

defines the cost of each item in successive calendar years over the lifetime 
of the reactor. Constant cost data for any item can be input by entering a 
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constant cost for that item in successive calendar years. The cost of any 

item can be escalated by defining increased costs for that item in success
ive calendar years. 

The unit prices of eleven standard isotopes commonly used in nuclear 

fuel cycles are defined on Card Type 29. Card Type 30 permits the user to 

define an additional nine isotopes and their atomic weights as needed in the 

fuel cycle. The prices of the standard isotopes of uranium, including 233U, 
234U, 235U, and 236U, along with 233 pa can be escalated by means of the 

uranium price escalation factor defined on Card Type 31A or 31B. The price 

of anyone of these uranium isotopes or 233 pa is calculated in PACTOLUS as 

the product of the unit price for that isotope defined on Card Type 29 times 

the uranium price escalation factor. This escalation factor can be varied 

according to any price escalation schedule using Card Type 31A or 31B to 

escalate the prices of the standard isotopes of uranium defined above or the 
price of 233 pa . 

The prices of the standard plutonium isotopes, including 239 pu , 240pu , 

241 pu , and 242 pu , can be escalated by means of the plutonium price escalation 

factor defined on Card Type 31A or 31B. The plutonium isotope price is 

calculated as the product of the unit price for that isotope defined on Card 

Type 29 times the plutonium price escalation factor. It should be noted that 

the parameter IPU on Card Type 17 defines a special option for calculating 
the price of 239 pu and 24lpu. If IPU is set to 0, the prices of 239 pu and 

24lpu are calculated as described above. If IPU is set to 1, the price of 

239 pu and 24lpu is computed as the product of the 90% enriched uranium price 

calculated in PACTOLUS times the plutonium price escalation factor. This 

escalation factor can be varied according to any specified price escalation 

schedule using Card Type 31A or 31B to escalate the prices of the standard 

plutonium isotopes. 

PACTOL S 1 d . d f . 1· f 238U U current y oes not prOVl e or prlce esca atlon 0 or 

232Th isotopes. In addition, the prices of any variable isotopes defined 

by the user on Card Type 30 also cannot be escalated . 
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The unit costs of the major processing steps in the nuclear fuel cycle 
can be escalated using Card Type 31A or 31B. This includes the cost of 

uranium enrichment, the cost of fuel fabrication, and the cost of chemical 
reprocessing. Specifically, the uranium feed price and the separative work 
charge can be separately escalated for the uranium enrichment process; the 
core fabrication cost, the blanket fabrication cost, and the additional fab
rication cost when handling recycle fuels can be separately escalated for the 

fabrication process; and the core reprocessing cost and the blanket reprocess
ing cost can be separately escalated for the chemical reprocessing of the 

spent fuel. 

The cards describing the unit prices of the isotopes and the unit costs 
of the nuclear fuel recycle processes are defined below. 

Card Types 29 and 30 -- Isotope Prices 

Card Types 29 and 30 are isotope unit price cards. Card Type 29 defines 
the unit prices ($/gram) of eleven standard isotopes commonly used in nuclear 

fuel cycles. Card Type 30 permits the unit prices ($/gram) and atomic 
weights of an additional nine isotopes to be defined if needed, depending 
upon the nuclear fuel cycle. 

PACTOLUS uses the price of enriched uranium calculated from the cost 

model of the uranium diffusion cascade process (ignoring the unit prices of 
235u, 236u, and 238u on Card Type 29) unless the ratio [(233U)/233U + 235U 

+ 238U] > 1 * 10-4 for a given fuel batch in the reactor burnup data. In that 
235 236 238 . event, the code uses the input prices of U, U, and U, deflned on Card 

Type 29 in the calculation for that fuel batch, after escalating the input 
prices of 235U and 236U by means of the uranium price escalation factor defined 

on Card Type 31A or 31B. The cost model of the uranium diffusion cascade pro
cess is summariz~d in Section 3.2.3. The price of enriched uranium calculated 
from this cost model is a function of the separativ.e work charge and uranium 

feed price defined on Card Type 31A or 318. If the latter two prices escalate 
with time, the price of enriched uranium calculated from the cost model of the 
uranium diffusion cascade process will also escalate with time. 

Card Types 29 and 30 must always be present in the input data deck. 
However, Card Type 30 is used in the calculations in PACTOLUS only if material 

balances of the addit~cnal isotopes it defines are present in the reactor 
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burnup data defined on Card Types 5 and 8. Otherwise, the information on 
Card Type 30 is not used and it is recommended that it be input as a blank 
card. If any additional isotopes are defined on Card Type 30, PACTOLUS 

expects that the first two entries must be the atomic weight (237) and unit 
price of 237 NP . Isotopes other than 237 NP do not require any special order 

on Card Type 30. However, the material balances of these isotopes must also 

be defined in the burnup data on Card Types 5 and 8 in order for the atomic 

weights and unit prices of the additional isotopes on Card Type 30 to be used 

in the calculations in PACTOLUS. 

Card Type 31A or 31B -- Cost Schedule for Nuclear Fuel Cycle 

Card Types 31A and 31B define unit cost schedules for fuel isotopes and 

processes in the nuclear fuel cycle. The latter include costs incurred in 

the uranium enrichment process, the fabrication process, and chemical repro

cessing. Card Type 31A is used if NCDS is set to 1 on Card Type 17; Card 

Type 318 is used if NCDS is set to an integer greater than 1. These card 

types provide two alternative means for entering the cost data. 

Card Types 31A and 31B for the nuclear plant are analogous to Card Types 

9A and 9B for the fossil plant. The definition of cost schedules for fossil 
plants is illustrated in the discussion of Card Types 9A and 98 in Section 

3.1. The user should carefully review the discussion of Card Types 9A and 
9B and apply it to Card Types 31A and 31B . 

Card Type 31A allows the user to define separate compound price escala

tion rates for each of the unit costs related to the fuel isotopes and the 
nuclear fuel cycle processes. Two cards are required. The first card de
fines a base year and nine unit costs related to the fuel isotopes and the 

fuel cycle processes referenced to the base year. The base year must be 

specified before or at the year in which the first fuel cycle cost is incur
red. The time of the first fuel cycle cost is obtained by subtracting all 

pre-reactor shipping and process times from the power startup year, as 

illustrated in Figure 8. The second card repeats the base year and defines 

nine separate price escalation rates for each of the unit costs on the first 

card. 
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Card Type 318 defines the unit cost data related to the fuel isotopes 
and the fuel cycle processe5 in successive calendar years spanning the life
time of the reactor. The number of cards must equal NCDS. Each card 

defines a calendar year and nine unit costs related to the fuel isotopes 

and the fuel cycle processes in that year. The current program dimensions 

allow up to a maximum of 60 Type 318 cards. The first calendar year must 

be specified before or at the year in which the first fuel cycle cost is 
incurred. Due to the current formulation of the code, the last calendar 

year must be specified at three or more years after the year in which the 

final fuel cycle cost is incurred. The t~me of the final fuel cycle cost 

is obtained by adding all post-reactor shipping and process times to the 
final year of reactor power production, as i1lustrated in Figure 8. The 

number (NCDS) of Type 318 cards is left to the user's discretion, depend

ing upon the accuracy desired from straight-line interpolation of the cost 

data between successive calendar years. 
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SECTION 3.2.6 

NUCLEAR INPUT DATA FORMAT 
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TAGLE 2. Nuclear Plant Input Data Format to PACTOLUS 

Cdi'J Card Deoci'iptioll 
'IYI'E' ,md Fori.;a t 

P LHi t Type, 
S"i tches dnd Till e 
!denti fication 

(A4.6X,2I2,16A4,A2) 

2 Capacity Factor 
II i story 
(12F6-, 0) 

Nu, 0/ 
Cli'J, field 

2 

4 

;> 

1 

11 

12 

IJJliJ 
I Yi'l' 

II 

II 

Il 

Col LHiIIiS 

1 -4 

12 

14 

0.] ta Descri l' t i on 

I'ldnt type, code NUCL for iliH,lear pl"nt 

Print s~Jitch to control printout of reactor burnup (charge
dhcharqe) data, Table 5 (kiloyr'dlli5 of isotopes fabr'icated 
each year, before losses), and Table L (kil09ramS of iso-
topes reprocessed each year, after 10sses) in the nuclear 

• output. 

0, no printout at these itelli', rSections (100), (/00), and 
(800) in the nuclear output illustrated in Section 4,4] 

1, printout 

Control sl'litch to omit C.,rri Types 2-IG fi'om the data fo,' a 
<Jivl'n case after thl! first case when executin9 Iilultir;le 
,:a',(;o I,ith OriL' fleck setup, I f only one case is present in 
the data deck, this switch must iJe left blank or set to 0 
dnd dl I Card Types 1-31A or 31B must be present in the ddta 
rleck, 

(), 1 lie I ude all ca I'd types in the da td dec k 

1, Uilil t Cdi'd Types 2-16 ft'Ol1I the data deck for the given 
Cdse after the first case, (In this case, PACTOLUS uses the 
infol'illdtiun on Cdrd Types ,,-16 frolll the previous case). 

I5-J() Case title identification 

Data 
Nanie 

IPLTYP 

IPUIS 

ISf'lJEL 

TITLE( I), 
1'1 to 17 

1-6 Initial time on capacity factor cur've, yrs, from plant pOl-ler X2(l) 
production startup 

7 - 12 Initial capacity factor at tiLlie X2(1), fraction Y2(1) 

LJ-Ill ',econJ tlille on Ldpacity factur cune, yr's. from startup. 

IY 2,1 SI:ulIId rapaclty tdctur' at tlllle X2(n. fraction 

61-Gb Sixth lillie on capacity factor curve, yrs from startup 

67-72 Sixth capdcity factor at time X2(6), fraction 

X2(2) 

Y2(2) 

X2(6) 

Y2(6) 
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TABLE 2. 

Cdld Descrlptlcn 
arid rOl'lllat 

3 Reac tor Pd I'dilletc"s - ---- - --,- - - ---.-_ .. 

(6FiO,O,I';,3fl, 
rB.O) 

(coot'd) 

tio. oi 
CdrJs r leld 

2 

b 

c: 

10 

11 

Nuclear Pldtrt Input Data Format to PACTOLUS 

DOl t a 
Type 

R 

R 

(0,UIII115 Ddta Descrjpt ion, 

1-1 (J nl'JC t ur thenlld 1 p(JIoIer, r'IWt'l 

11-2f) Iota', rejctor active fuel vulume, liters 
(L~dVL' blank) 

Oita 
Name 

RTP 

VOL 

R ?l-JO Scalin') tactol' fur isntGpic concentl'ijtion~ of chanlc bi.tches rPR 
in initial cOle (/\ HTO 01' lJlank Vii Ii Cduse the code to use 

p. 

,~ 

f< 

I 

R 

1.0 fOI' TPR) 

li-4u Scalinl) tMtor tor lsutollic conceflt,'aticn'i of discIJar<je Hll\S 
batches in initial lnre and isotopic concentrations of all 
charq" and discharge refueling batches (A zero or blank ~ill 
(duse the code to use 1.0 flw t'l1AS) 

ill-~f) Scalill')tnctor for ,'coletoi' thenlldl ~()wer (A zero or ulallk PWR 
Vlill cause the coJe to u~e 1.0 f~r PUR) 

',1-60 Cvil~;tant cdpacity factl)l' (fraction) of input. i'eact()y' i:;1H'r1UP elF 
ilJtd if not luO,,, If ClF is zero 01' bialik, tile code will 
015Slllile the iy,put burJlup data is at 100: (full power) 

61,6S thJIIlber of fuel re9;cllls in Dill' CD:llpl"t.? re,1ctor loadifllj NR[GN 

10 Type of refuel inC) stheille NFUEl 

71 

72 

0, Gradi'd refuelinu in wldch boltche<, 01' fractions of the 
redctor core are l'e~ldced periodically 

1, ~ Ingle batch reruel ing ii, \'llIiclt the ent'j l'e reactoY' 
inventory is replan"j periodicdlly 

Total nUlllber of datJ ,Joints ill the end-oF-life data, illclud- NPTS 
in~l l'ir<,t and last pdints, If input is 0 01' blank, the ;;Odl' 

will aSc,llllle that tI'm points are lequire"l, nilmely, beginning 
Jnd end-of-life, Currently, this field should be left 
L, I dllk, 

Oebug ~rint sViitch to control debug printoul of calculations IBUG 
in [lI'llCeSS i n'l reac tor lJurnup da td , (r<el:ollilliend tha t I BUG be 
lefL blank or set to D), 

o c no debug printout 

debul) PI' i Jltou1. 

73-dl) ReaLtor opcrJtin,1 'Iifetitllc, ye11'~ (not. fractional), Elltel' TUFf 
sallie value d~C tor rLf~T on Card Type 23. 
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Card 
TYll~ 

4 

5 

6 

TABLE 2. 

Card Description 
and Format 

----~--~ -- -- _ .. --

Reactor Burnup 
Data 

Reactor Materials 
Ch~!9f!! J1~.rg? tc:~h 

(8E10.4) 

Redclor Materials 
gl~I!.:~JC:Q!It'~t!) 
(4E10.4 ) 

Fuel Lifetime 
and!;J(.flosljrt? __ 

(215,2ElO.4, i 5, 
14 ,AI) 

(cont'd) 

No. of 
Cords fielJ 

Nuclear Plant Input Data Format to PACTOLUS 
Data 
TnJ ": Co 1 Uilins Oat~ Descr!p~io~! ~ ~_~ _____ ~ __ ~ __ 

Data 
Name 

Kepeat the following set of 6 cards (type no. 's 4 through 9) for each 
fuel in') botch or reqion OV,lf the opel"atinlj 1 ifetillie of the redctor. 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

8 

2 

3 

4 

2 

3 

4 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

fl 

1-18 

11 -20 

21 ~ 10 

31·'10 

"1 ·50 

51-60 

61-711 

71-80 

K i lO'lrJIIIS of 

K i 10()raIiIS 0 f 

Kilograms of 

Kilo,)rallls of 

K i 1 o~lfalHs 0 f 

KilogralTls of 

Vi 10(jrd1llS of 

Ki logl dlTlS of 

232 
TIl 

233pa 

233 U 
234 U 
235U 
236U 
23HU 
237 rlP 

1-10 Kilograms of 239pu 

11--211 Ki loqrdllls of 240pu 

<1-30 Ki 10gY'allls of 241pu 

31-40 Kiloqraliis of 242pu 

5 Specification of char~e or discharge 

Set to 1 to signa 1 tha t the ilia tel' i a 1 s on 'i.he two 
preceding cards were charged 

C02 

C13 

C23 

C24 
(25 

C2G 

(28 

(37 

(49 

(,10 

(..,1 

C42 

NFINAL 

6-10 Refueling batch or reclion Iilimber, identifying the portion Nil 
of the reactor which is being refueled--one of the ~equence 
of integers from 1 up to NREGN. This nurr~er is used to 
relate each end-of-life batch to the corresponding previously 
discharged batch during the reactor life. 

11-20 Time materials were chal'ged, yeal-s since startup 

21-30 Fuel exposure, t1,Jd/ton, nC/'Ilially zero for material 
chal'<jed (cdn be left blank as currently not used) 

TIi1E 

EXP 



CO 
C 

TABLE 2. 

Canl Card DesCI'ipt ion 
Typ" and forll,3 t 

6 Flle] L i tet illle and 
f,xposure (cont'd) 

(215,?E1 0.4, I'" 
14 .r.!) 

R(~i1c tlJf' 11;;. tel' ja I s 

11 i scll"i"]l'd pel 
Go teh 

(llEl0.4) 

Ll HeaL t(J r ~1dtet'iilL 

o i s{hdrS.L'<i (cont.'J) 

(4tlO.~) 

9 Fuel [. i fpi: ill"(c 
and t"I'S',ure 

(2I~,2El0.1,I5, 

14.Al) 

(c::ontld) 
r~i I • of 
Cd r'ds Field 

5 

6 

! 

J 

~, 

Ii 

(l 

! 

Nuclear Plant Input Data Format to PACTOLUS 
[ljt.1 

lype 

H 

l{ 

I, 
F 

H 

!,; 

1\ 

H 

/< 

;( 

:< 

,; 

r, 

Data 
Col tlllins Data Oescriptirtll Nalile 

31- 35 CU'lf~ntly not used leOR 
]f)·]9 !ntpqer batch or region identi ficJtiurI number used to sue- ACASf 

ce,sivcly identify refue! i'l<) b<l terre, (:'lus t be present. 
I'e,' oJ:uilend consecutiv~ i nte~er~, ;tdrting ~Ii th I) 

:Iil Sinljlp a"plorahl'tic Chi1 (de tel 01' i iit€rrer further idt~nt i fyiofJ BCASI 
lhe "C"Jion or iJdtch (Cdn be lefL blany if ~ser' dr's ires) 

I· iii I: i 10'Ji'dlltS (j f 232Til CO2 
I ,-)(] i\ i loqrall!s of 2~:Jl'il CI3 

!I-'W K i I (;ql-atl'~ of ?:l.lU (,23 

:~ j -- ·10 Kiloqroll", of 
dill! f,24 
"') r: 

Li I· SO y, 11 uqt'.1ms nf 
L·):JU p~ 

s] ·tilJ I: j I ()(jr.iIl,S of 
2J6 U C26 

61-70 t:i I (I<jl'dll" of 2]llU C28 

71-80 Ki 1()qrJI1:~ of 23!NP C37 

! I,) I( i I (l(wanIS ot 2'3 l)f J U C,19 

] I - ~iI K 11 Oqr;llPS of 
241) 

I'll C·lO 

21-liJ V i I {Jllr'JIJlS of 241 f'u C41 

Jl - ,10 I:. i 1 (lq,·'.1!l1~ uf 
21~ Pu C42 

')pt~Clfjcdtjorl of Chdr"je CI' di'jcha,'fW NF lIu'\L 

')i!l tel J tu s i <J:la 1 t lia t th" 11101 t<2r i" h on lhe t\~O /li'PCt1,j"j ny 
(Jt'ds \"Jef(' discilal'qed. 

G--II) Refuel in') tJdtcll 01' r.?gion :,';lIIber, identifying the !lortion NR 
of the ,'("ddor which is b('inq refue',ed--one of the s<'q'Jence 
uf inteC)el's frolll 1 lip to NR[(iN. (Salil'~ number as all C"rd 
TYI.e 6). This ,IUI;,t,,,r is u<,ed to reLlte each end-of-life 
batcfl to tile cO'T~"ponciill'l ,}r,""iousiy disehargeo bdtch 
dl.I)'ing the reJcte,r 1 i fe, 



. , .... 

TABLE 2. 
Cat'd Card Description 
Type dnd Format 

9 Fuel Lifetin:e illid 
EX!l0s~re (cont' rI) 

(215.2EIO.4,1~, 
14 ,AI) 

10 Reactor LnJ-of
l. ife Fl~!L 

II 

(II) 

Reactor Materials 
ct1ilX!Lej_per ililtc:iJ 

12 Reactor Materials 
rh,jr!le(jj<"Q!lt' ~1 

13 Fuel Lifetime 
~!~ ~~flo~ur'f'C 

(215,2EIO.4,15, 
14,Al) 

(cont'd) Nuclear Plant Input Data Format to PACTOLUS 
tlo, of LJilta 
Cards field Typ" Collllilns 

J 

4 

5 

6 

R 

R 

1\ 

II 20 Tillie materials were discharqed, years since startup 

21-30 fuel exposure, MWd/ton (can be left blank as currently not 
u"ed) 

31-35 Currently not used 

36-3<) Integer batch or region identification number used to 

40 

successively identify refuel iny batches. (Same number as 
on Ca rd Type 6). 

Sinqle alphabetic character or integer further identifying 
the region or batch (sallie as on Cat'd Type 6) 

8ldf,k except for a 1 in co 1 Ull1l1 I to siljrldl that the redctor end-of-life data 
follows thi" car'J. ilepeaL the followin(j set of (, car'ds (3 cal-ds for be~inrting 
and 3 cards fOl' end of life) defined by Card TIPe 110. 's 11 through 16 for' each 
refuel inC) batch or rt,dctor' rcyiof], 

5 

" 6-10 , 
R Il-!il 

4 R cl-j() 

5 31-35 

6 36-39 

1\ 40 

Enter 1 in ColUl11n 1 to Siljfldl that the reactor end-of-life 
d~ta follow this card . 

Spe;itication of char'le or di;cliar<je 

~,)i::' t to I to s i lind I chitl'lje 

Retuelinq ba tetl or 1'(~9ion nUlHtJ(~r' 

r i" It, IIlater-ials I:Jere charged. Entu nUlI,eri ca 1 value tor 
n:dC t8r o,lerd t i ng lifetill,e n IFE, 

Ledve t;iank 

Leave blank 

LeaVe b Idnk 

Leave blank 

Data 
Name 

T1t1E 

EXP 

ICOR 

ACASE 

BCASE 

NFINAL 

NR 
1 H1E 

EXP 
leOR 

ACASE 

BCASE 



TABLE 2. (cont'd) Nuclear Plant Input Data Forrnat to PACTOLUS 

No. of [J,ta CJr,j DescrirJtion 
~~!!Ild FIJ_!,III~t CdnL Field Type C.)I ulllns [Ja ta flf',cr i pt i on 

14 Reactor t1ater-ials 
Dischlryed p~r Blank card 
~~tsh_ 

15 Reactor Materials 
Di~c:har!t.l'd(c()nt~'.1) B I,Hlk (drd 

16 Fuel Lifetime 
~Il!i !:!.I20_~l!re 

(?15,LEIO.4,IS, 
14 ,AI) 

11 Con tro iJ.dI'd 

(9J'i,3FIU.O) 

4 

fi 

H 

Spec ificdt ion ()t chorf)'" or dischal'q,; 

Spt to J to ~i~nal discharge 

6·10 Ref tiel ilHj baUh or reljion ownber 

11· ;'0 Ti,lie illdTe,'Ji! Is WE"'C discharr,ed. I.ntE:r rJullleric<l1 value fo( 
redet'Jr' c'pel'atin,) lifE:!:illit TUFf. 

21-~iO Leave birtllk 

36~39 lcav~ blank 

10 

1-5 NUlilheer of ini ti<ll core regiuns 

6-10 NlJlllb~r of initial blanket r'eyions 

11-·15 Ca,.,! type option for dl'finiw; thf' fuel cycle cost '~ch"dllle 
(See Cd nl Type Illll,;ber 31.~ cor' 31 B). If hCaS c I, lise CMd 
lyrJl' 3lA, if IlCDS ? I, lise C,m1 Type ~llL 

?(] f'L'IH'0ces" ir,q cost o;;ticn 

(fieco",mt"nrl t.hat I~;EI) b(, set to I) 

(), n.![lr(,(CSSlillJ ilS de5rribed bt first 3 parameters on Card 
Type 20 IJ,; i 11'1 111'5 cos t lilode I 

I, i',;processinq co~t bdseJ on unit costs on fuel cycle cost 
5ch~dule cards (SRATU, OLKSIP). Cal'd lype 31A or 31B. 

Data 
Name 

NFINAI 

Nfi 

leOK 
!,CASE 

BLliSF 

NCR 

NBH 
~lCDS 

lsr,p 



OJ 
(,v 

Card 
IYJJ~ 

17 

TABLE 2. (cont'd) 

Card Description Nu. of 
and FOnJIat C,lrds Field 

-.-~-----~-.- _.-

~on!rQLCar~ (cont'd) 5 

(915,3FlO.0) 

1J 

9 

10 

11 

1 L 

Nuclear Plant Input Data Format to PACTOLUS 

Ddta 
Type 

R 

R 

R 

Co I'JIIlns 

25 

35 

40 

~s 

46-S5 

S6-6~ 

66-75 

p~~,a -'~es(TifJtlon, 

Price cost option for 239pu and 241pu 

o pl' ice of 23'Jpu and 241pu is product of price of 239pu and 
241pII shown on Card Type 29 and PRATO on fuel cycle cost 
schedule ldl"ds, Card Type 31A or' 318, 

2'l'J zn 1 I, p,ice of . Pu iliid 'PI) is product of calculated 90' 
c:nriched urdniulil price in PACTIlLlJS dnd PRATO on fuel eYL Ie. 
cost sciledule canh, Card Type 31A 0," 31ll. 

Denree: i a t ion ()I; t i.,,: 

1 0 ,tniuht 1 ine 

'! = sUIlI-of-yeat's-difJi ts 

IPU 

i L(' 

Invcnt,Jry accountin,) option. Set tu 5 for direct fuel NOP 
expefl,e Illetilod. 

Debug print ,witch 

n no ~eLu'.l printout 
I = SDllle dellU<J pri,ltout 
9 = al I dehug printout 

Option for calruldting cost of prn~er 

I) ~ levl'lized cost of POI'lel" 
1 = allnual cost of pm'ler ill curTent dullars 

fPi, 

I ECOST 

(lverall irdL,tion rate, 1)('" yt'at'. ;Jsed only if 1[(051-1, IJPCliH 
to calculate equivalent lev('liz~d cost of power in constant 
dollars of tile base year defined belovi. 

Societdl discount rate, per year". Used only if IECOST=I, SDRATE 
to ulclJlatc; equlvalent lcvel.ized cost of pOvlcr in constant 
dol lars of the base year defined below. 

[lasc y(,"I~. tI'oed only if II:C()STcl, to calculat.e equivalent IlASEYR 
levclizpd (ost of power in constant dollars Df the base year. 
See Sect ion (nOD) of fossil output st.m-m in Section 4.2 for 
dll illu~,trJtiolJ, 



TABLE 2. (cant'd) Nuclear Plant Input Data Format to PACTOLUS 

Care! Card Description No. of Data Data 
Ii'~ __ ~Id Format ___ ~~Js __ Fi.:ltl I\'~ Columns _____________ Qi\.ta DescriptiQI"!____ ______ ______ _!j~~ 

18 Gaseous Diffusion 
Cascade Param
eters for Uranium 
D:ricb!n~nt __ . __ 

( Ii 0, 5F Jrl. ()) 

19 f_il.c,?!js~!j Q!lJ~n! 
(JflO.O) 

20 RNproces~jng 

Card --- _. ---- ---. 

(iiFlO.U) 

2 

5 

6 

2 

2 

3 

4 

5 

R 
I{ 

K 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

10 Option for defining tails composition 

0. use Input tails composition 

1. code Cd 1 cu I a tes optimulO tan S COIi;POS it i on 

11-20 Tails ,!,due. $/k!J of ui-allium 

21-30 Tails romposition. weight frd~tion of 235u 
31-4U Feed r.ompo~i tiol:. Weillht i,-action of 235U 

41-50 U308 til UF6 conversion charUe. $/~g of uranium 

~1-o0 Urar.iullI convers ion and ",nrichu;('llt time. days 

1-10 Core fubrication losses, fractioll 

11-20 Blanket fabr'icat ion los,es. fl'ilction. ShOllld be the sallie 
as core. 

21-10 Recoverdble cost of salt for M')FH or r1~CIl, $. 

I-Ill f;elJrJcessing plclit npel-ilti,,'i Lu,t, $/Gd,/ 
(NFS cost moJel oniy,ie:ne lll.lr.k if IS[P=l on Card 
Type 17) 

11-20 Reprocessing plant throughput. kg/ctdY 
(tIFS ;;o~t IIlodel Oldy. leave blall~ If IS[P=l on C"I'd 
Type 17) 

21--10 Hq,roce,s ing 10sse5. fl'dct ion 
(Used hoth if ISEP=Q 01' ISEP=l on Cctl"U Type 17) 

31-40 i<ep"ocessinc} time. days. (Used only if ISE.P=l on Cilrd 
Type i 7) 

41-50 Switch controlling reprocessing of discharged fuel 
bTank or 0 .• discharged fuel frOfll the reactor is 
chemically reprocessed and reeyried. 

1.. discharged fuel fr'olll the reactor is not chemically 
reprocessed and is not recycled 

IXTL 

cw 
Xl 

XF 

UCOIIV 

UBlIYTM 

(01(L05 

EI.KU1S 

SP.L T 

THHIJI'T 

R[PL 0:; 

TSI:P 

THROW 



co 
tTl 

Card 
Type 

TABLE 2. 

Card Description 
dnd Format 

20 Reprocessing Card 
i C!HI t'!!L __ 
(6F10.O) 

21 5}1 ipjli!I~LCa r<! 

(tlF10.0) 

2! ShIpping 
Car_d(c(ln!' d) 

(2FI O. 0) 

?3 S til rtup ilnj 
Process Tillles 

(.mo.O) 

(cont'd) Nuclear Plant Input Data Format to PACTOLUS 

No. of UJtd 
Card'. Field Tn'" Co I uillns ~.,td Description 

Data 
Naille 

6 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

z 

;> 

3 

4 

5 

6 

,l 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

k 

I; 

ii 

1< 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

~1-60 One-tillle charge for fJenlldnr,nt stora'le of discharged fuel 
when there is no chernicJl reprocessing, $/kg. This paralll-
eter is ignored if the discharged fuel is chemically 
reprocessed. 

1-10 ShippirllJ cost, enrichillent to fabrication, $/kg 

11-20 Shippin(j time, enrichment to fabrication, days 

21-30 Shipping cost, fabrication to reactor, $!kg 

31-40 Shipping tiolle, fabrication to reactor, days 

41-50 Shipping cost, reactor to processin~, $/kg 

51-60 Shipping tillie, reactor to reprocessing (or permanent. 
stol'age if no reprocessinll), days 

61-70 Shippin~ cost, reproce'>',IIlY to fin,,1 destination, $/~'i 

THRocr; 

C5HPI 
5HPFAB 
CSHP2 

511PREA 
CSIIP3 

SHPSEP 

CSIII'4 

71-8lJ Shipping tillie, I-eprocessirtfj tu firli_ll destination, ddYS ',HPI1ES 

1 10 Shippin<) cost for '-l'cycle fuel, pre-fabr'icution, $/kg iJLSlI1' 1 

11·-20 Shippiny cost fur' re'-ycle fucl, falJl-ication to reactor', $/kg 11LSHf'2 

l-f'J Re,lctOf' pow,'r product.ion startup date, year 

11-20 Constrllc[ioll time (>0), yeilrs (not fracti()nal) 

21-30 fdlwication tillie, days 

31-40 Pre-r'eactor inventory tin:e, days 

41-~jO Pnst-reactor cooling tillie, days 

51-flO Depreciable 1 ift" yedr~ (nut fractionill) 

61-70 {(eactor operdtinq life tillie, yC'ars (not fractional) 

71,Bn Licellsinq tilll(', yeoH's (nul trdctiundl) 

TSTllflf 

TCON5T 
TFIIB 
PRI 
COOL 
D(9) 

TLl II 

TLICUI 



co 
0\ 

TABLE 2. 

Cdro Card Description 
Tj'jle dnd furilidt 

24 Plant Capital 
Costs 

(8F10.0) 

25 !'Ijilt Opt'rution 
,;nd Financial 
PJl'dllleter's - .--- --_ .. -----
(7FIG.O) 

26 Fi;,ed "lid VJri.lt'l~ 
0&11 Costs 

(GF10.O) 

(cont'd) Nuclear Plant Input Data Format to PACTOLUS 

~o. of Dald 
C.ntls Fipld rYi'f~ (.nlt,l:tns 

4 

II 

H 

Ii 

f{ 

f; 

R 

1-10 Moderator cost, $ 

11-20 Moderator loss rate, 1 per year 

cl-30 Cost of contt'ol SystL'llI, $ 

31-~0 CLG~ uf plessure vessel, S 

~1-50 Cost of Lurbines, ~ 

~1-60 CLst of heat exchdnqcrs, $ 

61-10 Cost uf reactor site preparatiun, S 
li-gU ,~II <lUlU CiljJit<11 custs, itlclllJin0 c()~stnJLtiun atld 

!i',-jtf-:t'ials~ ~, 

1-10 lhi'l-ilidl-to-elf;ctl-icJI L011'1l't'I,lun Lfficil'IICy', fraction 

11 2il fr'dcLIUf, of initial inVl:stllll:llt ill bunds 

71-30 lnto'cst rate on bonds, fr-Jctional 

'1l-4(j ldY''linq lLltx on eq'Jity (ilfter- tdXe\), fractlOllill 

fJl-',(J 1"U,,'illi carlltal rrplau'I!I'~r.t l'~U> Wei' yeal', ft'action of 
p 1 :111 L Cdpi till CO-:' L 

')I-bO rir-t sJlvd'Jle v,lllJC of pldnt, ~ 

pOSItive. salvage value 

ilf''1dtivc, ,hIC'Jllliliissiol,in'i cost 

ol-if) Pldllt lI,vestl!l"nt tat (t'l'dit, 

I-Iii 

IWl' year 

11-21) tJaSe 'IC,d', USI;J only if escalatin'l plant fixed O&M cost by 
Ifl" ('St J 1 a t Ion rate de fi ned in the nex t. da ta itelll 

-'1-30 ESCioiatioo I'ate filr plant fi,ed O&N cost, 
only if escaliltillfj plant fi/(oj O&t1 cost. 

per year Used 

Data 
Name 

csmoo 
CMLOSS 
CST CON 

CSTPR 

C::'TfG 

CSTiiT 

(SIRS 

,SlOTH 

EfF 

!J(Ij) 

0(5) 

0(6) 

D(lij) 

D(24) 

Plvrcp 

BeYR 
TflCYR 

BPCINF 



Card 
Tlpe 

TABLE 2. 

Card Description 
and format 

--~----~----- -----

26 Fixed and Variable 
O&MS~tli_j~.!l~' d) 

(6F10.0) 

2 7 r<!x~s~fl~ J n~LJr~rl(:<= 
(7F10.0) 

2[\ Lj~e~~tnJl _C~t~ 

(lOrS. u) 

29 5 tanda rd J sotope 
Prices ----------. 

(llF5.0) 

(cont'd) Nuclear Plant Input Data Format to PACTOLUS 

No. of 110 tA 
Cards Field Type rnlulllrls 

Data 
Name 

4 

5 

6 

;> 

J 

4 

6 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

i~ 

R 

R 

" 

31-40 Variable plant O&tl cost (1IIulti[.Jlied in the code by the VCYR 
average annual capacity factor to obtain yearly cost), $!yr 

41-50 Bdse year, used only if escalating variable plant O&M TVCYR 
cost by the escalation rate defined in the next data item 

51-60 Escalation rdte for variable plant O&M cost, per year. 
Used only it escaldtin~1 variable plant O&M cost 

1-10 Federal incoille tax rate, fractional 

11-20 State inCOllle tax rate, fractional 

21-30 State yross revenue tax rate fractional 

31-40 Property tax on net pLlIIt va lu" and initial core, 
fr·actiona 1 

41-50 Property insurance on net plant value and initial core, 
fractional 

SI-60 Nuclear liability insurance, $/yr 

61-70 iluclear 1 iabil: ty insuranre, $jrl\oie r;er yr 

VPCINF 

0(7) 

0(15) 
D(16) 

D( 17) 

D(19) 

CINS 
0(21) 

Blank Lanl if T!.lCU1- () on Card Type (3 

2 

10 

2 

J 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

1-8 

9-16 

licensing cost one year prior to po~er production startup, 
S llii 11 ions 

licensing cost two years prior to power production 
"tartllp, $ lIIi 11 ions 

Repeat up to fLICEN years prior to startup. The current 
code rJi:llen,ions allo~J up to 10 years for licensing time. 

COSTLC(1 ) 

COSTle(2) 

73-80 Llcensing cost ten years prior to power production startup, COSTLC(lO) 
$ III ill ions 

1-5 

6-10 

Z33 U price, $!grdlll 

235U price, $!gl·dlll 

11-15 239pu price, $/gr·am 

PISO(1 ) 

PISO(2) 
PI':,C(3) 



TABLE ? (cont'd) Nuclear Pldnt Input Data Format to PACTOLUS L.. ----

Cdrd Cal'll Oesclir tion 110. of Dilt~ OHa 
TY£l~ allli FOl'lili1t CJr'ds r ield Tyge Col wllns IJata Descript ion Name . ~, ---- --- - -

29 StandJrd Isotope 4 I{ 16-2U 241pu price, $/gf'dHi PISO(4) 
Prj<:~s -' cont' d) R ?1-2b 232n price, $!~(dlll PISO(5) 
(1IF5.0) 

b K 26·J(I 23f'U price, $l gram f'150(6) 

R 31 ~]S n4u pl'l Ce, $/ gralll PJSO(l) 

Il R '16~40 
240pu pt'j ce, S/Yl'dlil PLO(8) 

'I R 41 ~45 23:11'" pI' Ice, $/9 ral'l I'ISI)(9) 

II) R 46~ ~;() 23f.>U pi ice, $/,]ralll 1'150(10) 

II R 51 .~, ~J 2421'11 jll'ice, ')hp'dr:l f'ISO{' 1) 

30 Vdriable I~otop" 
PI'ices 1~3 Isotope d t olin c ~/eiqht ~I'JT( 12) 

[9( jJ, Fl). 0)] 2 R ·1 ~B Isotujlc jJ("ice, $/ fjrall, PISO(12) 

00 J 9~ 11 150tope atomic weifJht I1WT( lJ) 
(Xl 

4 R 12 - If, 1 S,)tOf.l1.' price, S/ qrar" PISO(13) 

5 17~ 1'J j ~,(j trJpe a tc'lIIic \,ci~ht [·IHT( 11) 

0 I: dJ ~1 J S0 t.uPt~ PI' 1 Cf~, $/ yt'illll i'ISO(14) 

2 ~j -!/ I ~ot()P(~ J Lomi c WCIIJhl ""~T ( IS) 

il R 2B~J2 Isot.0pE: price, Si grail; PSJO(15) 

:J I 33·]~ I,otopc atomi ( weiqht MWT (l6) 

III R J[,-40 I cutc)pe price, ~/LJt'.)!:! P 150(16) 

i I 11 ~ 4 1 ISt,tupe atol!lic \'Ip I 'Jh t M~H(I7) 

12 R 44·4H Isotupe price, $/ 'JI'dltl P ISO( 17) 

13 I ~9~hl Isotope atorlli c vie i Uh t M!H(18) 

14 R r,2~ ,;6 Isotope price, $/gl'dlll PISO(18) 



co 
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TABLE 2. (cont'd) 

Cd rd 
TYfJe 

Card Descriptioll No. of 
and Format Cants Fi~l(j 

30 Variable isotope 
p!i~~~.tc9nt I d). 
[9(I3,F5. 0)] 

15 

16 

17 

Hl 

Nuclear Plant Input Data Format to PACTOLUS 

Iia ta 
Type Co luilins [lo td ilescl'ipt ion 

I ,,7-59 Isotope atolllic 'Vei ~Iht 

R 60-64 Isotope pri ce, $/ gram 

65-67 Isotope atoll,ic weiLlht 

R 68-/2 Isotope price, S/granl 

Data 
Naille 

MWT( 19) 

P ISO (19) 
MIH(20) 

PlS0(20) 

Cost Schedule for 
[IJe L~J~ !'.r:.o.cE'~.ses 

If NCDS=1 on Card Type 17, use Card Type llA. 
If NCDS.l on Card Type 17, use Card Type 31B. 

31A Compound Escalation 2 
Rate 
---~~---+-

(iOF7.0) <> 
(. 

3 

4 

5 

6 

8 

'l 

10 

R 

k 

R 

r< 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

I·· 7 

Il- 14 

15-cl 

IlJsC' year for escalating fllel co<;ts 

Additlonal fabricatioll ccst \vhen hanJl ing recycle fuels, 
S/kg in base year 

Core fabrication cost, !/k9 in bas2 year 

TIME (1) 

D[HAB(i) 

ClJRF~B ( 1 ) 

22-21l Illanket fabl'ication CO'it, S/kg in base year BLKFJl.b(l) 

29-35 Separative work ch,uge, $/kq of separative work in base yeat C~X(l) 

36-42 Uranium feed price, $/lb of U30a in base year CFX(l) 

UrilniuiII isotope price escalation factor (applied to the f'LJ2l3(l) 
prices of all uranium isotopes e,<cept 238u and also appl jed 

~3-49 

to the price of 233pa shown on Card Ty~e 29), fraction in 
tJase year. 

50-56 Cere reprocessing cost, $/kg in base year 

57-63 Plutonium isotope price escalation factor (applied to the 
prices of all plutonium isotopes shown on Card Type 29 or 
calculated 90~ enriched uranium price as defined by IPU, 
Caru Type 17), fraction in base year. 

64-70 Blanket reprocessing cost, $/kg in base year 

SRATO( 1) 

PRATO(I) 

BlKSEP(l) 



Card 
Type 

TABLE 2. 

Cdrd !)escllption 
and FOI'IIIJt 

31A Compound £OSCillation 
Rd te lc~nt' d) 

(lOf7,0) 

3IB Co:;t Schel1ule 
V",r'SU5 Tillie 

( 1 OFUJ) 

Nuclear Plilnt Input Data Format to PACTOLUS 

No, of Data 
[J('US field TYi'i~ COIUlIIW, 

Seeol!'] Card TYPe 31A 

1 I( 1-7 

2 R [\-14 

I( 15-21 

[;d;C ,!'"Jl for pscalatillfj fUI!1 costs 

f';',llillion rdte [or escalating addilional F"lJricdtion cost, 
(~pet lear 

lc;calilt,iun rate fot escaldtjW) cOI'e L,brication co,t,,' 
Iq~ . .!r .y~!JI" 

R 2~-2B f\Cdlation rale ior e~cdlatinq blanket fabrication cost, 
per year' 

R ,'9-35 [,calation rdte f()~' escdldtinlj Sel'dl'dtive ~IOl'k chal'g(;, 

Data 
~ame 

TIME (1) 

PCiNFl 

I'CINf2 

PClNF3 

PCINf4 

b Lscdlation ','atE' for e;cdlati:ll) IJl'dniulli feed price, ~, per year PCltlFS 

11-49 I>icalat iell "ate flJr E",caldt illC) 11l""lil/in isotope Drice 

8 I~ 5()-~)6 Escalatiun rate for escalating core n:pr()cessing cost, 
Del' yeal' 

57-(;:l fscdl,ltiOtf ('lte for e>cdli,tiwJ plllt<ltilurn isotope price 
"S(i' Idt il'lI factor, per yrar 

lU 6'1-/U [~cJI,Jtiofl l'atp for t'c':dlati,'lJ 1,I~nket ;'epnKessiny ((I'>t, 
;)C·r Yfd f 

I,Ll),; I«epedt fOI' 10 1 to rKI)') CdI'd, 

i< 

R 

3 

1< 

I· 7 

i]- 14 

t:,ilt:ndJr 'lear when these costs dpply 

/\dditioliai fabr,cation (0"t ,mer: h,Jlldllng l'ecyle ftJP1'" 
S/kg in Lal~nddr year 

COrfe fabricatiun cost, S/H in (dlendd" YEa,' 

11Idl:L('t fJbriciJtion cost, $/kq ill ca]('ildar year 

PCiNF6 

PClNF7 

PCWUl 

PCltWI 

THll(I ) 

n[L~,l\>3(] ) 

CORF,~B ( I ) 

Bl KFAB( i) 



TABLE 2. 

Card Card Description 
!}'p~ and Format -_._---- ---_._- ----

3lB Cost Schedule 
Versus Tillie 
i~2!1.t'(jJ 
(lOF?" 0) 

(cant/d) 

No" of 
Ca rods Field 

r, 

6 

? 

8 

9 

10 

Nuclear Plant Input Data Format to PACTOLUS 

Ila ta 
Tyl'.e 

R 

J( 

R 

R 

Jl 

Data 
rolulllns pa_ta nJ'_scY~i pti on "_____________ _______ Name 

29-35 Separative work charge, $/kg of separative work in calendar CSX(I) 
year 

36-42 U;aniu/II feed pt"ice, $Ill! of LJ3(Ja in calendar year' CFX(I) 

43-49 UrdniulII isotope price escalation factor (applied to the PU233(I) 
prices of all uraniulII isotopes except 238U and also applied 
to price of 233Pa shown on Card Type 29), fraction in 
calenddr year 

50-56 Core rep,"ocessing cost, $/kfj in calendar year 

57-63 Plutoniulil isotope price escalation factor (applied to the 
prices of all plutoniulH isotopes shown on Card Type 29 or 
calculated 90" enriclH:d UranilJlll fJrice as defined by IPLJ, 
Card Type 17), fY"dction in calenddr year 

64-70 Blanket reprocessing cost, $/kg in calendar year 

SRATO(I) 

PRATO ( 1) 

BLKSEP (I) 
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NUCLEAR TEST CASE INPUT 
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\D 
0'\ 

f • • • 
, 
• 

~!~ 

(II 
(2 
(3) 
(~) 

(51 
(6 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 

Card Types (4) -
repeated for each 
fueling region 

f • 

"'llICL 
O. 'l.2~ 

lln~.4 

.(1 

J 07 .. 1 

3 

.0 
(9) 2 

127.2 
over the operating 3 
Ii fetime of the 
reactor. .n 

133.7 
3 

.0 

1 1( •• l 

.;) 

1 34 .. () 

1 n"'. () 

1'.".'1 
1 

124.4 
I 

150.7 
3 

131.0 
I 

1 'l/~ .. (, 

J 31 • J 

1 

I t IGfH WATER 
1.0 0.'>0 2.0 

.0 .0 
0.0 

11 .. 4 12.7 
1.36 -.0\ 

.0 .0 
n.O 

55.2 27.7 
2.)65 

.0 .0 
n.o 

63.4 31.8 
2.966 

.0 .n 
1.36 , 

f.,?' .. 2 14 .. 1 
1.76U 

.0 .0 
2.1" 

61.2 jlt .. 1 
4 .. ') '1) 

~') .. 8 11.2 
2 .. 'jf,tl 

74.h 44.1 
? 371 

,4.0 24.4 
l.7AP. 

80.2 49.7 
6.173 

62.1 29.7 
4.570 

9?1 ';>.';l 
6.97"-. 

02.0 30. I 
.,.171 

, , 
• • 

REACTOR 1000 MwE SAMPLE CASE 
0.65 15. 0.65 JO. O.4n 

3 
.0 601.8 .0 2''>6'>.3 
.0 

I'> 
.0 2~9.1 ')3.4 L 'J21:1: •• 8 

2.4 
IS 

.0 745.8 .0 25421.5 

.0 
2, 

.0 210.9 88.7 24ti'ib.l 
10.1 

25 
.0 876.6 .0 2'J.l90.4 
.0 

3 S 
• u 200.6 III. I 24646.2 

14.9 
3S 

.J &/6.6 .0 7"5790-;-,,--

.0 
4<, 

.0 201.1 111.0 2464').6 
1<·.0 

4, 
.u 076.6 .0 2,)':'-10.4 

.0 
5S 

.0 201.1 111.0 2464?h 

15. J 
0;' 

.0 181.6 24.4 2 ~21 J • H 
>.4 

6S 
.0 210.4 llb.7 245/jO.6 

25.5 
6'> 

.0 7'19.6 39.~ 2515'>.5 
9.8 

7S 
.0 21 1.4 125.9 241) 31 .. 4" 

34.9 
15 

.0 767.') 49.6 25112.5 
11...6 

8S 
.0 229.4 134.1 244(}3.6 

"q.l 

6 " 
.0 16 7.5 49.5 L:'112.0 

14.7 
os 

FIGURE 9. Nuclear Test Case Input 

30. 

Ini tial 
Core 

---------

Refueling 
Ba tches 



.0 229.6 13',.0 2449-;.3 
1">4.6 82. , 52.i -IQ.2 , 7.711, 0<; 

!~l .0 767. ';J 49.5 25112.0 
1 31.3 62.0 jO.l 14.7 

(6) 1 6.173 10, 
(7) .. ll 229.6 1j4.0 2 .. 493.:3 

(Sl }?4.6 82.3 52.3 j9.2 

(9 8.578 In .... 
.0 7bY.? ? 1.4 ?~"J,C)61. 3 

Card Tynes (4 ) - (9) 14('., 7~.O 1R.8 24.9 Refuel in9 
repeated for each 6 .. q"~ 1 1 ' Hatches 
fueling region .0 240 • ., ),5." t"44S6.1 (Cont'd) 
over the oper~ t iog 1 5e. 7 85.") 56.0 47.ti 

1 i ret ime of the 3 9.3CO liS 
reactor. .. 0 77 j. j 56.0 2~,(jj2.6 

, 4 p .. , n.7 41.9 ~4 .. ] 

I 7 .. 7"16 I? c. 

.0 249.2 )3H.? 1442"':).1 

1 f, I .. A 8 1.3 ')A.1 ~" .... 13 
1 D. 1 H2 12 c:, 

.0 ,-, j .. I '>9.6 2~L;lU.2 

1:,1.4 1J·').6 ~. f:, .. 0 jS .. j 

I A .. '" "'I 1 ie, 

.1 i.'51." 141. -j (441).2 

11'<-'.iol ~ '1 .. () f',c, .. ? <. I. q 

In.fj.q ~ l' 
.0 7 7 j .. 1 ~, '; .. ~ ,-")!Ilij.l 

~ 
1 '~ I .. '. !it) .. h 41-;.0 j d .. t. 

0) 
'I. ,H ' 1"" 

.1 ? ') 1 .. 'l ji.I.,' L(.', I .:.1 
ll-,.',fl: ht1. ,) ~q.1 ~ H .. i) 

I I .. 1 ~~ ~ 14', 
.0 76 I. b 1,,-}.'; " j "J 1 .. ~ 

1"'"·1.' 8'). f:, '<.:-' .. I )11 .. 4 

j 0.132 10_' 
.1 )"J 1 • .:. 14 (). 4 ::' 4'-> 21. A 

1 f-:.). " R~.O ')9.l ... ~ I • 9 

12.? EF) 1 ~ ~ 
.0 '')'-1.6 t.fl.0 2 ')1/ 12. 1 

1 ',~.J. 7 81.8 t.q .4 t.A.1i 

10. "ifoC ~ 16' 
.0 !")D .() 134.0 244.! 2.1 

1 hi •• 1 fj'J. I 60., 61.. '; 
l 1 1.3" I 16~ 

.0 '4,oj.7 61. :: 1~,n(l7.-' 

1:",1<. ~ 8~.:' 51.4 :. J. 1 

11 .7 A' 17'-
.0 2 ~:Ji1. 2 13B ., 2 '-tl-j 2 7. -i 

1 t-4.'l ~'J.8 A 1.0 t.H.B 
14.! '0 17 S 

.0 740.M. 02.7 2l)OCn=!.8 
1 'J9. t, 06.3 52.2 S6.8 

I 12.58'1 loS 
.(J 260.7 137d t4':' 3-}. 6 

16'). ? 90.0 61.; /O.A , 14.AA4 I A'. 

FIGURE 9 (cont'd) Nuclear Test Case Input 



f • f . • • 
, .. , ,. f • f • f . , . r . I .. ! 

( 4) .0 727.~ t 2. 7 25021.8 
(5) 1 ~ 9.7 86.3 '>2.2 56.9 
(6) 1 1 J .obI 195 
(7) .0 258.2 1 J 6.1 244') ',I. lj 

(8) 164.7 ClO.O l;O.Q 70.8 
(9) 15. h?h l Q S 

.0 714.8 62.4 2S0J5.4 
Card Types (4) 1 '";q. 7 86.4 57.1 ':06.8 Refueling 
(9) repeated for 1 14.130 20S Batches 
each fue 11 n9 .0 25101 13 3. 'i 24:.82. I) (Cont'd) 
region over the ) b / ,. 2 ')~.o 60.7 7D.6 

operating life- 3 16.354 2 'OJS 

time of the .0 "709.4 61.8 25032.0 

reactor. 161.1 87.4 53.2 62.8 
I 14.884 21 c, 

.0 260.8 132. I 24489.9 
164.8 gO.4 61.1 14.8 

1 17.068 21 S 
.0 698.9 61.4 2:"036.5 

ltd .~ 88.0 53.8 67.5 
I 15."'76 225 

.0 2bO.'} Uo.2 24~Oj.4 

lh4.A ;)().A i,1 .1 7H. ? 
17.'7:1 12S 

.0 688.7 61. I 2~)04~1.d 

1 b 1. j eA.2 ">'1.9 b~. i. 

16 • .3 ')4 235 
.0 260.9 L.~ tl. j .l.4?.l.O.4 

]e,,+.,: qrl .6 b 1.0 7·~. '-; , 
1 H ./t '" 7 "S lO .0 678.3 60.4 2 ')():J? 7 

'J 1t)1. L, B8.l '-,'),.7 b9.4 

1 17.0"8 245 
.0 260.0 120.1 245'-10.7 

It.4.l1 ',10.6 oo.? 79.3 
; 19.1 ''i, 24S 

.0 667.9 ')9.<.; 25068.1 
lGl.() tt8.2 5"3.4 69.2 

I 1'1.11.) 2" , 
,0 259.3 123.1 24~til. 7 

16'3. () qO.'j 6().4 79.0 
1 1'l.7Q3 2~" 

.0 660. u 58.7 2?071.,> 
lel.6 88.6 5", .H 71-.1 

1 18.41:.07 2hS 
.0 261.0 121.6 24515.4 

16~. 7 ql).7 6n." ~ I. q 
'1 ?o. ' ... (1 76S 

.0 649.; 57.ti 2~()"i.4 
If.l.', 8A.9 51.9 70.6 

1 19.n2 275 
.0 2bO. , 11,}.2 2 t .? 'J2 • .2 

l':.d.'" ;0.7 6!J. 'J H4.? 
1 21.074 ? IS 

.0 1:>34.1 5.7.0 25009.5 
, ltd .", 88." ')~". R 7fi.O 

I 19. 1Q~ lP' 

FIGURE 9 {cont'd). Nuclear Test Case Input 



.0 .c?Y.7 116.':1 L46!O.~ 

163.0 90.7 60.1 d5.2 
l 21.69~l 285 

(4) .0 600. t , ~rl.7 2,)071.? 
(5) 161.0 88.6 51.8 /3.3 
(6) I Z0.4411 29' 
(7) .[1 2b 1.0 1/1.6 2 41) 7~). 4 
(8) 16 -~ .. 7 yr}. -, h(1.4 1-1} .. q 

(9) 22.4 Z i 29';', 
.0 641J.? ~ -,. tl t'lJ /').4 

Card Types (4 ) - H':>l • ")' 88.Q ')l..CI 7A.i-, Refuel fng 
(g) repea ted for 1 ?I.,]74 ~ ('. S Batches 
each fuel ing • n "20 'J. ') 1 19.2 24'J92.2 
region over the 161.~ q().1 hO."'" 8 i ,. ? 
operat ing 1 ife- l 22.q~ 30 S 
time of tlte .. (') I';, 3'j .. 1 ',7.0 2?Ufi9.5 
reactor. ltd. ,- .3d .. ') :. '-\ .. h 713 .. 0 

I 21. f.q;..~ J 1 ~J 
.0 .c ~'i. I 11 b .. '; l.·,61LJ .. ') 

16 ~.O 90.7 60.) ~ ') .. 2 , t!l."'.( , ) S 

.n r.6 (\ .. 'J '. H .. 7 "2'" (I" 1 .. <-

ltd .. ~ 88.6 51 .. B !:~ .. ~ 

) 22 .. 4 ')., 3"" • r. 2tJ I.e Ill., 24'") I':J .. t; 

I 161 .. ; '-H) • .' 6/).4 i'll.'j 

j , "; 1\ .. ~ 7 J2 " 
(4 ) .ll b ... ':.I.::J ') 1.ll 2'-'0!'i .... 
( 5) 1 '\ 1 .. 7 >l>l." "'l.ll 7t ... 6 
(6) I ,-'? .. }1 j", ~, 

(7) .,') /h rl. ') 11'-1 • .' .' 4', i,'. 

(8) 1 {,'3.':' '10. i 6 1;.1 114 .. !. 

U) 
(g) 24.-}/ ", 

():) (10) 
(11) 
(12) 
( 13) ~ i1 • 
(14 ) 
( 15) 
(16) -j,). 

CarJ Types (11) End of Life 
(16) repNtcd for 10. 
edch fueling 
region to genet'ale 
end-of-life data ~o. 

3U. 

_30. 

( 17) n " 
- --~ ----- -----

0 
(18) no. 11. ,.in 2 '. uO 711 ~ . '-, () 2 (I (I. 
( 19) rl.ll n.nl 0. 
(20) II. (I. O.'J} hO. n. IJ. 

(21 ) ifl. 311. 1.; • 10. 25. JO. ,,,. Jv, 
(22) 1f"1. In. 
(23) lq;r.:. J. c, n-;) • bOo 1 ",. JO. lO. o. 
(24 ) I). 0. O. c) • 0, n. O. 78uoonooo. 

FIGURE 9 {cont'd) Nuclear Test Case Input 
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f • f • 
, 
• 

, 
• 

, . , 
k 

, ,. 

1m L). 1/!?? O. ')() d. '.'" l\. C 8S () .JIJ J:) -18{)OOO()(J.4. 

/jr·~+nn'1n. 4j730~U. 

(27) () . ~. ~ O."jrj O.,J'j '1.0:12 ,') .0,-.1'::' ~ .:13.20uu. u. 

(28) C'. , n.f... 1 • (j .. ). '7 ~ A .0 

(29) 'j'-!. 41') ,l, ,tv,4 ..1 t.! 5 

(30) 
;l, 77. 1 ti. I. n'>. 1. n. 

(31B) 1 ~l ~4. I? .A 100. 
1 '1()1j. .. .. ,. h /':>. I) • 17. V=J. J. ns. 1 • u. 

I IO'J'i. t,.~. ? 71. n. IO'). 1.2. 1. 275. I. c'. 
') rrlr •• 4R.? 71 • n. )n 0 • 4 Q .7 J. 22'), 1. o. 

I 1 ". '.'"', , h'i'. n. 1 r~ -', 65. :2 2 1:,. 1. o. 
(318) '17. :.(0-,. -J 6"'>. 'l. len. 65. 1. 2?5. I. o. 

FIGURE 9 (cont'd). Nuclear Test Case Input 
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4.0 OUTPUT RESULTS FROM PACTOLUS 

4.1 DESCRIPTION OF FOSSIL OUTPUT 

Complete output from the sample input data for the fossil plant in Sec

tion 3.1.2 is shown in Figure 10 of Section 4.2. The circled numbers in the 

output correspond to the numbers in parentheses in this section. The output 

report is divided into the following sections: 

(100) Input Summary 

(200) Fuel Costs and O&M Costs 

(300) Additional Input Summary 

(400) Annual Cash Flow Table 

(500) Annual Tax Deductible Expenses 

(600) Annual Income Statement 

(700) Annual Payment of Investments (Capital Structure) 

(800) Cost of Power 

Referring to Figure 10, we shall now summarize the salient output in 

each section. 

(100) Input Summary 

Some of the more frequently changed input parameters from Card Type 2 

through 7 are summarized with descriptive labels. The input data points on 
the capacity factor curve are printed, together with the calculated slope 
between successive data points. 

Several quantities calculated from the input parameters are also printed 

in this section of the output. The electrical conversion efficiency is c~l
culated as the product of 3413 Btu/kWh times the reciprocal of the heat rate 

of the fuel (Btu/kWh). The power level (M~Hh) is calculated as the prcduct 
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of the power level (MWe) times the reciprocal of the electrical conversion 
efficiency. The fuel inventory in dollars is calculated as follows: 

FINVDL = Plant S;~e * Fuel Inventory in Days * Heat Rate * Unit Cost * 
Conversion Factor 

where: 

FINVDL = initial fuel inventory purchased in the final year of plant 
construction, $ 

Plant Size = plant size, input in MWe 

Fuel Inventory in Days = ini t.ial fuel inventory at 100% capacity factor, 

input in days 

Heat Rate = heat rate of the fuel, input in Btu/kWh 

Unit Cost = unit cost of the fuel at midyear in the final year of plant 

construction, obtained from the input fuel cost schedule in 

¢/r~Btu 

Conversion Factor = 1000 kWe/MWe * 24 hours/day * 10-6 MBtu/Btu * 10- 2 

dollars/cents to convert the above equation to dollars. 

The total capital cost of the plant is calculated as the product of the 

input unit capital cost ($/kWe) times the plant size (kWe). 

(200) Fuel Costs and O&M Costs 

The average annual capacity factor, the annual fuel cost schedule, the 

annual fuel purchases, and the annual fuel expenses are printed, starting with 

the first year of power production. The average annual capacity factor in 
year 1985, for example, is 37.5%, which is obtained by linear interpolation 

to midyear between the input capacity factors of 25% and 50% at 0 and 

year from power startup respectively, as shown in Figure 4 of Section 3.1. 

The fuel cost schedule is input on Card Type 9A or 9B. The fuel cost 

schedule is printed annually at midyear in this section of the output. The 

quantity of fuel purchased annually is calculated as follows: 
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FPURQ(N) = Plant Size * Capacity Factor(N) * Heat Rate * Conversion 
Factor 

where: 

FPURQ(N) = quantity of fuel purchased in year N, MBtu 

Plant Size = plant size, input in MWe 

Capacity Factor(N) = average annual capacity factor in year N 

Heat Rate = heat rate of the fuel, input in Btu/kWh 

Conversion Factor = 1000 kWe/MWe * 8760 hrs/yr * 10-6 MBtu/Btu 
to convert the above equation to MBtu/yr. 

The cost of fuel purchased annually at midyear is calculated as follows: 

FPURC(N) = FPURQ(N) * Unit Cost(N) * Conversion Factor 

where: 

FPURC(N) = cost of fuel purch~sed in year N, $M 

FPURQ(N) = quantity of fuel purchased in year N, MBtu 

Unit Cost(N) = unit cost of fuel at midyear in year N, ¢/MBtu 

Conversion Factor = 10-8 to convert the above equation to millions 

of dollars. 

The annual fuel expenses are the sum of the annual fuel purchases and 
the straight-line depletion of the capitalized initial fuel inventory over the 
operating lifetime of the plant. (a) All fuel costs after the initial inven
tory are expensed in the year in which they are incurred. 

The annual fixed O&M cost and variable O&M cost, which are calculated at 
midyear, are also printed. The variable O&M cost is calculated as the vari
able O&M cost defined on Card Type 5 multiplied by the average annual capacity 

factor. 

(a) This assumes that the initial fuel inventory will have zero salvage value 
in the final year of plant operation and that the initial fuel inventory 
acts as a reserve which is depleted through wastage and losses over the 
life of the plant. 
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(300) Additional Input Summary 

Parameters from Card Types 3 through 8 are summarized. This output dupli

cates some of the output in Section (100). Up to 10 years of licensing costs 
are printed, culminating in the final year before power oroduction. If the 

licensing time (TLICEN) on Card Type 7 is 0, zeroes are printed for the licens-
ing costs. /' 

(400) Annual Cash Flow Table 

The annual cash flow data are printed for the major expenses. The aver
age annual capacity factor is shown. The capital costs of the plant are dis
tributed over the construction time according to the expenditure profile dis
cussed in the description of Card Type 7 in Section 3.1(a). The fuel costs are 

summarized, beginning with the initial fuel inventory purchased in the final 
year of plant construction, and continuing with the subsequent fuel purchases 
over the operating lifetime of the plant. 

The plant O&M costs are calculated as the sum of the plant fixed O&M 
costs and the plant variable O&M costs printed in Section (200). The interim 
capital replacements are calculated as a fraction [0(18), defined on Card 

Type 4] of the total plant capital cost, beginning with the first year of 
plant operation. 

The property taxes and insurance are printed. The property tax ;s calcu
lated as a fraction [0(17), defined on Card Type 6J of the net plant value 
(initial capital cost + interim capital replacements - cumulative straight
line depreciation) and the original cost of the initial fuel inventory. The 
property insurance is calculated as a fraction [0(19), defined on Card Type 6J 
of the net plant value and the original cost of the initial fuel inventory. 

The total costs are the sum of capital costs, fuel costs, plant O&M 

costs, interim capital replacements, property taxes, and property insurance. 

(a) The licensing costs are included in the capital costs according to the 
annual input schedule defined for the licensing costs on Card Type 8. 
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An investment tax credit is calculated VJhich reduces tax liability by a 
specified percentage [P"IVTCP, defined on Card Type 4J of the capital invest
ment and interim capital replacements in any given year. The first invest
ment tax credit is applied in the first year of plant operation for the total 

initial capital costs and the first-year interim capital replacements. In 

subsequent years, the investment tax credit is calculated as a percentage of 
the interim capital replacements. 

(500) Annual Tax Deductible Expenses 

The present worth discount factor is calculated using the midyear dis
counting convention from the formula 1/[1+iJ(N-0.5), where i is the after

tax cost of capital and N is the number of years from the present. Under the 
midyear discounting convention, all costs and revenues are assumed to be 
incurred at midyear. The after-tax cost of capital (%) using the effective 
bond interest rate after income taxes is shown at the top of the column 
labeled "Present Worth Factor.,,(a) 

The annual operating expenses are the sum of the annual fuel expenses, 

the plant O&M costs, and the property taxes and insurance. The total deduct

ible operating expenses are the sum of the annual operating expenses, the 
bond interest, and the depreciation. 

The state taxable income is calculated by subtracting the state gross 
revenue taxes from the total power sales, which are printed in Section (600) . 
The state income taxes, which are deductible from the federal taxable income, 

are the product of the state income tax rate [0(15), defined on Card Type 6J 
_. and the state taxable income. Negative income taxes(b) shown for any year 

are interpreted as tax credits for that year. 

.... 

.... 

(a) After-tax cost of capital (fraction) = bond interest rate * [1 - 1 (federal 
tax rate)*(l - state tax rate) + state tax rate} J* fraction of investment 
in bonds + equity return rate * fraction of investment in equity . 

(b) It is assumed that the fit~m has income, and hence tax liability, from 
other operations which is sufficient to absorb all negative income taxes. 
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(600) Annual Income Statement 

The power output is printed in millions of megawatt-hours. The total 
power sales are the product of the power output times the annual unit cost 
of power. In this sample case, the annual unit cost of power is the annual 

cost of power in current dollars based on full cost recovery shown in Section 
(800). •• 

The state gross revenue taxes are the product of the total power sales 
times the state gross revenue tax rate [0(16), defined on Card Type 6J. ., 

The total tax deductible expenses are the sum of the total deductible 

operating expenses and the state income tax shown in Section (500). The 
federal taxable income is derived by subtracting the total tax deductible 
expenses and revenue taxes from the total power sales. The federal income 
tax is the product of the federal taxable income times the federal income 

tax rate [0(7), defined on Card Type 6J. 

(700) Annual Payout of Investments 

The net cash flow is obtained by subtracting the expenses from the 
revenues and adding the investment tax credit as follows: 

total power sales - [revenue taxes + capital costs + fuel cost + 

plant O&M cost + interim capital replacements + property taxes 
and insurance + bond interest + state income tax + federal income 
tax + earnings on unrecovered equity] + investment tax credit 

Debt and equity are incurred at the input debt-t~-equity ratio [0(4), 
defined on Card Type 4] when expenses exceed revenues and repaid in the 
same ratio when revenues exceed expenses. The amount of bonds incurred or 
repaid is the product of the net cash flow times the fraction of initial 

investment in bonds [0(4), defined on Card Type 4J. The amount of equity 

incurred or recovered is obtained by subtracting the bond indebetedness or 

repayment from the net cash flow. At the end of the project life, debt and 
equity are exactly repaid and the project exactly earns the specified rate 

of return. 
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(800) Cost of Power 

The annual cost of power in current dollars is computed for the fossil 
sample case. The current dollar costs are expressed in units of mills/kWh. 

The option to calculate the life cycle levelized cost of power is illustrated 
with the nuclear sample case. The annual power costs are calculated in cur
rent dollars in four different bases: 

1) Full Cost Recovery Basis 

These equations are the same principle to those used to calculate the 

levelized cost of power for the entire life cycle, except that the capital 
cost component each year reflects initial investment, capital additions, and 

.... the depreciation expenses. For example, 

•• 

_. 

... 

..... 

•• 

..... 

... 

... " 

..... 

.... 

let A(N) = capital investment at beginning of year (N) 

let B(N) = capital investment at end of year (N) 

then B(N) = A(N) + capital additions(N) - depreciation(N) 

and A(N+l) = B(N) 

For clarity, we will eliminate expressions for the treatment of the other 
expenses since those expressions parallel the treatment used in calculating 

the levelized cost of power. Then the unit cost of power in year N, as 
related to capital, is as follows: 

where 

_ PW(N_l) * A(N) - PW(N) * B(N) 
ACP(N) - PW(N) * Power Production(N) 

ACP(N) = annual cost of power in year N, mills/kWh, and 

PW(N) = present worth factor in year N! derived from the capitalization 
inputs . 

The total unit cost of power, in addition to the capital cost component, 

includes provisions for all other costs for each year. Expenses and credits 

incurred in the years prior to power production are assigned to the first 

year OT power production . 
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2) Out of Pocket Cost Basis 

The out of pocket costs each year are divided by the annual power pro
duction in that year to calculate the unit cost of power production. The out 

of pocket costs include all operating and fuel costs, interest expense, and 

income and revenue taxes. The sunk costs are excluded. 

3) Fuel and Operating Cost Basis 

The fuel and operating costs only each year are divided by the annual 

power production to determine the unit cost of power production on this 

basis. This differs from the out of pocket cost by excluding interest expense 

and income and revenue taxes. 

4) Fuel Suppl~ Cost Basis 

The annual fuel supply purchases are divided by the annual power produc-
tion to calculate the unit cost of power production in this basis. This 

differs from the fuel and operating cost basis by excluding operating costs. 

In addition to calculating power costs in four bases, the equivalent 

levelized cost of power is also calculated in constant d0llars referenced to 

the base year defined on Card Type 3. The annual revenues from the fu1l cost 

recovery basis are deflated to the base year, based on the inflation rate and 
base year defined on Card Type 3. Then the levelized cost of power is cal

culated as follows: 

where 

L Annual Revenues(N) * PW(N) 
LCP = N=l ,NY 

Z Annual Power Production(N) * PW(N) 
N=l ,NY 

LCP = levelized cost of power referenced to the base year, mills/kWh 

N = year of power production 

NY = last year of power production 

PW(N) = present worth factor for year N based on the societal discount 

rate specified on Card Type 3. 
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SECTION 4.2 

FOSSIL TEST CASE OUTPUT 
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.75662 52.~d71~ 7 .6251 ~ 22.26129 d2.373H l.7SOZ'l 

.7B·" H.7~29d 6. ~ lot:) t ~ Z2." SHO 91.2h72 2.7551~ 

.til'O 78.0U .... f.3"16i14 21.839 .... 100.25.'1 2.51&<;9 
• ,,'>012 ~0.3;bb" 0.97316 21.032.7 101.36506 2."0519 
.tUOO 82.6<502 :J.5& • .,b 20.210t1 lOb. t.2137 2.Z1992 
.5H~o ~5.'-2561 ".17110 19 •• 3.11 110.01189 2.0H'" 
.~ i ~'+ 6 08.16552 ... 7 ~50 ,l 18.0.212 111.,0327 1.92$19 
• S loa 7 9l.D5203 .... 3HI 17.8st~2 113. H2~b 1.1~26. 
.5!Jlt-b~ ,4.09216 ".OMSI 11.01552 115.25679 1.6"32" 
•• 7H2 S7.2q5.~ 3.75673 Ib.2'~91Z 111.351') .. 1.~09~5 

• .. 560 2 100.608.0 l,~.~"7 15.52Hl 119.010198 1.302% 
•• n50 10 ... 22009 3.1~562 1 ... 76369 122.12~"O 1.26216 
•• 1203 101.9,956 2.06Z38 1".003"6 12~.b2511 1.1~756 
.3117, 111.09629 2.:;937~ D. Z.< •• 1Z7.7 )'j,,7 1.0Hll 
.37236 lH.OloC20 2.l~051 12 .... 800 130.81931 .93676 
.3539a 11'1.1094' 2.1DZZ7 It.HJ96 132.90570 .$ .. 0 .. 7 
.BoSO lZ0.nBl 1.67592 11.01"52 133.82127 .H020 
.31'167 lU.72117 1.67036 10.2~026 13 ... 07180 .H591 
.30.07 12~,"81d9 1.'~ltL.Y 9.55121 1l5.5D'lS9 .58750 
.2B05 126.20169 1.29120 8.8 Z111t 136.3262" .51509 
.27..,8 Il7.e715] 1.13Z!9 e. ndt5 131.11259 .~Ioh8 

.26120 1?q.4~151 .36195 1.31520 131.~SP6~ .H16e 
• z .. a 30 111.U2097 •• ~571 t.06t92 138. S 5]6f .J3ZE' 
.21,,03 132,"781& .72171 5d33d3 1]9.18"t .28lH 
.22,*37 !Jl.H050 .61582 5.2'59" 139.710227 .23911 
.213Z9 135.0%21 .521h ".59125 IIo0.20no .20 tT2 
.20216 I]~. 22 ..... .... HI 3. H5110 I"C.57189 .H93J 
.BZ7 .. 137.215U .37532 J.223103 hO.81365 .14250 
.133U 116.0~878 .32259 2.5"632 no. 91166 .1211~ 
.17.17 111.t2632 .z.n9 IJ.5'dS9 151."5d80 .lHS" 

B2 I. .162H 8~dlH& JSo.OT?:7 17~O. 32555 lJ.02f>5b 

120'9.0'10<> '~.Q7311 1'1. "'<;93 1~3~. t6010 17 ... Z60Z 

FIGURE 10 (cont'd). Foss i1 Test Case Output 
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PACTOlU> C4SH flC. AND POHE~ COSTS 

CO'l Pl A,H 600 MHl SAMPLE CASE 

A~"UAL I"~O~~ ::1ATt;.M::rH t I , ILL I 011> 

TOTAL 
PO,ER TOTAL 14X TAXABLE FEDER4l 
UNITS POHt:R "E;[N~E DEDUCTIBLE INCO"c INCO~E 

Yt.':'~ '" M~H I oAL;'S HXES DPE~SES IfEOERl,l1 TAX 

HcO 0.00000 a.ooooo o'oooo~ 0.00000 O. C 0000 0.00000 
IHI o.oaOOJ a.ooooo O.ODOOO .00 If ~ -.0036~ -.00lT5 
Btl 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .01.75 -.Ol~75 -.0070! 

• IHI 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 I. 6~'e6 -1.6'h86 -.81 ]51 
5 Ih. 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1O.'Hl'l -10. 9u 341 -5.2720" 

191>5 Z.610lb 126.Hdat '1.8501. 8<.16185 311.32402 18.19553 
19d6 ... 0.12; I IB.u6561 At. C 1'5~ 7 101. HOO7 27.05'l58 11.17260 

6 I q 0 7 ... :''.) 6f:1 .. 139.0617 .. ".17165 108,81170 lb.OS61S 12.506H 
9 190. 1,.556 <; .. 116.21655 ".1471 0 109.71026 24.11116 11.67121 

10 11n ~.55e 9, 117.61658 4.12916 110.80130 22.64113 10.87110 
11 19<;0 ~.5569' IJ7.211&5 ,.11622 H2.lllel 21.0,100 10.100 '.5 
Il 19 0 1 ".S5/5'; .. \l7d.870 ..... 11 .... 6 111.53200 19.5021b 9.lb105 
II 1-1,,2 ... ?j,g4 117.2bH~ 4.11010 11~.12'10 to.OlL., e.b52'~ 
I .. I~~] It.55S9£.; IH.t.'']2 4.IZ>11 lIb.9000] 1b.61"9~ 7.9751& 

--' 15 199~ ".5569 .. 1.10.27959 4.148J9 118.&6389 15.2b731 7.328 H 
0'\ 16 199, 4.55d9 .. 1]9.1&350 4.17550 121.0Z.,2 Il.Hl07 b.7110 

17 199L 4.55394 1~0.Jb.l9 ... 21093 121. HI56 IZ. nl81 6.125(,1 

18 19S7 It .55,91.0 110\ .&3070 ... ZS".j2 125.HlH I1.LOHI 5.569 .. 9 
19 19~e l •• 55 ~ C;1.t 141.5~IH " .. ~ 0 17 b Ilb.77751 10.5af54 5.0431'0 
20 I~<;' L..:35!!':f4 145.65148 1.0. JcCj72 11I.alc~7 '.471b8 ~. 54&1,[ 
21 ZO 00 4.~lO~O 1"~.105'4 ~.40Ilb 133.S0611 e.49~11 ... 07909 
Z2 20 a I ... 3d It J lltfh~5l:.7 ... ]901>0 Ih.57147 1.58539 1.b~099 
21 20 C 2 4.2b670 1 .. 6.46 .. 71 (. .lQ394 115.11771 6.73111 ],21169 
2 .. 2003 ,.1,361 146.4.10n 4.39291 136.09715 5.""oe" 2.!51f,0 
25 20 0 .. ". a I 2q I 1 .. 6 ..... 278 ". J 9J26 13b.&~113 5.20dl6 2 ... 9992 
zo ZO a 5 1.91602 H6 •• 91'4 1 .... 313 .. 71 Ill. SOIOl ... 51461, 2.170&1 
21 2006 1.1H12 146.56311 4.39669 11e.Z'635 1.9198E 1.88151 
26 20 U 7 3.0222 l.b.c.U7 Io.l-H .. & 13&. UolO 1.HH9 1.61 .. 1 
B 20 0 0 1.5653] hb.73600 ..... 0206 139 ... 6911 Z.8b481 1. 17511 
JO 200, 3 • .. ~~ t. 3 11,6.e09,)6 4 •• 0_10 119.HI97 2 ... 2369 1.16]37 
It 20 10 3.3J[S. 1.6.65&]2 4 ... 0"&~ 1.0.41102 2.0H61 .97901 
12 ZO 11 I. 21"b. 1"6.85915 '" .. V5 7 7 140.1"122 1.7121: .62161 
lJ 2,lt2 1.0971. l .. b.80127 10. "0 .. 0 .. 1.0.9563. 1.~ .. OS7 .69162 
110 20 II 2.~JOI:5 11,6.1>1>101& ". 39~9Z 141.018&1 l.lZS1! .5681& 
35 ZJ I. 2.6f>H5 157.~S509 4.7ZJ&5 151.51Jn 1.15HO .55569 

ruUl UI.loZ10 ,265.6&665 128.51600 Jell.1St.1 331. q leZ5 lbO. Z90 1. 

?H-T01Al ,9.60363 16b 1.79701 50.51191 H57.OItH 116.19039 ~1o.5h27 

FIGURE 10 (cant 'd). Fossil Test Case Output 
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PUO~T OF 

H~~ 

I jc 0 
1~61 
1HZ 

~ 1961 
19., 
198; 
t~tt) 

IH7 , 1geo 
10 lB. 
11 1:1" Q 
12 19 .. 1 
11 HG2 
1" 1'l~3 
IS 199. 
II> 19;" 
17 199; 
16 19~7 

II 1'19' 
20 Iqq-j 
ZI 2000 
ZZ ZO 01 
21 2002 
24 2001 
l5 zoc. 
2& 200S 
17 ZO Co 
2, 2007 
H 200,) 
]0 ZO 0, 
31 ZO 1 D 
32 2011 
H 2012 
1. ZO 11 
15 Z01, 

rOT II 

p.-rJTAL 

I • 

IUJ~3T'1E.NT'i, , ~ IlLIONS 

'H:T 
C~~d UUTS T ~NDltiG 
Flew eONDS 

-.2000c 0.00000 
-.t1~n .10000 

-n.Ho6S .~05Z0 

-1~6.1b.ll 17.t03tl 
-i:it'.2SJ3 .. 111 ... 6673 

39.25005 19 O. f 2~ ~O 
2 Z. 00.9' 171.00]]8 
~ I. 25 ZIII 159.~70H 
20 ..... S. .. 149.31.t't .... a 
1'1.(>+:'06 IB.121,6 
Ic.S .. 7 •• 129.l'H'1 
lu.O;oO j 1l9.H579 
17.7idH 110.i'4175 
lh.~He l 102.21260 
10.7130; B.9bHS 
1 ... '1 ... 248 66.l1tal 
1-.17706 78,~"O57 
13.~ll>e .. 71.55204 
12.to181 b'.~ .. 36Z 
Il.ioll" 1 ;a.~12Tl 

11.10731 5 Z.5501.' 
10 •• 270'1 .. &.o;n06 
.,.036. "t.75'HZ 
8.,&.5. .l6.~1210 
a.z.072 1Z.43001 
7.SlZ0S Z 6.30905 
b.dQ~57 Z ... 548bl 
b.IOOZ~ 21.1~ .. 1" 
5.H?ZI 11.0h20 
~.6~3ll 15.395;9 
".0066Z 1 J.O.,i4 
3.31H2 11.0 .. Z63 
2.0]0.1 1.38107 
1.<;51 ... 8.00 .. ,,7 

1 •• lS~6" 7.0hH 

-.00000 2221. n"at 

-t?t."oZite 1216.'Z76, 

t • 

PA(.TOlUS (,MSrl 

CU~L PLANT ~ 00 

[I}0111 

CAP IHl NOT 
RE'~OvtRED 

0.00000 
.10000 
.~0'20 

17.10362 
111."8673 
190.6Z8'0 
HI.UOHb 
IS.,d70H 
t4g.lt. .. 4d 
139.\2156 
IZ9.29,51 
I1'J.H~7" 
110.84775 
lOZ.Z1ZdQ 
93.96815 
86.11161 
73,6405' 
71.5520 .. 
b4.HJbZ 
sa.51272 
52.5Sb71 
46.i7306 
.. 1.75912 
16 .. 1210 
32 ... JOOI 
25.ld965 
2'.5 .. d61 
21.14'.3. 
U.09.za 
n.HS59 
ll.Q,,~,1t. 

11.04263 
9. H30 7 
6.06"07 
7.0e .. 82 

2221.774Q\ 

Ulb.nl1o" 

f • 

fLOW 

~Wf 

4NO 

• • 

POwER C0,T, 

SAHPl E LA Sf 

d RNING, ON 
BON[) UNRECOVERED 

INTEREST EQUITY 

0.00000 0.00000 
.OO~OO .00'50 
.01621 • 0 H~4 
.61 .. 1 .. t ... 5 '8-1 

4 ... :;9"" 9.47b37 
7.6251. U;. 20141 
l).d .. OI,. 14.51529 
c. Bet. 11.5H53 
S.i737~ 12.£9"28 
~. S& ... to 11. t loll 
5. 111'l8 to.9Qa"6 
~.7~501 10.189". 
... 1.3331 9.42206 
... OSj~1 8.6ae09 
3. 75~ 7l 7.a731 
3. " .... 107 7.31'150 
1.1 .. 562 &.68 .... 5 
7.e.;z05 I>.0819Z 
2.593H 5.51171 
Z. ho, 1 4.91358 
2.10ZZ7 ..... b712 
1.87HZ 3.99271 
1.6703. 1.5"953 
1 ... 7&" ~ 3.13155 
1. ZQ7 20 Z. 7 5655 
1.11239 2 •• 0032 
.HI~; Z.08063 
.8 .. 577 1.79727 
.12317 1.53'01 
• b ISH 1. JaSb3 
.521 ... 1.10890 
.... ~171 dH6Z 
.H5lZ .7'1756 
.lZZ59 .08550 
.ZUH .60221 

86.870,& 188.65079 

4 •• 1>1311 Itll."]113~ 

FIGURE 10 (cont I d) . Fossil Test Case Output 

RECOVER' 
~ONuS OF 

"E PAID EQUITY 

-.10000 -.10000 
-.10S20 -.30520 

-1t.E'18'1 -16.6ge41 
-}~.38110 -"4.38110 
-7~.1.167 -7i.l"161 

19.b2S0Z 19.f;ZSOZ 
11.01Z49 11.01Z.9 
10.626"1 10.bU .. I 
10. znn 1O.2zzn 
~.821Ul q.oZZOJ 
9."2314 ,;.~2'1 .... 
<}. 0 zao .. 9.0280" 
a.b1495 e.634'.5 
O.Z-."'t5 •• z ...... , 
7.S5&'i1t 7.dS6, .. 
7 ... HZ" 7." 71 Z" 
7.Dee,] 7.0685] 
&.70HZ b.70hZ 
6.330'10 6.13090 
~.95599 'S.~55q9 

5.583&7 5.58367 
5.21H" 5.2139" 
".8 .. 1>62 ... 846i2 
4.~8U~ ~.48ZZ9 

~.1 ZO 36 ~.IZ0J6 
3.76102 1.7&102 
3.~o..29 1 ... 0"2~ 
3.05015 3.05015 
2.&9860 2.09860 
2.3 .. 96& 2.3"966 
2.00531 2.00331 
1.65'J,6 1.65950 
1.31540 l.lU40 

.97915 .97985 
7.08 .. 82 7.0e~az 

-.00000 -.00000 

-H.211Zl -6 3.Z;U Z] 



1\800 I 
PAC TOl US CI.SH flOW ANO PO~;::R COSTS 

COl.l PUNT 800 /till SltlPli. CA SE 

A N 1'1 U A l C o S T o f P OWE II 1 N C U II R E N T 0 0 l L A " ,Hll5 PER KWHR 

B" S: (l ON 8A~ED ON V~ARU EASED ON VE"U Y BASEO Ji YORLY 
fJll COST OUT OF POCKET FUEL ANO OPfR. fUEL SJPPlf 
Rt.:;:PJERV COST ONLY COST; CIlL Y COSTS ONLY 

1'161 0.00 O.OU 0.00 o. ) a 
I;, I o .00 0.00 0.00 O.JU 
1'l1l Go 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1 ~:: 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1 'J~ ... O.~O 0.00 0.00 O. a 0 
190>} .8.7Q 32de 2U. 18 10.ts 
19t5o 33 .I~ 2 ... 13 17. ~4 10.; 9 

0 1 ~IJ 7 30. S 0 n.d? 17. 2~ 11.22 
3 H~3 30 • ~2 2 J. 06 17.7& II. r~ 

10 1",:. i 30. \j 23.30 18.10 12. )7 

II 1110 ]0. II 2 I. 5 8 16.81 IZ.H 
12 1'1>1 lO .Od 2 I. J 0 I 'l. ~ 1 1 J.;~ 
\3 1HZ )0011 2 •• 27 1 O. 10 14t. 3] 
n h':1 10 • 1-; 2lt.bf 20. 71 1 ':0.) It 
15 1~9~ 30. 13 25.1~ 21 ... 1 1 ~ _, 9' 

H lQ':f? )0 .5 J 25.&1> 22.21 1 t.; 8 
17 1 'l9S 30.79 Zb.22 22. '19 17 •• 1 

00 
I , 19'17 H.II n,,~ n.el 11!.~8 

1 "; lH~ 31.,0 If .52 2ot.61 1 ':. ~ 0 
20 1':f';.j Jl .15 20.26 25.58 lO0l6 
21 ZOOO l2.tO 2'1.13 26.60 21.16 
ZZ 2001 33 _ .. ~ 30015 27.7 Z Z Z. Z2 
Zl ZOO? 3~. Jl 31.2 1 28. qO Z 1. 31 
Z. ZO n 1 h .29 H.lb JO. t~ 2~.; 0 
2; 20U .. JI) • 31 H.oO 11 ... " 2 '3.' 1 
H 2005 37 ... 1 1 ... 89 H.60 21') 1 

ZT 20,& lP _ 5d 3fi.25 l ... Z~ ze.ll> 
2. 2007 39 .8J 37 .69 l5.h 29. r ~ 
z, 70G6 .. 1. It 19.ZZ 37. JZ 31.27 
H 200l 42.57 40.6" lfd8 3 loll 
11 zOla ~~. U~ ~2.56 ~ n. 7l 3,,"_ .& 

J2 2011 '5.6t> .. 4.18 ~2. 5£ H.20 
JJ 2012 .. 7.39 -.b.30 Ct&t. lee Je.l1 
H 20 Il '0 ... 20 ~8.ll ~b. 51 39.Jl 
35 201. 5Lqe ~9.6 2 ~7.~ .. ~I.H 

"QUIV;'Li:NT "EVC:L1Z,,] CJsr OF Pll.<~ IN 1'165 CONSflNT 1l0LlA~S Z ... 98 HILL~ PER KWHR 
IF~LL :J5T ~ECOViRY BASIS) 

FIGURE 10 (cont'd). Fossil Test Case Output 
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4.3 DESCRIPTION OF NUCLEAR OUTPUT 

The output from the sample input data for the nuclear plant in Section 
3.2.7 is shown in Figure 11 of Section 4.4. The circled numbers in the output 
correspond to the numbers in parentheses in this section. The output report 
is divided into the following sections: 

(100) Reactor Burnup Data 

(200) Plant Financial and Fuel Cycle Parameters 

(300) Annual Fuel Cycle Costs 

(400) Cost Schedules for Fuel Cycle Processes 

(500) Annual Fuel Purchases for Uranium Enrichment and 
Annual Fuel Credits from Reprocessed Fuel 

(600) Reactor Performance Characteristics 

(700) Annual Fuel Fabrication (Before Losses) 

(BOO) Annual Chemical Reprocessing (After Losses) 

(900) Input Summary of Capital Structure and Financial Parameters 

(1000) Annual Fuel Cycle Costs and O&M Costs 

(1100) Annual Fuel Expenses and Non-Fuel Operating Expenses 

(1200) Annual Cash Flow Table 

(1300) Annual Tax Deductible Expenses 

(1400) Annual Income Statement 

(1500) Annual Payout of Investments (Capital Structure) 

(1600) Cost of Power 

Referring to Figure 11, we shall now summarize the salient output in each 

section . 
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(100) Reactor Burnup Data 

The general reactor parameters and reactor burnup data are printed in 

this section of the output. This includes the scaling factors defined on 

Card Type 3 to modify the input burnup data, the capacity factor history 

defined on Card Type 2, the burnup data defined on Card Types 4-9, and the 

end-of-life data generated by Card Types 11-16. 

Adjusted values of the original reactor burnup data defined on Card 

Types 4-9 are printed for the initial core and the refueling batches in each 

of the reactor regions over the operating lifetime of the reactor. Specifi

cally, the charge times and discharge times have been adjusted by PACTOlUS 
from the original values defined on Card Types 4-9 to account for the 

capacity factor history defined on Card Type 2. 

The 12 isotopes in the reactor burnup data are listed across the page, 

together with a column labeled "TIME" as headings for columns of output. 
The individual rows describe the kilograms of each of the 12 isotopes in 

a charge batch labeled "CHG" or a discharge batch labeled "DISCHG." These 

rows alternate between charge and discharge batches. The adjusted time in 

years from startup at which the charge or discharge occurred as well as any 

identifying case numbers for the charge and discharge batch (the parameters 
ACASE and BCASE, defined on Card Types 6 and 9) appear at the right end of 

each row of output. 

The adjustments to the input burnup data can be illustrated by the out
put in Section (lOO) of Figure 11 for the initial core in region one. The 
discharge time for the initial core in region one was increased from 1.363 
years to 2.6 years. This increase is due to the fact that the capacity 
factor defined on Card Type 2 is less than the capacity factor of 1 (ClF on 

Card Type 3), which was used to generate the burnup data at full power from 

the burnup code ALTHAEA. Thus, the initial core in region one was irr~d

iated over a longer period of time at a lower capacity factor (power factor) 

to achieve the isotopic concentrations defined in the burnup data at dis

charge time. 
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The rows of alternate charge and discharge batches repeat until the cor
rected value of a discharge time has exceeded the reactor operating lifetime. 

At that point, PACTOLUS backs up, deletes the burnup data of the region which 

has exceeded the reactor operating lifetime (TLIFE, defined on Card Type 23), 

and instead calculates the end-of-life data for each reactor region at the 
final shutdown time of the reactor. This is shown by printing the message 

liThe previ ous regi on waul d have gone past TLI FE years. Thi s regi on wi 11 be 

deleted and the following regions comprise the shutdown of the reactor at 
TLI FE years. II 

The material balance information printed after this message reports the 

charge and discharge data for the end of life triggered by Card Types 11-16 . 

For the end-of-life calculations, PACTOLUS cycies through each reactor region, 

determines the corrected final charge time for each region, and interpolates 

the material balance in each region to exactly TLIFE years for the shutdown 

time of the region . 

(200) Plant Financial and Fuel Cycle Parameters 

The financial and tax structure of the plant, together with parameters 

for the fuel cycle processes, are printed in this section of the output. The 

financial and tax parameters are defined primarily on Card Types 24-27 . 

These parameters include the capital cost and capital structure of the plant, 

the plant fixed O&M cost, and taxes and insurance . 

The process lead and lag times, shipping times, and unit shipping costs 

for the fuel cycle processes are listed from Card Types 18 and 20-23. The 
input parameters to the NFS cost model for chemical reprocessing are listed 
from Card Type 20 under the heading labeled "Reprocessing Charges. u 

The parameter name and card type defining each shipping and process time 
shown in this output are as follows: 
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Name of Process Time in Output 

Uranium Enrichment and Lead Time, Days 

Pre-fabrication Shipping Time, Days 

Time in Fabrication, Days 

Ship from Fabricator to Reactor Site, Days 

Pre-reactor Inventory Time, Days 

Post-reactor Cooling, Days 

Time to Ship Fuel to Reprocess Site (or 
permanent storage if no reprocessing), Days 

Time in Reprocessing, Days 

Ship to Final Destination, Days 

Card 
Type 

18 

21 

23 

21 

23 

23 

21 

20 

21 

Parameter 

UBUYn~ 

SHPFAB 

TFAB 

SHPREA 

PRI 

COOL 

SHPSEP 

TSEP 

SHPDES 

The parameter name and card type defining each unit shipping charge shown 
in this output are as follows: 

Card 
~ame of Shipping Charge in Output Type Parameter 

Pre-fabrication Shipping Cost (U) $/kg 21 CSHPl 

Fabricator to Reactor Site (U), $/kg 21 CSHP2 

Pre-fabrication Shipping Cost (Recycle), $/kg 22 DLSHP1 

Fabricator to Reactor Site (Recycle), $/kg 22 DLSHP2 

Reactor Site to Reprocessing Plant, $/kg 21 CSHP3 

Cost to Ship to Final Destination, $/kg 21 CSHP4 

The costs associated with the initial fuel core are calculated in 

PACTOLUS and summarized in this section of the output. This includes the 
cost of fuel purchases for the initial core, the shipping charges to the 
fabrication facility and the reactor, the fabrication charge, and the cost 
of the fuel material losses during fabrication. The cost items included in 
the fuel purchases are defined in the description of Section (300) of the 
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output. The toal of these costs is printed as the cost of the initial fuel 
inventory in Section (900) of the output. 

Several input parameters to the cost model of the gaseous diffusion 
cascade process for uranium enrichment are listed from Card Type 18 under the 

heading labeled "Uranium Cascade Price Schedule Parameters." The unit isotope 
prices are listed from Card Type 29 and 30. 

(300) Annual Fuel Cycle Costs 

The annual cash flow is printed for the nuclear fuel cycle processes. 

The output shows on an annual basis the average annual capacity factor, the 
fuel purchases, fuel credits, fabrication charges, reprocessing charges, 

pre-reactor shipping charges, post-reactor shipping charges, charges for 
fuel losses, and the total of these charges. The charges vary widely from 

one year to the next, depending on the fuel cycle processes that take place 

during a given year. This is a function of the process lead and lag times 
and shipping times defined for the fuel cycle processes and the charge and 

discharge times of the reactor defined in the reactor burnup data. In the 

total column, most years show net charges but some show net credits. 

The listed fuel purchases are the sum of the costs for U30S purchased, 
the conversion of U308 to UF6, and the separative work in the 235U enrich

ment process, offset by the credit given for the waste or tails in the 
enrichment process . 

The listed fuel credits are the sum of U30S credits, separative work 
credits, and fissile ~u credits reclaimed from the chemical reprocessing of 
the discharged fuel. 

The pre-reactor shipping charges include the shipping charges for stan

dard and recycle fuels to the fabrication facility and the shipping charges 
for standard and recycle fuels from fabrication to the reactor. If the dis
charged fuel is reprocessed, the post-reactor shipping charges include the 

shipping charges to the reprocessing facility, the shipping charges to the 

waste storage site, and the one time charge in $/kg of heavy metal for storage 
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of the radioactive wastes at the permanent storage site. If the discharged 
fuel is not reprocessed, the post-reactor shipping charges include the ship
ping charges to the permanent storage site and the one time charge in $/kg 

of heavy metal for storage of the spent fuel at the permanent storage site. 

The charges for fuel losses are the sum of the dollar values of the 
fuel material losses incurred during fabrication and reprocessing. 

(400) Cost Schedules for Fuel Cycle Processes 

The unit cost schedules for the fuel cycle processes and the unit prices 
of 233U and 239 pu isotopes are shown on an annual basis. The fuel cycle cost 

schedules are defined on Card Type 31A or 31B. The output shows the unit 

costs for uranium feed ($/lb of U30S) and separative work ($/kg of separative 
work) in the uranium enrichment process (last two columns); the unit costs 

for core fabrication, blanket fabrication, and the additional fabrication 
cost penalty when handling recycle fuels (columns 6-8); and the unit costs 

for chemical reprocessing of core and blanket fuels (columns 2-3). Note that 
the cost of converting U30a to UF6 prior to the enrichment of UF6 in the 
235U isotope aopears in the output as part of the costs for the fuel purchases 

printed in Section (300). The unit cost of converting U30a to UF6 ($/kg of 
uranium) is defined on Card Type 18 in the input data. 

The reprocessing time defined on Card Type 20 is also shown. It should 
be noted that the reprocessing charge and reprocessing time are shown as zero 
in those years in which reprocessing does not take place. This depends upon 
the discharge times of the reactor, the post-reactor process times, and the 

post-reactor shipping times. 

The unit price of 233U is the product of its unit price on Card Type 29 

times the uranium price escalation factor on Card Type 31A or 31B. The unit 
price of 239 pu is the product of its unit price on Card Type 29 times the 

plutonium price escalation factor on Card Type 31A or 31B. 
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(500) Annual Fuel Purchases for Uranium Enrichment and Annual Fuel Credits 

from Reprocessed Fuel 

The results calculated by the cost model of the gaseous diffusion cascade 
process for uranium enrichment and the fuel credits recovered from the chemi

cal reprocessing of the disCharged fuel are shown on an annual basis. The 

first column (after the year column) lists the uranium feed price ($/lb of 

U308) used in the diffusion cascade process. The uranium feed price is de

fined by a unit cost schedule on Card Type 31A or 31B. 

The next five columns describe the output results from the cost model of 
the diffusion cascade process. This includes the percentage tails composition 
(weight percent of 235U), the price of 90% enriched uranium ($/gm of contained 

235U) calculated at the time of uranium purchase (see Figure 8), the gross 

tons of U30S purchased in order to supply the uranium for the reactor annually, 

the tonnes of separative work purchased, and the tonnes of tails produced. 

The tails composition can be either specified by the user on Card Ty~e 18 by 

setting the parameter IXTL to ° and defining the parameter XT (weight frac
tion of 235U in the tails) or calculated in the diffusion cascade model by 

setting the parameter IXTL to 1 . 

The last three columns show the uranium credits reclaimed by chemical 

reprocessing of the discharged fuel. This includes the tons of U30S ~redits, 

the tonnes of separative work credits, and the tonnes of tails consumed. The 

tonnes of tails consumed are the theoretical amount which when added to the 
tonnes of discharged fuel adjust the 235U content of the discharged fuel to 

the natural concentration . 

The results from the cost model of the diffusion cascade process (columns 
2-6 after the year column) and the uranium credits reclaimed by chemical re

processing of the discharged fuel (last three columns) are shown as zero in 
those years (e.g., 1982) in which uranium enrichment or chemical reprocessing 

do not take place in the fuel cycle. 
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(600) Reactor Performance Characteristics 

Fourteen stat~stics are printed to summarize the performance character

istics of the nuclear fuel cycle and the reactor. The capacity factor data 

points defined on Card Type 2 are also printed. The description of the cal

culation of the statistics is given below: 

1) Initial full power specific power (MWth) produced by the reactor per 

tonne of heavy metal = reactor power level (MWth) in Section (200)/tonnes 

of heavy metal in the initial core in Section (100). 

2) Yield (kg) of fissile material per MWe-Yr = 

[total kg of 233U, 235U, 239 pu , and 24lpu reprocessed (after losses) 

in Section (800) - total kg of 233U, 235U, 239pu , and 24lpu fabricated 

(before losses) in Section (700)]/total MWe-Yr 

where: 

total MWe-Yr = reactor power level (MWth) in Section (200) * electrical 

conversion efficiency (fraction) in Section (200) * average capacity 

factor (fraction) in Section (600) * reactor lifetime (yrs) in Section 
(200). 

A negative yield indicates that fissile material was consumed. Observe 

that statistic 2 = the sum of statistics 3, 4, and 5. 

3) Yield (kg) of fissile Pu per MWe-Yr = 

[total kg of 239 pu and 24lpu reprocessed (after losses) in Section (800) -

total kg of 239 pu and 24lpu fabricated (before losses) in Section (700)JI 
total ~'1We-Yr. 

4) Yield (kg) of 235U per MWe-Yr = 

[kg of 235U reprocessed (after losses) in Section (800) - kg of 235U 

fabricated (before losses) in Section (700)J/total MWe-Yr. 

5) Yield (kg) of 233U per MWe-Yr = 

[kg of 233U reprocessed (after losses) in Section (800) - kg of 233U 

fabricated (before losses) in Section (700)J/total MWe-Yr. 
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6) Specific inventory (kg) of fissile mdteria: per MWe = 

7) 

[l/statistic lJ * weight fraction of fissile material in the initial 

core in Section (100) * lOOO/electrical conversion efficiency (fraction) 

in Section (200). 

Tons of U30S mined per MWe-Yr = 

[tons of U30S purchased in Section (500) - equivalent tons of U30S 

credits in the discharged fuel in Section (500)J/total MWe-Yr. 

8) Tons of U30S mined per MWth-Yr = 

9) 

statistic 7 * el~ctrical conversion efficiency (fraction) in Section 

(200) . 

Kg fissioned per ton of U30S mined is currently not used . 

10) Kg of separative work per MWe-Yr = 

[tonnes of separative work purchased in Section (500) - tonnes of equiva

lent separative work credits in the discharged fuel] * 1000/total MWe-Yr. 

11) Tons of U30S consumed over the lifetime of the reactor = 

statistic 7 * total MWe-Yr. 

•• 12) Tonnes of separative work consumed over t~e lifetime of the reactor = 

.... 

... 

..... 

""''' 

•• 

..... 

statistic 10 * total MWe-Yr/1000. 

13) Kg of fuel fabricated (after lOSSES) per MWe-Yr = 

[total kg of fuel fabricated (before losses) over the lifetime of 
the reactor in Section (700)J * [1 - fabrication loss rate (f~action) 

defined on Card Type 19J/total MWe-Yr. 

14) Average plant capacity factor (percent) = 

1 ife of the 
reactor 

[average annual capacity factor in Section 300)J 

reactor lifetime 
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(700) Annual Fuel Fabrication (Before Losses) 

The kilograms of fuel fabricated are shown by isotope (before fabrica

tion losses) in this section of the output. The output lists up to 20 iso

topes which can be used in the fabrication process. The isotopes are defined 

on Card Types 29 and 30 in the input data. Up to 12 of these isotopes can 

currently be input in the reactor burnup data on Card Types 4, 5, 7, and B. 

The next to last column was originally designed to show the total fission 

products generated during fuel irradiation. This column is currently not 

being used. The last column is the total kilograms of the 20 isotopes passing 

annualiy through the fabrication process before fabrication losses. 

(BOO) Annual Chemical Reprocessing (After Losses) 

The kilograms of discharged fuel that are chemically reprocessed are 
shown by isotope (after reprocessing losses) in this section of the output. 

The format of this output is similar to the format described in Section (700) 

for the fabrication process. The reprocessing loss rate is defined as a 

fraction on Card Type 20. 

(900) Input Summary of Capital Structure and Financial Parameters 

The input data describing the capital structure, tax rates, and 
financial parameters of the plant are summarized. The input data listed 

are defined primarily on Card Types 17 and 24-28. The output in this sec
tion restates some of the output previously printed in Section (200). 

(1000) Annual Fuel Cycle Costs and O&M Costs 

The average annual capacity factor, the cash flow for the nuclear fuel 

cycle, and the plant fixed and variable O&M costs are shown for each year. 

The totals and present worth totals of these expenses are also shown after 
the final year of reactor operation. The average annual capacity factor in 

year 1985, for examp1e, is 0.375, which is obtained by linear interpolation 

to midyear between the input capacity factors of 0.25 and 0.50 at a and 1 
year from power startup, respectively, as shown in Figure 4 of Section 3.1. 
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The annual cash flow for the fuel cycle shows the fuel purchases, fab
rication charges, reprocessing charges, and the fuel credits obtained by 
reprocessing the discharged fuel. The cash flow shown for the fuel cycle is 
similar to that described in Section (300) with the exceptions noted below in 
which some costs have been aggregated in the columns labeled "Fabrication 
Cost ll and "Reprocessing Cost. II 

The fabrication costs shown in Section (1000) include the cost of fabri
cation, the cost of fuel losses during fabrication, and the pre-reactor ship-

•• ping costs. The reprocessing costs include the cost of reprocessing, the 

costs of fuel losses during reprocessing, and the post-reactor shipping costs. 

... 
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If the discharged fuel ;s not reprocessed, the shipping charges to the 

permanent storage site and the one time charge in $/kg of heavy metal for stor

age of the spent fuel at the permanent storage site are printed in the column 

labeled "Reprocessing Cost. 1I There are no fuel cr-edits if the discharged fuel 
is not reprocessed . 

(1100) Annual Fuel Expenses and Non-Fuel Operating Expenses 

The current fuel expenses, the annual fuel expenses, and the non-fuel 
operating expenses are shown annually for the operating lifetime of the 

reactor. The totals and present worth totals of these expenses are also 

shown after the final year of reactor operation . 

The current fuel expenses are calculated by summing the fuel purchases, 
the fabrication costs, and the reprocessing costs and subtracting the fuel 
credits. These items are printed in Section (1000). The annual fuel 
expenses are the sum of the current fuel expenses and the straight-line deple

tion of the capitalized initial fuel core over the operating lifetime of the 
reactor. All fuel costs after the initial core are expensed in the year in 
which they are incurred . 

The non-fuel operating expenses are the sum of the following costs: 
1) the plant fixed O&M cost, 2) the variable plant O&M cost, 3) the nuclear 
liability insurance, 4) the property insurance, and 5) the property taxes. 

Peroper"ty taxes and property insurance apply to the net plant vaiue (initial 

capital cost + interim capital replacements - cumulative straight-line 
depreciation) and the original cost of the initial core . 
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(1200) Annual Cash Flow Table 

The annual cash flow information is printed for the major expenses. The 
average annual capacity factor is shown for the operating lifetime of the 

reactor. The capital costs of the reactor are distributed over the construc
tion time according to the expenditure profile discussed in the description 
of Card Type 7 in Section 3.1. (a) The decommissioning cost is shown in the 

capital cost column (for convenience) in the last year when the reactor is 

being decommissioned. 

The fuel costs are printed, beginning with the cost of the initial fuel 
core and continuing with the subsequent fuel costs over the lifetime of the 

reactor. The latter fuel costs are the current fuel expenses printed in 
Section (1100). 

The plant O&M costs are calculated as the sum of the plant fixed O&M 
costs and the plant variable O&M costs printed in Section (1000). The interim 
capital replacements are calculated as a fraction [D(18), defined on Card 

Type 25J of the total plant capital cost, beginning with the first year of 

plant operation. No plant O&M costs or interim capital replacements are 
assessed in the last year when the plant (reactor) is being decommissioned. 

The property taxes, property insurance, and nuclear liability insurance 
are printed in the column labeled "Property Taxes and Insurance." The prop
erty tax is calculated as a fraction [0(17), defined on Card Type 27J of the 
net plant value and original cost of the initial fuel core. The property 
insurance is calculated as a fraction [0(19), defined on Card Type 27J of the 
net plant value and original cost of the initial fuel core. No property taxes 
or insurance are assessed in the last year when the plant is being 
decommissioned. 

The total costs are the sum of capital costs, fuel costs, plant O&M costs, 

interim capital replacements, and property taxes and insurance. An investment 
tax credit is calculated which reduces tax liability by a specified percentage 

[PIVTCP, defined on Card Type 25J of the capital investment and interim capital 

replacements in any given year. The first investment tax credit is applied in 

(a) The licenSing costs are included in the capital costs according to the 
annual input schedule defined fer the licensing costs on Card Type 28. 
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the first year of plant operatio~ for the total initial capital costs and the 
first-year interim capital replacements. In subsequent years, the investment 
tax credit is calculated as a per'centage of the interim capital replacements. 

(1300) Annual Tax Deductible Expenses 

The present worth discount factor is calculated using the midyear dis
counting convention from the formula l/[1+i](N-O.5), where i is the after

tax cost of capital and N is the number of years from the present. Under 
the midyear discounting convention, all costs and revenues are assumed to 

be incurred at midyear. The ijfter-tax cost of capital (%) using the effec

tive bond interest rate after income taxES is shown at the top of the column 
labeled "Present Worth Factor.,,(a) 

The annual operating expenses are the sum of the annual fuel expenses and 

the non-fuel operating expenses printed in Section (1100). The total deduct

ible operating expenses are the sum of the annual operating expenses, the bond 

interest, and the depreciation. 

The state ta~able income is calculated by subtracting the state gross 

revenue taxes from the total power sales, w~icn are printed in Section (1400). 

The state income taxes, which are deductible from the federal taxable income, 
are the product of the state income tax rate [0(15), defined on Card Type 27] 

(b) 
and the state taxable income. Negative income taxes . shown for any year are 

interpreted as tax credits for that year. 

(1400) Annual Income Statement 

The power output is printed in millions of ~e9awatt-hours. The total 
power sales are the product of the power output times the annual unit cost 
of power. In this sample case, the annual unit cost of power is the leve1-
ized cost of power shown in Section (1600). 

(a) After-tax cost of capital (fraction) = bond interest rate * [1 - { (federa 1 
tax rate) * (1 - state tax rate) + state tax rate}] * fraction of invest
ment in bonds + equity return rate * fraction of lnvestment in equity. 

(b) It is assumed that the firm has income, and hence tax liability, from 
other operations which is sufficient to absorb all negative income taxes . 
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The state gross revenue taxes are the product of the total power sales 

times the state gross revenue tax rate [0(16), defined on Card Type 27J. 

The total tax deductible expenses are the sum of the total deductible 

operating expenses and the state income tax shown in Section (1300). The 

federal taxable income is derived by subtracting the total tax deductible 

expenses and revenue taxes from the total power sales. The federal income 

tax is the product of the federal taxable income times the federal income 

tax rate [0(7), defined on Card Type 27J. 

(1500) Annual Payout of Investments 

The net cash flow is obta i ned by subtracti ng· the expenses from the 

revenues and adding the investment tax credit as follows: 

total power sales - [revenue taxes + capital costs + fuel cost + 

plant O&M cost + interim capital replacements + property taxes and in

surance + bond interest + state income tax + federal income tax + 

earnings on unrecovered equityJ + investment tax credit 

Debt an~ equity are incurred at the input debt-to-equity ratio [D(4), 

defined on Card Type 25J when expenses exceed revenues and repaid in the 

same ratio when revenues exceed expenses. The amount of bonds incurred 

or repaid is the product of the net cash flow times the fraction of initial 

investment in bonds [D(4), defined on Card "Type 25J. The amount of equity 

incurred or recovered is obtained by subtracting the bond indebtedness or 

repayment from the net cash flow. At the end of the project life, debt and 

equity are exactly repaid and the project exactly earns the specified rate 

of return. 

(1600) Cost of Power 

The life cycle levelized busbar cost of power is calculated for the 

nuclear test case. This method of calculating the power cost is selected 

by setting the parameter IECOST to 0 on Card Type 17 in the nuclear input 

data. The option to calculate the annual cost of power in current dollars 

by setting IECaST to 1 is illustrated with the fossil test case. 
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The levelized unit cost of power is calcu1ated by equating the present 

worth of the revenues and expenses over the economic life of the plant. The 

computed cost of power enables the firm to exactly recover its debt and 

equity capital, interest on debt, return on equity and all operating costs 

and taxes over the lifetime of the plant. 

The revenues are derived from the sale of power. The expenses are the 

sum of the capital costs, the fuel cycle costs, and all operating costs, 

offset by the credits recovered by reprocessing the discharged fuel and by 

the net salvage credit of the plant. The revenues and expenses are both 

discounted at the effective cost of capital to obtain the present worth of 

the revenues and expenses . 

The equation for calculating the 1evelized unit cost of power is as 

fo 11 ows : 

2: 
N= 1 ,NY 

LCP = 

where: 

[Present Worth of Expenses(N) - Present Worth of Tax 

Cred its ( N) J 
Present Worth of Power Production(N) * (l-Revenue Tax 

Rate) * (l-Combined Federal and State Income Tax Rate) 

LCP = levelized unit cost of power 

N = year of power production 

•• NY = last year of power production 

Note that the power production is discounted. This is equivalent to dis-
.... counting the revenues, because of the following relation: 

.... LCP * 2: 
N=l ,NY 

Present Worth of Power Production(N) = 2: 
N=l,NY 

Present 

Worth of Revenues(N) . 

.... 

..... 

... 
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The first two columns of the output in Section (1600) break down the 

unit cost of power in mills/kWh and equivalent annual costs in millions of 

dollars into its various components. This includes the initial plant capital 

costs, interim capital replacements, fuel supply costs, operating expenses, 

property taxes and insurance, revenue taxes, state income taxes, federal 

income taxes, and bond interest. The rate of return on investment is included 

in the distributed cost of power for each capitalized component. The deduct

ible nature of bond interest causes this expense to be partially included in 

the rate of return (the part which is included in the present worth factor) 

and the remainder to be accounted for separately in the bond interest com

ponent. The first two columns include the reduc.tion in costs obtained by 

defining an investment tax credit on Card Type 25 in the input data. 

The last two columns of the output reallocate the taxes and bond interest 

to the direct cost components for the plant: initial capital costs, interim 

capital replacements, fuel supply, operating expenses, and property taxes and 

insurance. These two columns show the costs without the investment tax 

credit. Consequently, the difference between the total cost of power (bottom 

line) in the last two columns and the total cost of power in the first two 

columns shows the reduction in the cost of power obtained from the investment 

tax credit. 

The final page of the output breaks down the fuel supply cost (mills/ 
kWh) shown in the third column of the previous page into the component parts 

of the fuel cycle. This includes the cost of fuel purchases, shown separately 

for the initial core and fuel replacements; the cost of fuel fabrication, 

separated into the initial core and fuel replacements; the cost of reprocess

ing the discharged fuel; and the fuel credits recovered by reprocessing the 

discharged fuel. 
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SECTION 4.4 

NUCLEAR TEST CASE OUTPUT 
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• .0 
o •• .1 2,LIt 1'.0. ~ Z1t421.8 0.0 162.7 18 .11 ~9.1 57. :. lO.2 1% 

eHe 0.0 •• 0 O. a 0 •• 1.9." .... 0 Z50U.l o .D 155.7 61.6 .. g .It Itb.8 11.5 lEIS 
OI::;:;I1Go 0.0 •• 0 0.0 ... 256.0 119. it 2't1t2 Z. 1 0.0 16lt .1 89.1 60.1 bit .. 0 21.1 16S 

CttG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 11ta.7 61.5 2'.i001.7 ... 158.5 e •• S ~1 .'t '503.7 18.9 115 
iJl SCtiG , .. 0.0 ... . .. z.e. z 13&. It Z~"ll.l 0.0 16&0.9 69.1 bl.O 68 •• 23.1 11S 

i;'iG 0.0 o •• o •• 0.0 7I.tD .6 62.7 251106.8 0 •• 15}. f) &~ .1 <Z.2 'it. •• 28. Z lOS 
OISCti:l 0.0 ... . .. ... 2&11. t 1 J:'". ~ 21t"19.6 0.0 165.1 qQ. II H.l 10.8 l4.& us 

GH(i 0 •• o .0 ..0 o •• 727. tl til. , 25021.8 •• 0 159.7 156 .3 'i..l.Z 56. i 1I.7 195 
iJlS.CHG 0.0 0 •• 0.0 C.O 25ft.2 13&.1 2't45~. It i •• 161t.7 'il0 .0 hI. Ii '0. , 26.2 19S: 

CH~ 
• .0 

0.0 •• 0 •• 0 :"1 ... 6 62.1t 25015. It •• 0 15 .. , e& .It ':;'Z .1 56. It 21.1 ZOS 
onc.-!G ... a .D o •• 0 •• ZS1.1 lll. ~ 2<y1t4Z. <) D.O 1&1t. Z 90.D 6U.7 70.& 27.8 205 

Cli~ 0.0 
• .0 

,. a 0.0 109 ... 01 • .5 2S01Z.0 0.0 101.1 67 ... r: l.? 62.5 z ... O- 215 
utsCIiG o •• 0 •• a. G . .. z .. O •• I.n.l Z .. ~g9. 9 D •• 1"" .1 9 ••• f,1.1 , ... Ii Z9.1 215 

Crt:; ... •• 0 ••• ... f,·U.9 tl.1t l5Q 36. 5 0.0 161.1 68.8 ~ 1. a 67.5 2ft. Z 2ZS 
DEC·i:' O. , a •• o •• 

• .0 
lbll.q 1311. Z 2 .. 5113 .... 0 •• 16". S gO .6 ft .1 78.2 It.2 llS 

fliE P~tv 'J'J~ REG [Uti .-40ULl tlt.VE Gur~f:: PAST TUFt YE ARS. T HI~ RE..GI(m 11 ilL dE D!:lt: Tt 0 AUD TiE FOllOW I N':I R::; ION!; CO!1PRISe: THi:: 
SHUTOO WN 0' 'it-tE fU:ACTC~ AT TlH£ 'fEARS. 

eliG II. J O •• 0.0 0 •• fd6.9 f.'.1t lojO :56. j U •• 161. f} all.o &: 3.8 b 7 .. S 26. Z ZZS 
01 SCHG ~ .0 0 •• D.O 0.0 1&2. Q lilt. j Z't62&., o •• l.b~ .1 90.0 ~g.ft 15 .1 H.I ZZS tlldoftlfe 

":';HG O •• 0 •• O •• ... 7'11t.6 l!~. It Z~O 35 ... ... 159.7 b& .~ "Z .1 <;6. S 21.8 22 !;: 
DISCH:;' O •• 

• .0 
... ... S25.3 1f2.11 l~aD6. 0. 0.0 161." 67 .9 ~5 .1 62:.5 30.0 22~ 

CHG · .. '.0 0.0 rJ.O T"9.~ 6t •• ?:iO JZ. 0 0.0 161.1 67.It ':3.2 .z.e 29.~ US 
OI~CHC; • •• o .~ o. a •• 0 bo~ .9 68. S ZIt'j8G.£, •• 0 III 1 • 5 37.7 !:3.9 bl.l 30. Q 225 
!:":NQ [)AU 

FIGURE 11 . Nucl ear Test Case Output 



,200 " PACT3lUS C'$" flOW AND POW~R COSTS 

LIGHT "~Tr~ ~f~CTOR lOGO H.E SAMPLE CASE 

PJ~ERPLANT CE5CRIP1(ON 

"I.Rrup J:.T;: 
r"~R~Al PJ.," l:Vll 
clE;T~ICll CJ~V. EFF 
TJNS OF FU~l I~ ~,lcrJR 

LlFd I til 

'Lt.I'4T C"APr...~$ 
~)NJ INT_~~:f ~'Tt 

~lRN[,~,; ~,"" )h ~ QII[T, (AFIl ~ H (I 

H:L::AR LIl;~IlITt COST r::R 'tt,.Q 
,~J;;l=-AQ: lI"fILtTr (Oir p:~ r'WYl 
P~:)P[.~T" [,,':"~U~A n;~ 

~lA~T F I(~J J;):"'~Tt~; lOST 
F~):'K"\l (PII:v~l:: TO., ~""F 

3i:.r:: 1~, .. C1':: rllJ( P;'i~ 

p~;JPr_~TY r~i. "Calf: 
')r'r~ ;~)SS i~V(NU~ T~. ~AT~ 
;)~::'[~.cu :t ... f:' tNO l l;Al r4);t:": 
1'1: _ Q r ,"\ -:. ~ r r ~ L ~L fiLl: r. 'it. '-H:.. 

194!).O 

1101 .... 
12.2 
7 ~.~ 
JO.O 

.... J 
l.~ 

Jl?OOJ.O 
0.0 

• J 
eO.OOlO.O 

"j. C 
'.0 
1. > 

].0 
o.~ 

;!.f' Tt.l ~O ... JS 
"J'i;r'?ut r(J~' rr'" 
T IT.l .:t.Plf':'l ':0 T 

.~. f ~,~l"-~~ J\Lll Cf Jl~'~~ 

L~'t_ A~(~ L~~J ~I HT~ 

I.J 
'.u"1000~.1 
-7euCOOOiJ.O 

). 'J 

JUI .1,1. 'l J 'I L 1 un5 0.0) 
r .. 2 J2 • 1I '''" .. 'J ,? l' -0.00 
.;J~?'J -'.UO 'I '1 U ., lb - J. 00 

-0. u ~ II .. -a.Dry 
- u. J 0 'I i -0.00 

... ITHI 
pcr 
TONNt 
~ RS 

PCT 
PeT 
fll'R 
CI~Wl' 
PCT/YR 

SfYR 
PCT 
PC: 
pC.T/Y~ 

PcT 
Ill' ~ 
p:r/Y'~ 

1'30" 0Pf 
11(,-
fl C," 
"G.~ 
I/G" 
"GH 

P~L 

FIrED PROCE~S TI~~S 

UIlANluH SNRICH~,ENT ANO l:Ao T I ME 200. a 
PRf - FA6U:tr ION SHIPPIN~ T[~C" 3D. a 
TI~E IN FABRICATION 60.0 
SHIP FROI1 FABR ICHOR Ie {EI.C'" SlIE to.o 
PRE REACTOR INVENTORY Hif bO.o 
POST RE.CIOR ~OOl IN(; 150.0 
TIME TO ShIP FUEl TO ~t"':»~O('£~S SITE 30.0 
TI~E IN R:PRQCE S5 lNG 60.0 
SHIP TO ~r"'4.L CtSTIN':'IIJ~ 30.0 

.:ih lPPING (-00"'1...(0:: 
PR:-FA9R [elf ION '::'HIPPIN:; CfJsr, ( ... \0.0 
FA:R lCATeR TD RUeTOR SlTlIUI \ O. 0 
PP.t-Ft.t::~lC!TION ~H IPP( f'j:j. C":;$ThH.CYC' \ O. 0 
"~BR 1(A1QR TO P!..~TO. ~[H(R(CYCI IJ.a 
Rc'CTC~ ::[n 10 ~[PROCt51ING PLANT 2?~ 

'~05 T T1 ~~[P fa H~~l C:; T [NH IQN ? O. 0 

o(tPI.'OC(~S IN; >t~flr;::$ 

~,P~0' .~S-:I-'\j'; ?t A ·(f T"";.>C.J'Hl-'lI- J. ~ 
qt: f'R:')("'')~ I~G "l A NT oP--jOI.:t.rING :: as r u. 0 

F(k'T CiHl! .IUI<::j-!'~E 

VI~RI[~TIO~ C1~RGf 1b1~59J.1 
\,1002:.0 

65],,10.0 ~? .. 
65J .... 0.3 

S~~LOUlc PA~lHfTE~S 

S"'t(prl'~,~ :""G.P:;', 
fUtL FUI~':h:"3f 

FUil fA)~I:AT[ON lO,Sl S 
URAhIU_ CASCADE P~l:[ 

CasT or FE:J (SEE T4Ulf ?I 

DAYS 
OATS 
OPoY3 
~AYS 

DAYS 
DAYS 
DAYS 
DAYS 
OATS 

"KG 
snG 
"KG 
stKG 
"KG 
"KG 

KG/J.-..Y 
1/0" 

CLHp'[~51 "N :CS T 
rELU CJ~FC~Ii(ON 

3.53 I/KG 
.7110 PCT 

GOST OF "FA~A1IV!. OUTl' ISH TABle n 

ES 
F'U2 F~ ~ u .:. D , tr.H PlJl .. 1 

PlJ2 .. 0 
NP217 

~ 0 ... () 
-Q • 00 

IIG~ 
IIGH 
II';., 
SlG" 
'/GH 

\J2 J .. -1.00 "c,~ 
I-'U Z .. 2 -0.00 4; IGt· - 0 • 00 

- o. CO ~/G'" -0.00 
-o.~a " ~~ - 0 • 00 

FIGURE 11 (cont'd). Nuclear Test Case Output 
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f , f . ! f f . f • 

\ 300) 
PACTI)LUS CASH fLOW AN0 POWoR COSTS 

t If"Hr WAtER f.l:f.":'Cl(JR 1000 MoE St.fiPL£ CA Sf 

T A6lL 1 
VnRLY cosrs I :l MILLIONS Of OOlltRS 

y~,~ (/oI,PAC(TY rUd FUcl HBRI;~TrON RfP~JC<SSIN; PRi:-REAC rOR Posr-R~AcrOR FUn VARIABLE TOTAL 
Fl\GTO~ p J~C."U,5~ ;REDH C;jARG, CrlARGf SHI~PING SHIP'ING lOSS OPE IIA T ING 

peT :HAR:;f :HUGE CHARG~ CHARGE 

l-1:i :; 17.5 0.001 0.000 o. a 00 0.000 0.000 o .000 0.000 1.""0 O.OUO 
115b 37.5 Zo.Q31 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 o • oa 0 .269 2.514 Z7.20e 
llo7 h~. IJ 27 .. 1l2S 0.030 2.2.0 O. 0.0 .523 O.OlO 0.000 2.842 ZQ.798 
Ild :I t5.~ a.ouo 10.dH 2.1 HI 5.6"8 .5Z3 I.H~ .198 2.a"2 .025' 
1:10 ~ 05. a ZL 218 ".8.0 3.296 5.d88 .523 I.H6 ... H 2.8'02 la. 1.66 
IHO :'5.0 23.1 .. 0 10.11. 0.000 ;.H8 .nz I.BO ... 67 z.a.z l7.52<; 
11>1 .5.0 Z6t.316 0.000 3. Z .. 6 ,.au .2&2 .&30 ... 90 2.8"Z 3 •• e 31 
1 j ~? .5.0 11 .6J! 10.231 3. 'Z 20 0.000 .,23 1 • Z:' 0 0.000 1.84~ lo •• 7~ 
IHl oS.il 6.521 10.la] ].211 5.668 .523 I • ill 0 .501 Z.~"2 t • clO 
!Lie .5.0 lZ.617 11.572 1.191 5.6~6 .,23 I.BO • !>IB 2.8~Z H.On 

---' 1 .H:.> .5.3 3" .... ~1 1?3'13 J.176 5.e"d .n? 1.6>9 .581 2.&«'2 13.83':1 
W t-1.j~ b5.0 2!'l.OO7 Go 0 3 a 0.000 5.688 .202 .610 .611 2.8402 J,. lq 7 
1.O H17 5~.Q 10 •• til 13.lTO l.L5d S.otS .523 1.819 0.000 2.b4l '\ •• &51 

1-JL 65.0 37.110 13 •• 51 J .141 0.000 .523 1.2; 9 .624 2.8't? ZQ ... 67 
11; ; 65.3 T.975 I J. 02 5 1.1l.J S.Odd .52l I .8\ 9 .6H 2.8"'2 t. ..... 1) t 
2000 bloo.2 J7 • ;2; I •• 512 .1.111 5.be6 .<'E2 1.619 • .,53 2.80& ,'l~ • O~ r, 
zoo 1 b2.S 10 db 1 15 .119 0.0 no 5.ebd .762 I • dI! .673 2. TJJ 21. S"1 
?302 60.d 16. 65 J a.ooo 3.lor, 0.000 .5l] o .00 G O.QOO l.660 .. 2.2H 
2.0] 51'.2 ~ •• 8 0 1~.715 1.0 ee 5.b56 .~23 I.SU .084 1.587 4.637 
ZJO. ,7. ; 19.271 1~.930 l.on ?886 .Z&Z l.sse .691 2.514 55.14t 
lJ 3 5 '.i'j.d 10. ,,,6 16.134 0.000 5.&06 .202 t .819 ."9" 2 ..... 2 23.39" 
lOO b ';;It.,. 2 3. :.lDl 0.000 J.06, 0.000 .: ZJ o.oma 0.000 2.369 12.1~& 

ZOO 7 52.S 11 ... 27 16.617 l.OSl 5. 6e 8 .;23 1.HO .70l 2.Z96 3".60" 
ZOO b 50.& 11 • 15!, 17.070 0.000 5.6b6 ~.OOO 1.5H .714 2.U] 22.;69 
ZOB .,.2 8. t)58 0.000 3.!) ]Ii 0.000 .523 O.OU 0.000 2.150 12.2Z0 
2~H .7.5 .. Q.0':'2 17.~OZ I. U 17 S.H'6 .262 1.8H .71~ Z.077 3 ... 417 
2011 .. 5.0 12.207 17.Z't~ o.OOt ~.6e6 ,25.2 1.8ll .26& 2.00" 23.212 
'-H? .. 't.Z 6. ?? 7 0.000 2.Q&& O. 000 .523 o .00 0 ... 56 1.911 12. ~2" 
2'u t:5 42. j 11 • ql 0 17.10;5 q.OOG 5 •• " 8 0.000 1.5l4 .120 1.85'1 23.255 
2Jl. .. 0.0 '!.t5~ 0.00 Q 2,,59 5.8b6 .523 .b12 o.oon 1.766 18. b59 
20H 0.0 0.000 106.745 O. Q 00 17.6<3 0.000 7.0;6 1 .... 2 0.000 -82.57J 

FIGURE 11 icont1d). Nuclear Test Case Output 



\ 400') 
PACTQLUS CASt< FLOK AND POWeR COSTS 

LIGHT HATER RucrOR 1000 ""E SAMPLE CASE 

T~8l£ 

VARIA~li. PARA MET f'IS 

Y:A~ Rt:PI(OC::S~IN:; ~EPIlOCES5 [NG F APR ICA T [ot< UZ33 OR PU PJZ1G PRIC" Jzn PRICE Lt FEED SEPARATIVE 
I,;HA~GE. $/t(~ rlH~. DAYS CHA~GE. "KG f~8 Pf:NALTJ UGH $/ t,M p~ lel DUTY CHARGF. 
3LKT co~~ clLKT CORE BLKT ~ORE SlKG IIL3 U~O& '/KG 

1902 0.00 a. QO o.oc 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
IHl 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o • DO 0.00 
1i;,. 0.00 100.00 72.&0 "O.~O le.OO 34.00 17.00 
IH5 0.00 ~."O 0.00 0.00 0.00 1:1 i. & 3 &8.77 40.40 ,q.oo HolT 17.00 
Hob 0.00 O.Oil 0.00 0.00 O. ~o "1.1,[ 64 .. ] ~tl ... a 3 .1.0 n B-3] 17.00 
lJeT 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 f 1. ~o "1.10 .. O.~O 10.ilU 3S. ,0 77.00 
Bb6 O. aD l2~. :) 0 0.00 oo.UO 0.00 63.33 5T.Z7 41) .. 40 .• 0.00 lS .07 17.00 
H;~ 0.00 225.00 u.OO 60.00 0.00 7 •• 17 ~ 3. 101 100.40 10.00 JS .83 77.00 
B~O 0.00 Z2~. 00 0.00 60.00 0.00 15.00 ~9.60 ~O.~O 30.00 H.OO 77.00 
19'11 0.00 US.OC 0.00 ~O.OO 0.00 7 ~.60 ~g.~b ~0.40 10.00 H.~O H.60 
1HZ O.H O. a Ii n. 0 Q 0.01 O. 00 7 •• 10 ~9 •.• 2 l.O.4!l 30.00 ~G. 20 8b.ZO 

-'" 
19H O. aD 225.00 o. c a 00.00 O. bO T I. e a -'C).1I:! ""0."0 10.00 Ioo.ao 90.80 

.+:>0 I~;;~ 0.00 225.00 0.00 60.00 0.00 1]. ~o "9.8&. 100 • .,0 30.00 Iot.Io0 ~5.~0 

0 IH5 O. OG 225.00 0.00 60.00 0.00 71. GO .,a.90 100.100 30.00 .. 2.00 100.00 
B.o 0.00 225.00 0.00 .0.00 O. O~ 7 l.bO .. a.7& .. 0 •• 0 le. OQ ~l. 54 100.00 
1.,17 0.00 2Z5.00 0.00 60.00 0.00 72.20 4a.02 .. o.&.o 3n.oa IoS.06 100.00 
lBO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O. DC 71.80 ~a.,." 100."0 30.00 ~&.tZ 100.00 
19-19 0.00 Us.OO 0.00 60.00 0.00 71 • .,0 "te.J't 100 ... 0 30.00 ~8.16 100.00 
2000 0.00 225.00 0.0. 60.00 0.00 71.00 H.lO ,+o.&tQ JO.GO I, i. TO 100.00 
2001 0.00 22~.oO 0.00 00.00 0.00 70.l0 .. a.07 .,0.100 30.00 51.71 100.00 
ZOC2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 70.60 "7.~t. "0 •• 0 30.00 52.7& 180.00 
2003 0.00 225.00 0.00 60.00 0.00 70."0 47.81 40.100 ]0.00 5L29 100.00 
ZOOIo 0.00 ?Z~. 0 0 O. U 0 60.00 0.00 10.20 "'.66 40."0 30.00 s; .4Z 100.00 
ZOO; 0.00 Z2~.OO 0.00 00.00 0.00 7D.OO ~7 .5; 100 •• 0 30.00 51.35 101.00 
200& 0.00 O.DD 0.00 0.00 0.00 r,}. 0 0 4t7.~t' .. 0.". 30.00 SI.U 100.00 
ZOG7 0.00 US. 0 0 0.00 60.00 0.00 l i. to ~7.2' ~ 0."0 30.00 60.101 100.00 
2~08 ~. 00 22S. U 0 0.00 60.00 O. 00 b~."O loT • If.. 40.40 ]0.00 6l.91o 180.00 
ZO~~ o. O~ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6~.ZO ItT.OJ 100.100 30.00 I.,.'" 100.00 
2010 O.OJ lZS.OO O. DO 60.00 0.00 L 'i. 00 ~~.90 "0 •• 0 30.GO 6 •• 00 100.00 
2011 o. aD 225.00 0.00 60.00 0.00 l8."3 H.bO .0 •• 0 10.00 6; .00 100.00 
2012 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 t 7 .8b ~t.7 0 .. 0.40 10.00 65.00 100.00 
2013 0.00 225.00 O.GO &0.00 u. no 61.29 H.60 "O.~O 30.00 65.00 lOO.OO 
ZOl~ 0.00 ZZ~. 00 0.00 60.00 0.00 6&.11 106.50 "0.'" 30.0a 6S.00 100.00 
20 IS 0.00 2Z5.00 0.00 60.00 0.00 bO. t 4 106.100 100."0 H.OO 65.00 100.00 

FIGURE 11 (cont~. Nuclear Test Case Output 
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1 • : , r , I .. t • 
, 
" ! I • f , f ! 

0~0 PAC rOLUS C~SH fl OW A'lD POW,R cosn 

I.l';rH WATER REA';TO~ IOU 0 HtriE SAlleli CA SE 

T.\Bl.c. 
URANIU1 PURCHA,t:E AtW CReDns 

• -10 ••••••••• ......... .. • •••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••• ...•....•.•.••............•.•.••..••• 
~aLJIVAl[Nr 

i~ P;T f~R SE PA~H I VE t flU I ~ Al fltT SEPARATIVE 
1j~~l"iI'.JM TAIL':: UIlANIU~ U30, WOIlK TAILS U loe WORK TAIL S 
HH~£' ~ O'iPOS 1 TlON P<IC~ PU~l'HAS£C PJIlCHASED ~ROOUC E~ cRfOIT[D CREDIED CONSu~t:J 

y:.~ SlU per IIG~ TUI<~ TONNE TONNE ~ TONS TONNt TONN: U 
1,32 o. aD 0.000 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Lqj3 0.00 ~. Uu 0 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.c 0.0 0.0 
B," .10.00 • 20 0 19 ..... '::: ., :51.1 313.6 329.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
I JOS 18.17 0.000 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.0 
Ujo 3~. II .200 39.1;7 Zll.d 1 J ... 2 tlo.5 0.0 0.0 O. !] 

1;.7 J •• 50 .lO 0 19.7~ 211.& 13~. 2 136.5 0.0 0.0 C.O 
HdS 38.07 .200 J9. n 0.0 0.0 0.0 59.9 1 ... , 20.1 
19'9 3E.H .200 B.ae lC1.~ 1 t 3. ~ 117 .9 4 0 ... 3.8 b.l 
l-l.D Jq.oo .20 a .. 0.53 161.Q lod.7 1!.l.r J1d 2.7 "-. :; 
1'111 .);;.60 • 2C 11 .2.3~ 103.9 110. ' II? J 0.0 0.0 o. a 

...... lH2 .. C.ll) .200 1.04. I') 163.9 110.5 115.3 la. t l.7 ... 6 
~ H.] ,a.so .20 0 ~~.7~ 0.0 O. a 0.0 38.1 2.7 4.6 ...... 1 i'" .. 1 • .:.0 • 2G a .5.9'> H3.i 110. ~ 115.3 ~O.~ ~.O ~.5 

1 .. 5 '2. ')0 .1.00 47.70 16~.] 111.0 11 S .1 .. 2.2 ...9 7. i 
l'iit. .. 3.;:' .200 48.66 ld';: ... 111.; 11 •• 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1 .. 7 '5. J5 .20 U "9.bl H5 ... 111. " 1! 6.5 <.5.3 6 •• 10.2 
1998 ••• 02 .200 50.59 its ... 111" 116.5 .. 5.l 6.6 10.2 
I.B ~o .1& .2(, a 3D. 7;',> 0.0 D.C 0.0 .. 5. J f..b 10. 2 
200il .. 9.70 .lOO 51.57 10,*.0 110.7 115." ~5.1 8.2 12 ... 
7JOI 51. 23 .200 52.58 181.9 109.0 111.8 50.3 9.5 I~.l 
2002 52.r. • 2C a 5l.62 179.1 106. I> 111.7 9.0 0.0 0.0 
7001 5~.2'l .ltO 53.70 0.0 0.0 0.0 5C.8 9.B H.5 
700~ 5,.82 .200 5".69 117 .1 IO~d UO .1 50.d 9.9 1".6 
lO05 57.15 .200 55.80 173.7 102. J 107.6 50.8 9.8 1".5 
70Cb ~6.H O. DO D O.D~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
lO07 ct ... l .200 56.93 170 ... 99.2 tO~.o 52.0 10.5 tf.4 
200. 0 ... .200 58.10 H9.O 90.0 10".0 52.5 10.8 15.8 
2009 b3 •• 7 0.000 0.00 O.C 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
lOlO H.OO .20 0 sa. 9 ... Lbo.] 9~.8 101.9 53.1 11.2 16.1 
2Jll 65.00 .20 0 58.94 170 ... 99.2 105.0 52.5 10.8 15.8 
7012 6~.OO 0.000 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
20 IJ b'.ao .200 ss. '94 Ib~.O ~6. a 1D~.0 52.2 10. " 1~. 5 
20g lS.OO 0.000 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
20t> bS.OO .200 58.9. 0.0 D.u 0.0 ~Q§~ Z 18~. 9 212. J 

4,57, 2605.7 2723.5 1352.2 34C3 446.7 

Net tons of U30a purchased' 3004.9 

Net tonnes vt 5€iJara t i ve work purchased 2264.4 

FIGURE 11 {cant I d). Nuclear Test Case Output 



8 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

~ACrJLUS ~'5H FLOW AND POWl~ COSTi 

LIGHT WATER REACTOR 1000 ~"" SA~PlE CASE 

ueLl .. 
REA[TOR PROP~RTIES 'ISLE 

tlclJ, fl~~IlE KG PER ~HE-Y£AR 

YIEL), ~G UZ]~ 'E~ M"E-Y~AR 

YILl), ~G UZ1J PeR MHE-YEAR 

iPtCIFI~ INVENrJ~Y, KG OF FISSILE "ATE~IAL Pl~ ~iGA"'TT ElE:TRICAl 

IONS Of UJ06 ~I~~J PER MWL-YEAR 

IONS Of Uloa MI~LJ PtR ~WTH-YEAR 

ION~<S JF ~£PAR~T(VE QUTt CONSUMED 

AVERAGE PL'~T CAPACITY F~t'OR,PER-CENT 

THE :'P~CITY f~~lQR PERCENTAGE ~AR(ES AS fOlLO~S 

Z~.OOl AI 

50.00l U 

b5.00~ H 

.. 0.00'1. AT 

0.00 YEARS, CHANGING BY 25.08 Y./YEAR '0 

1.00 YEARS, CHANGING bY 15.00 X/YEAR TO 

2.00 YEARS. CHANGIN~ bY a.oo XfYIAR TO 

15.00 Y(ARS. CHANGING ~Y -1.b1 ~fYoAR TO 

10.00 ~EA~S. 

FIGURE 11 (cont1d). Nuclear Test Case Output 

.! I 

39.5 

- .6ZZ 

- .688 

o. 000 

l.25 

0.00 

57.6 



I .. • • I .. I 
'" 

ilOO) 

it:. td~ T"232 ~ .. 2JJ U213 

1.,2 0.0 o. ~ 0.0 
I~ej O.~ 0.0 0.0 
1~f' .. 0.0 o .0 0.0 
11 :!5 J. a 0.0 0.0 
1~,6 o. a o .0 a .0 
lHT 0.0 0.0 0.0 
l'ne D. C o .0 0.0 
1983 0.0 a .0 0.0 
lHO J.O 0.0 0.0 
1911 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1712 0.0 0.0 0.0 
IQ'll 0.0 o .0 0.0 

I"" 0.0 O. a 0.0 ..... 1 ... 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
+:> U,b 0.0 o .0 0.0 
W lHr 0.0 o.a 0.0 

IB~ ~. 0 0.0 a .0 
19H O. 0 0.0 0.0 
ZOOO 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2001 0.0 0.0 o .0 
zo. z 0.0 o .0 0.0 
20Dl 0.0 e.o 0.0 
ZOJo. 0.0 0.0 0.0 
za05 0.0 0.0 0.0 
200& 0.0 o .0 0.0 
2007 0.0 0.0 O.G 
2008 0.0 0.0 0.0 
200"j o. a 0.1 0.0 
~o lB 0.0 0.0 Q.O 
ZO 11 0.0 o .0 0.0 
20ll 0.0 o .0 0.0 
lOll 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2J 1 .. 0.0 o • a 0.0 

FIGURE 11 

I ... 

Pt.CTOLUS [oSH 

I • 

FLOw 

I • I .. f .. 

AI~O POwtR COSTS 

LIGHT WAHK Iol:I:.ACTOfo< lUOO HWE S~~PLt CASE 

r dlE , 
KIlO~q~!1;) F BRIGATfO EAC" nA~ 

I ~. FORE LOSSSS 

U?3~ uZl5 uno U21~ PU2H PU2~O 

0.0 0.0 D.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 C.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 2?~b. 7 0.0 770 .. 7.7 0.0 0.0 
0.0 a .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 o .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 803.5 0.0 255.5.3 0.0 0.0 
0.0 6t:;.5 0.0 2 55,,~. g 0.0 0.0 
0.0 r"''1.5 210.6 25~H. S 106.1 31.1 
0.0 701.5 ~O.3 25~0".6 125.7 ~".s 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 175.3 50. I 2 5.J6b. 2 112.3 &2.7 
0.0 115.3 50.0 Z5JbS.1 112.6 &2.6 
0.0 115.3 50.0 25365.7 U2.6 "2.6 
0.0 777 .0 52 •• 25320.5 1,,3.1 73.7 
0.0 ~ .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 711.1 56.6 25285., h9.a 79 .~ 
0.0 TaO.9 oO.l 25270." 152.9 PI." 
0.0 laO.9 bO.l 25270.5 IS2.9 et.o, 
0.0 715.& 60.1 25270.1 151.0 01.'+ 
0.' 0.0 , D.D 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 7&1.J bO.b 2526 ... 7 151.3 8".6 
0.0 75&.3 &2.1 2 5Z60.3 160.1 86." 
0.0 1 .. !t.3 b 3.1 Z52b1.~ 161.l 07.2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.6 115.2 63.3 2527 ... 5 It 1.1 87.2 
0.0 722.0 63.0 l~Z8S.3 161.3 iT.S 
0.0 o .0 0.0 LO 0.0 0.0 
0.0 716.l &2 ... 252810.8 lbl.1 d~.l 

0.0 70b.0 bl.O 252'~.4 163 ... '6.9 
0 •• o .0 0.0 o .0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 7n.0 0, J. 0 25258.3 161. ] ill. J 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 716.6 &2 •• l 52.,+. a H2.7 88.3 

18336.4 1066,5 609033.5 2832,9 1456.4 

(cont1d). Nuclear Test Case Output 

PU2'1 PU2~2 

0.0 0.0 
0.0 D.D 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 

II. ; 2 ... 
25.t '1.9 
o. a 0.0 

30.6 t ... 7 
JI.O 14. a 
ll.O t't.a 
39.'1 25.2 
0.0 0.0 

0,5.2 J~.~ 

"7.3 16.7 
.. 7.3 H.4 
~7." U.S 

D.a 0.0 
5005 ~7.J 

S2.~ 5 ... l 
53.1 57 ... 

0.0 0.0 
5].7 57.5 
51.n 57." 
0.0 0.0 

5 ... 1 b1." 55." G'.l 
o. a 0.0 

5].0 57 .... 
0.0 0.0 

Sit.~ 6] ... 

839,6 758.7 



PA,l",TJlUS C.a.Sti "Lillo! A ,'H) POW, R COSTS 

LIGHT ~Art R Rf":"C;G~ 1000 "I'IE S"KPLE CA ~ E 

r A 9Ll ~ 
KILOGRAMS "'PicATED eACH YEAR 

I Sf.'ORf. LOSSES I 

YeAR ~PZ 17 FISS PRO TOTAL 

19"2 0.0 o .0 Q.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
l~oJ 0.0 o .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
19,. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o .0 17'129~. 3 
lit' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o. c 0.0 o .0 0.0 0.0 
1'i~b O.G o.~ ~.O 0.0 J.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1907 0.0 O. J o .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Zo~H.l 

BH 0.0 0.0 0.0 o. c 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Zb~ 11.3 
H,9 0.0 o • a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 G.D 0.0 0.0 Z6"1l. T 
19 :'0 0.0 0.0 o .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Z&432.6 
19.,1 0.0 U.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 n.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 
lBZ 0.0 o .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 26~J1.9 

IH3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2b432.0 
H;;. 0.0 o .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 l6103~.0 

l'h5 0.0 o. a a.a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 26 .. 32.5 ....... 19,6 J.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
~ lB7 l.O o • a 0.0 0.0 o .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2&432.0 
~ IH8 O. C 0.0 J.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 l6"3Z.~ 

19i9 0.0 0.0 o .0 0.0 o . 0 0.0 0.0 O.U n.o 0.0 26432.3 
ZWOO 0.0 0.0 o • 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 264j~." 
lOt I 0.0 o • J 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
lO02 0.0 o • J 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 •• 0 0.0 2~IoJ7..7 

200] 0.0 o • a 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 26103Z.3 
200~ a.o C .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Z6"]l.5 
200 i 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
lOO& 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2& .. 32. f 
Z007 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 26 .. 3Z.9 
20 03 0.0 0.0 o .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
zon 0.0 o .0 0.0 0.0 o .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 26 .. ".0 
201D a.n o .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 o .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 l6,,11.2 
lOll 0.0 0.0 O. a 0.0 0.0 0 •• 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
20lZ 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 261032.9 
2013 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ZOh 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 261033.0 

634373.9 

FIGURE 11 (cont'd). Nuclear Test Case Output 



I . f .. , .. ! , . , . f , , . 

(800) 
PAC TOlllS CASh flOw AND POW,R caST; 

lIGHT WATER REACTOR 1000 H .. E SAKPLE CASE 

T~~lf 6 
K(lOGRAH; "EP~OC"SSlO EAC~ YEAR 

AFTER lOSSES 

rE'~ T'1212 P.l31 U213 U2J~ u.? l~ U236 U2li PUZ3 .. PU2 .. 0 I"J2H PU 2 .. 2 

1HZ a.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 o. a 0.0 a • a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
IHl 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
l~o .. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
BbS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
IB, 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
IHI 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
liB 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 25&.2 52.9 25032.9 106.0 n.1 12.J 2." 
Hid 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 208.8 87.5 2~6"9.7 125.9 ~4.& 26.7 10.0 
IHO a.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 198. b 11 O. 0 2~H3.7 132." bZ.8 12.& 14.8 
IBI O.b 0.0 0.0 0.0 19').1 lo~.g 2~B9.1 132.7 (2.& 32. J 10.9 
un a. n 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
HH O.G 0.0 a • 0 0.0 1~';.1 10".9 2439 •• 1 1.lZ.7 bZ.C 12 •• l~.q 

lB. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 206.3 115.5 2 .. Jl ... e 144.0 71.9 42.5 2'>.2 
19.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 21,.2 iZ4.6 2'<246.1 1-9.2 79 •• 41.~ 1~.6 
1l,6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 227.1 13~.5 2 .. 2 .. 8.7 153.1 i'l.5 50.~ 38.1 
lH7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ZZ7.1 132.7 2 .. Z~5.~ IQ.I 81.5 50.:; H.8 
IB> 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
IBl 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 221.1 112.7 Z"Z"8.~ 1 ~:5.1 bl.5 50.5 38.0 

--' zooo O.t o .0 0.0 0.0 238.3 IU.8 2~Zll.5 I~ 7.1 .~.6 5~.O l. 7.3 
~ 2001 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 24b.1 117 .1 Z~I~D.e 1"'0.2 fib." ,6.2 5 •• 1 
Ul ~o a Z ~. 0 O. Q o .C 0.0 o .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 D.O 

2001 J.O o • ~ 0.0 .1 , .. e.~ 1l9.'J 24165.1 161.2' (' 7.1 57.1 57.3 
ZOh 0.0 o. a O. C .1 2"9.0 IH.! 2'<16,.(; 1&1.2 cl.1 57.1 57. ~ 
za05 0.0 0.0 o .0 .t 2'd.9 1.19.0 2.171.0 161.1 b7.1 51.0 57.1 
2006 0.0 0.0 0.0 u.O o .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2007 0.0 o. a 0.0 0.0 253 •• 137.6 2.177.9 162.5 08.2 58.2 b 1.~ 
200; 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 255.6 tH.O 2 .. t83.~ 163.1 88.9 58.8 6d.l 
lOll 0.0 O. J 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2010 0.0 o • J 0.0 0.0 258.1 136.5 2 .. 195.2 lbl.5 ~'l.1 5!i.a 7001 
2011 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 255.t 13'0.7 2 ~21". 8 1&3.1 ~9.1 58.8 10.1 
lO 12 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2H3 a.o 0.0 o .0 0.0 25· ... 5 Ill.6 242J8.1 162.6 e 9.1 sa.5- 09.9 
zah 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 258.2 130.8 24245.0 1&1.2 <9.5 5a.~ 1 ... 1 
2015 0.0 O. J U .0 0.0 1 ~38. b 212.0 7 3&63 • 6 .. 82.3 2"2.9 161.1 200.2 

6,02,8 2879,6 584076,9 3643,5 I~QO. 6 1176.1 1122.6 

FIGURE 11 {cont I d). Nuclear Test Case Output 



PACTOlUS C.Srl flOW ~Nn POWlR COSTS 

LIGHT HATeR RL4C'!uQ 1000 HoE SA~Pl < CA Sf 

Halt; b 
~IL OGRAlI5 ~(PR,)CtSSEO EAC~ YEA II 

( t.Fl£R LOSSE::i I 

f"'~ ~~2 J7 flSS 'RO TOTAL 

1HZ 0.0 o.~ 0.0 0.0 o. ~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o .0 0.0 
19,1 0.0 o .l 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 n.o 0.0 0.0 
Ii,. 0.0 0.0 o.~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
IHS 0.0 O.~ 0.0 O.d 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
IH& 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
IH1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
IHd 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2552.\.8 
IHi 0.0 o .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.C 0.0 lSlfl.& 
19 iO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2"950.8 
Iii! 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 hgSl.l 
IB2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
19;] 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2~9St.l 

19~ .. 0.0 O.J o • 0 0.0 o .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2~94 •• 3 
H.5 o. a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2~917.0 

--' 19,,, 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.932.2 

.po 1317 0.0 0.0 C.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2 .. 932.1 

Q) IHS 0.0 O.~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1'139 0.0 o .0 0.0 0.0 a .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2'dH.t 
2~ 00 0.0 o • a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2~q2b.a 

2001 3.0 O.~ D .0 0.0 o .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2~~2t. a 
2HZ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 
20 ill 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 Q.O 0.0 2~91i.7 

lOOl; 3.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Z~Hi.7 
200, 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2~9l8.1 

2000 0.0 U.O O. Q 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
lO07 ~.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 G.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2~9"1.t 

ZOU 0.0 c.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2~9S5.2 

20H 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2010 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 o .0 0.0 o .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Z,,971.6 
;!O t 1 O.U D •• 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 D.O 0.0 2 .. 96&.2 
2012 0.0 0.0 O.D 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2013 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 25Q05.3 
lO 1. o. a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 25019.& 
2015 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7&588.6 

601301.8 

FIGURE 11 (contld). Nuclear Test Case Output 

J ! I 1 



, 
• f • t . f • f . 

..CTJLUS CASH fLO. AND PO~ER COSTS 

LIGHT WATfR Ri.C'O~ 1000 ~"E SA~~L' :ASE 

INPUI OAT, 

C~~ D 11 
60'0 ~cP,(HlNT p~O 

~JM uF YtA~S OI~IT 
UI~!::rl fUi:L E(PfNS 

O~TlJN.l 
Ji:'R!C TAT! ON 
IN~: NTORY AtCQU,nrNG 

':~RDS 2 ... NO 25 
PUNT INVi:STHoNT. I~ 
PROJL:I LIFf. YE~~S 

~JUfl':L "ORKI~G CAPITAL, 1.1 
FRACTIO.~ OF II'UTUL INVESTMENT IN SONDS 
JOND INTER";T RATE 
oQUIH Et.~HN~ RUE IHTlR TA(~SI 
Fi:OERAL I'CO~€ U( RAT, 
PL_NT ?~W:"NT INVESTMENT T .. ( Cq[OIT 

.; ... q-) Zt) • 
PO"E"PLANT l tv fl.. "wi: 
EPRt.IABLE lIF!. HIoRS 
PL~~r FIXE) OPLR~TING ;O~T. tM/YN 
PLMU '-'Al{ll.il.:: OPC:R/.Irl'l:i :;O.iT. 'lH/Y~ 
~ONfU:.l .JAR[;'iL~ JPER~TtNG co:r, 'M/YR 
1,lTla fd,l INVUHCRY, £N 
FIRST Yt~R Of OPfRATIO~ 

C~~) Z7 
;IUl ItjCO~E r.~ RAT', 
3r.:.f~ ;PO$5 RE.~HHE T.\X RATE 
PROP!~Tt TAX ~ATE 

I'HER!" :.PIT41 P.tPlA:~~ENTS, ~~/Y~ 
PROPERTY I~SuR."C::, t"/Y~ 

NU~L('" LI~3(L IH, , .. /IR 
NUClfA~ lI~RILIT~, 'H/~WY~ 

"£(;H: q~"l~ CJ" OF U~J, ,/1 
N~T SUVl-G~ VAlUr. If nANT, IN 
"~CJ~~~A[L~ rJ~rRATO. I~e SALT, tH 
RcA;TJR O?,RATI~G L[Fe, YeARS 
LICENSING rI~~t YEARS 

":::AR~ PRIOfot TJ 
PO~O R PROJJ: 11 ON 

LI;, NS[NG 

:3STS, '11 

.200 
• baD 

I. 000 
.750 
• ~ 00 

-0.000 
-li.OOO 
-0.000 
'0.000 
-0.000 

78'.0500 
30.7311 
o • 000 a 

.5000 

.0 .. 00 
• os> 0 
• 'teo 0 

•• 0000 

~99.9775 
30.0000 
'.0.00 
... 3730 
0.0000 

75.1601 
1·,.5 

.0910 

.0300 

.0]20 
Z.H07 
1.95H 

• H20 
0.0000 

0.0000 
-7&.0000 

0.0000 
30.0000 
5.0 

IINITIAl fINANCINGI 

IINITIAL FINANCINGI 

IA. 100_ PLA~T FAcrO~1 

IINlrlAl F[NANCINGI 

1[~ITIAl flNANCINGI 

IINITIAL FINANCINGI 

FI GUR[ 11 (cont I d) .. Nuclear Test Case Output 



PACT~LUS CASH fLOw ANi) POWER COST, 

\1000 
L IGtH WAI ER REACTOR 1000 HoE S'~PL E CA SE 

ANNUl L INPUT aA T.I, E (PENSi'S III '"/YA: 

fll([O VARIABLE 
CAPACITY FUEL FA81HCAT ION R£p~OC~SS U-PU OlH 01." 

YEI.~ F A(TO~ ~\JIiC"ASE.S COST COST CRfOIT COST COST 

IH; • ]75 ~ G O.OOoOQ 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 8.0~000 1.o3Qaa 
1 OJ.;, .57SIlJ l .... ~3d71 .Z69H 0.00000 0.00000 8.0"000 2.:'1 .... 8 
IB7 .65000 ?1.02 .. it 2.77152 0.00000 0.00000 8.0.000 7., .. 2 .. 5 

~ IHe .b5000 O.OOO~O Z. 'lOH5 1. 1~917 10. eH&O 8.04000 2 .... l .. S 
; l'UQ • 650~0 2 •• 27~07 4.tlZ'H 7.HSI7 9. a401b 8.0"000 2.8 .. Z"5 
6 IBO .6'OOG 29.110 a 1 S .5755 J 7. HlI8 10. 11dl0 6.0"000 l. 8 't21t5 

1 IHI .t500J 2".11;.21 3.""lbO 6.61ZjQ O. 00000 ,i.04000 7.8"Z"5 
~ l~"? .65000 1l.b"'~6 J.15111 I.ZbOZO 10.23051 6.04000 2.5101 .. 5 
~ 19<1 .f.5000 c.52051) ~.07der 7 ... 33,1 10.30J21 8.04000 7. P."Zlt5 

10 19h .15000 J2.6i"&~ •• 0~OJ'o 1.HllT 11.57173 5.010000 ?~C.lIt5 

11 1 ~~)~ • b5000 3~ ... 171" 1.617 .. ~ 7.i1762 lZ. J~J06 d.O"OOO 2.8102105 
12 19<jb • LSC J 0 Zt.OOHl .o'H16 6.T30S9 0.00000 ~. 0.000 2.8"2 .. 5 
13 19~7 .b~OOO J6 ... ~2~2 1.E3160 7.11650 13. UBI 8.0.000 2.6.-ZItI:J 
to 199" .HOOD J1.1701f ... 013Z6 t ... 71t1t6 13 ... 511 d 5.040uO Z.8 .. 2 .. 5 
15 19'''' •• ~OOO 1.91.96 ... 06279 1. -I,h3 13.62500 8.04000 2.8102"5 

~ 16 ZO 00 • L.161 J7 .32921 3.19332 8.008Z1 110.57181 8.0.000 2.00601 
00 11 20 C 1 • tZ5 ~ a IO.16H6 .,,9168 8.01901 15.11QH 8.010000 2.13513 

U ZO 02 • 6'" Jl J •• 65Z~6 1.b2111 0.00000 o.OUOOo 8.010000 7.6602 .. 
t:i 20 OJ .59107 d • ..,nl> 'hUH2] 8.0? .. 06 15.71., .. 8 •• "000 ?'id736 
ZO 200 .. .51S00 19.211J6 3.71HZ 8. &C61i 15.93010 e.o"ooo 2."' .... 8 
21 2005 • 5~lJl3 30.7955. .,a326 8.0287 J 16.11352 8.0"000 2 ..... 1'9 
zz 200i> .510167 8.,6016 ,J. 547 33 0.00000 0. oooon e.oIoOGO 1.16871 
zs ZO 07 .525llU H."Z681 ~.016~5 8.03705 16.61662 8.04000 2.25,63 
2. 2008 .,OH3 11.35315 ..... i06 '.010310 11.Q7b~9 8.0~OOO 2.2229" 
Z5 ZO O~ _,-(j101 d .65712 1.56180 O.OOQOO 0.00000 d.O~OOO Z.15QOb 
26 ZO 10 • .. 750tl "O.0 .. li8 J. 7zas 1 8.0.Ti5 t1."OIH 8.01,000 7.07118 
Z1 2011 • 't5~ J,1 3Z.Z&658 .2bl<6 8.0 .. 706 11. Z1037'o 8.04000 Z.00~Z9 

Zil ~Dl2 ••• 161 ~ .5%72 ld6139 0.00000 O. 00000 8.0~000 1.931101 
2. Z313 • .. Z500 31.910"7 • .. 5 .. 63 8.0 .. 738 17 .15175 8. HOOO 1.85853 
30 ZOl~ ... oeB 4.65172 J. 10621'; 6.il~;)8 O. 00000 S.O~OOO 1.185610 
31 2Gb 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 26.17101 lOB. 7,,520 o.oaooo 0.00000 

roru 14=).356112 8Z.'Z53a 19Z.61S ... Ja7.62a05 2'1.20000 7?,5-.157 

P~'TOTAL Ub.021oU 3Z.0557" b6. '~"811 117. Hob! i6.B .. SS 31.05200 

FIGURE 11 (cont'd). Nuclear Test Case Ou tput 
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f , 

PACfJlllS CnH fLOW ANU POWt~ COSTS 

fU~L AND ~PL~arrNG ,IP(NS[S, , MilLIONS 

CUoQLNT ANNUAL ",ON-FUEL 
F~i:L FUEL OPERA TI NG 

H:.:.J: C(PENSES OPENS';:S EXPE,jSE :; 

19,5 ~.OOijOO Z.~G&OO 39.62081 
l~o6 n.Z0611 2'i.71Itll 39.60631 
1!.JeT n.r'jij<oS H.lO.<"J B.19U7 
l'joo .02"02 2.,3062 36.J1716 
1 gel IO"657~ 32.9')179 J7.5~H .. 
IjSli.i 27.,Za7; lO.OH7b 3t.71"S2 
b'>l 3 •• a 3139 J1.3J739 l5.S71.,,2D 
H'lZ J.b •• 7,H6 28.q8 .. ~b 35.02727 

l 19'; 1 t.22~7" 1D.1157" 3".17.Q. 
10 11)<) .. ]"01647 H.seZ'7 H.31.51 
11 l'L5 1I. 6 39:1'1 3603.539 3Z .... 4667 
1 Z HJb .b.]Q61a 17.90298 1I.HtSJ 
15 1;,j1 1 ••• ~102 ]7.15102 30. c'>96Ge 
l' lQ,. 2j .... c690 11.17Z91 2~.U13] 
n 1'lg l 6 •• 0610 ~.·H 21 0 2a.1ZZ26 
It zooo l:i.05b9i .I7.5b'99 Z7.~d8~6 
II 20Gl 11.5'oQbo 26.0/ob68 21.0119. 
10 20 n:! 42. Z7,b9 ..... 7al70 lb. QZ~Oq 
1<; ;00[1.3 ... e 3671 7.3"271 25.0399S 
20 200 ... .H.l ... {'01 , H.bS207 2".0"""9 
21 20C5 21.3'11001 25.90001 ZJ. 0'21~ 
22 ~OCO IZ.I"'~9 110.65.09 ZZ.O]Io&7 
21 lOC7 ]4.80.1. 1l.JlO19 ZI.02031 
z.. lon~ Z?7b':i'tl ZS.~75"2 19.~B&" 
2~ zon 1?Zl'f':J2 1 ... {Z552 18.97267 
?6 20 I il 3'.41C6a 16.922tO 17. H~'O 
2T 201\ 21.27153 2,.17156 lb. (j9~a 2 
25 2Hl 1l.5Z411 IS.UOll 15.8539/0 
h 201l 11.~5"73 25.16013 H.3U75 
30 20l~ la.b5~45 21.1b5.5 13. ,..32 b 
H 20 I; -6Z.57HIo -82.5 7J 34 2.59371 

TOTAl j, H.I b!19 70d.l.na 0100.011'10 

""-rOTH 207.&';15] Z~7./)~716 371o.52bl1 

FIGURE 11 (cant I d) . Nuclear Test Case Output 



(i2~oj PACTOlUS CtS" FLOW ANn POWlR COSTS 

l YGHT WATER RE':'CTOR 1000 HWE SA~PLE OSE 

C~)rl FlO~ T AalE PCwE~ f'L Ii. NT. , "llLiOHS 

PUNT INTEI![H PROPERTY 
CAP.cur ~;'P IT Al FUEL SLt" CAPITAL TAXES TOTAL ux 

Y(A~ FAC1~' CO$TS COSTS (OSn RE PlACE~ENT [NSURAN:: f COSTS CREDIT 

Heo u.ocr.Ja .20000 0.00000 O.lUOOO O.OUOOO 0.00000 • ?OOOO 0.00000 
Bel 0.00000 .60000 0.00000 O. 00000 0.00001 0.00000 .bOOOO O.OOOO~ 

Iqt2 O.OUCOO 1~.791'2 0.00000 0.00000 o. 00000 0.00000 7-. H152 0.00000 
19b3 0.00000 ~2 ... 23J1~ 0.00000 o.OJOOO 0.00000 2.60791 420.6.106 0.00000 

5 nil" O. 00000 zal.215H 75.18003 0.00000 o.onooo 17.Z4195 17 5. 6~917 0.00000 
6 191, • 37500 a.DOUD 0.00000 Q.b79.e 2. 1~06, 29.940'1' 102.36H9 31.101161 
7 1H6 .575 !)Q O.OOHO 21.20811 10.~;;44d Z.H06" 29.t3U3 6<;.61509 .1G 961 
e 1~67 • b5ttl il o.OOOOC 2 ~.1981o 8 10.HZ.' Z.710008 Z8.3l1.4Z 71.13803 .10963 
9 IH' .E'OOO 0.00000 .OZ~6? 10.HZ,5 2. '&tOb.l 27. ~<;1071 ~1.1~?6 .10963 

10 Bn .6S0GO J.OOOJO 10.4851" 10. HZ.5 2. litJ~ I" 2('.H~t9 70.71501 .1O~t • 
11 1990 .o~OGD 0.003,10 Z7.52H5 10.5"21,5 Z. 7" [l&e Z5.H3Zl1 6c.9a~2~ .1096' 
12 B~I .~~OOO 0.00000 h.SHH 10.8-.245 2. 1''t06 ('\ 2~.q917~ 13. "~627 .109b~ 

13 1992 .t~OOO J.OCOOO 26."789~ 10.&&Z.; Z. 7"06 ': 2 •• 14,.,2 6 •• Z.&91 .109&3 
1~ lHj .6,000 O.OCOJO e.?Zq/~ 10.8tZ'5 2. 7t.Or, oj 2l.29tS<1 ~S.11t1t ... 5 .109E 1 
15 1'1~ .. .65000 0.00000 31.01b~7 10. H 2~S 2. 7"On~ 22,"'<06 10".131&5 .10963 
16 19<;5 .6~OilO 1.0000. ll.8393'J 10.d62.5 2.7406B ZI.5662Z 6g.0281] .10 96 J 

(J1 17 19"6 • f~OOO 0.00000 3>.]9698 10.50Z.5 2.7.0&; ZO.6~"06 6'.1hI8 .10961 
a 18 1991 .6500 a 0.00000 H.6H02 10.HZ., Z.7100&; 19.&156] 6~. 0&918 .10961 

Ii lHo .t~COO 0.Or010 ZQ.4H90 10.HZ.5 Z.7.06; IS.gl0SS 6Z.0Z0B .1096 ! 
20 199. .t500. 0.00000 & •• 0610 10.Sa .. ; 2.7"06' 18.0 3H! 38. 06qO~ .1096.' 
7.1 2000 .0"11) 7 0.00]00 35.05899 10.04LOI 2.7406> 11.l'oZ., 65.78H5 .109b3 
2Z 2001 .62500 0.00000 2l. >.06R 10.11313 2.7IoC6' 1b.Zl8~2 53. Z91Z'I .10 963 
Z3 Z002 .H'-ll O.OOOuO .. 2.275&<) 10.100Z~ Z. 7~Ooo 15.l2665 1I.01051ob .10 9b 1 
2. ZO 0 1 • ,dl6l 0.00000 ".83671 10.&213 .. 2. 7~0&8 1 ..... 12~9 JZ.61113 .1091> ) 
2S lO 0 ... • ~ 7500 0.00000 15.110&01 10.5" .... 8 Z. ''t06f 13.~9002 61.9HZ .. .109&3 
2b 20 a; • ;~d JJ 0.00000 2'.39"01 10 •• el;Q 2.7.,00" lZ.S61h 4'.111~l .109b] 
27 ZO 0 .. .51.0167 o.oooao lZ.l"eOJ 10 •• 0&11 2.7"060 11.6Z591 In.9ZJ4 .. .10963 
?b ZO 07 • ., Z~OO 0.00000 1".4D'olg 1O.ll561 2. "066 10.6e .... 9 58.;6518 .109&J 
2'l 2000 .:: Db Il 0.00000 Z7.76hZ 10.l62'l1o Z.1"06~ 9.71&10 .. S.SOH" .1091) 3 
10 200. • I.,91b 7 0.00000 12.ZB5Z 10.1(,Oa6 2. , .. 06" 8.78261 3l.~l2H .1096 ] 
11 201j ... 7: 110 0.00000 3 ... 10 H.60 10.1171d 2.7 .. 01>0 1.8lZZZ 5.,.0,6b7 .10961 
IZ ZO 11 .45 • .13 0.00030 21.2'7150 10. J,""2~ 2. 7~D6b 0.85553 ~?91201 .10963 
II ?D 12 • 4 ... 1b 7 O.OUOOO 12.~Z .. il '.Hl"t Z.7 .. 066 5. ee2Sl 31.11812 .10963 
1 .. 201 J • "Z5i}O 0.00000 2J.25413 Q.egeSJ 2. H06' ... '10l2] "3.79716 .U96 J 
35 ZOh • 4(!~ J1 0.00000 It .659 .. 5 9.8Z56 .. O. DOUOO 3.91162 3Z. ~021l 0.00000 
l6 2015 O.OGOOO 1~.00000 -82.51 n4 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 '''.57H'' 0.00000 

rOT'l ,bI.0500U 70~.3 .. nb -Ubi ,,,]-'>7 1 •• "'95, ~40.52641 2500.1 .. 891 llo.50115 

pl/-TJTAL DoO.355,. .. 321.50&32 121.26b;;5 12.3271', 26Z.12248 lqOol98~9 Z •• 'H8110 

"/::~~GE PLAUT C .. tlA.CITt FACf GR .~1'8l 

FIGURE 11 (cant 1 d) . Nuclear Test Case Output 
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\1300) 

PACTOLUS C'>H FLeW A~O POWt~ COST') 

LIGHT HA ff,K "c.CTOR 1000 I1WE SA"PL, CA S£ 

"NNUAL TH ODUCT ISLE EXPEN~t:S, , H!LLION$ 

~.Ub PCT TO! Al 
PRcSfM O[ OJ;; TlBLE ~TATE 

wo~rh OPE~AHNG BilND OPERATING !"CQ"l 
't t. £~! fAG T a ~ ~XPENSi:S INTeRESI DEPRee IA T ION t;).PC:NSES TAX 

1l8a .~r, 'l j 0.00000 0.00000 a.DDUDD 0.00000 0.00000 
IHI ,9Z6" :5 0.00000 • 0 O' 0 0 0.00000 • a 0, 00 -.00016 
1'162 .euo. 0.00000 .01<21 0.00000 • OU ZI -.001 .. 6 
1963 .63752 2.60791 I.Sllae 0.80000 ~.12079 - .37081 
1~t''+ .nbl5 17. Z .. 195 10.10064 0.00000 21.3"479 -2.1,0103 

~ He; • li&8l "2.12,,52 troi510J 50.51935 1t0.60120 -1.92550 
1 1100 .7t~ .... 69.400 .. 2 1'.2UJ5 51."0513 135.09,190 -.11765 

1987 • LS 3<; 0 1l.5013b 17.0038' "9.5.Z01 t 3!i. a 7S25 1."891'1 

{~ !'lH .05012 "D.~077e le.;t7~O .. 1.7100~ 105.2Z,er ....... 1>23 
IH1 .61501 10'~'OqJ 15.87Ut .. 5.91115 HZ. 32 .. 76 :?oa7.1.l 

11 IHO .SH4e 6o.1~gSa 15 ... zo .. 9 ...... to 3 .. 0 !Z6. 213~f 2.55195 
12 19 S I .55b~b 13.21159 l4';;Z1h ~2.301 .. 3 1JO ....... t;q1 2.11033 
13 1HZ .SJ!H 7 t".OIZZ .. t.l.. It b 98 d .0.52320 119.01531 1.20.Z8 

U'1 l<o 19 <; J • SO Itt') '-' •• c,,0918 13,,6016 Je.150H 91.£21'- 5.130.3 -.. 1; I ~ 9. .,nI2 t8.69".8 13.2"209 H.BOn 119.IZ93~ 1.1"~9Z 
I. 19C3, ... ,&02 68.19"01> 12.1J16t ]5.2~I~b ltb.16T13 3.~0752 
If 19 <;6 •• 3150 f q ... 795 1 12.21lQ5 ]].50"4" 1l~.19600 3.54S~2 

16 1." ... 120 ~ H.H5IQ 11.6<;OZ' 31.rn2D 1!l.3Z.59 3.891l5 
19 19'.ie .H171 tl.19b2~ 11.14"22 30.0&515 102.99021 ~.6"1>90 
20 199. .3fZH 37.63438 10.510H Zb.36~09 1&. n~eb 7.01096 
21 2000 .'53';0 CS.5~-1t..8 '1.61590 26.&7.2Z 101.<;01EQ ".56&8Z 
Z2 ZO 0 I .31O~O S3.05HZ ' •• 01"';Z 2".H613 61.130b7 5.53955 
2.1 200Z • 31>61 70 • .,1079 8.13171 Zl.3Z'1S • IOZ.SU1 .. 3.1'1746 
~~ 200 J .30 .. Q 7 Jl.ldZL5 1.; 7.51 ZI.",,33 bl.91250 7.09371 
2S ZO 0, .2BO' b I. 69b51 1.03n3 Zu.01ZC1 Sa.76I"O ".32228 
2~ 200; • 27 .. ., ~ "8.9 .. 275 b ... 76 I.t. "" 18.~Olt8 71.6ZZ8f 5.30991 
27 2000 • li> 1 1 0 10.U817 5 .. 8Z'.J!l1 a.leZS] 59.30t17 b.Zb~03 

2. lO 0' .z~eJO 58.3]051 5.0H2Z 15.17517 18.59189 ".1E.103 
n ZG 0 ~ .noO) ~5.275Q1 ". 5bJl 9 1 J.5r9U 0) ... 1786 5.11586 
10 ZOL~ .22 .. 31 H. ~9819 3d.371 II.QQ;;6Z "9.61778 6.05923 
.31 2010 .2132') 5~.HZOU 1.23~;O tD,"Z3bl 01>. SlZ62 ... 00216 
32 ZQ 11 .2d21, 'tZ.(,77 .. 0 2.7 ... 7 .. 7 •• &1>362 5".26650 ~.92699 

H 2012 .1327 ~ 30.86"05 ~.11111 7.31<;20 .. 0.31062 5.6Z277 
3 .. 2013 .1 :Ill 2 "'O.~OZ4~ 1,;;075, 5.77857 H.e"S61 ... 79291 
15 20 I_ .11 .. 11 3~.~06T1 .i5 .. ,5 10."'692 66.61019 Z.1 .. 75~ 
36 20 I, .lo5~ 1 -B2.5IJl" • 0"11" 0.00000 -82. S 3219 .40790 

TOT~L l'~5.t19H jO~.Z9-i6~ 4b2.52Q" l7lJ • .... ~5: 11".S289l 

P,,-TOTAL b~1. 6~I>69 15Z.S0hl .. U.S .. ]OS IZH.70135 )~.ZI~lT 

FIGURE 11 (cont 1 d) . Nuclear Test Case Output 



~ PA,:;rOLLJS (;A5h FLOW ~~O POWER COSTS 
O:40~) 

liGhT .UTf~ Ru.e TOR 1000 H~e: $'MPI :: CA Sf 

~Nt-4UAL ItI~CH:t: S I.l,TLr1C:~l, , ~lLlIO'lS 

TOT Al 
POW:: I! TOTAL TAX TAXA BLf FEDERAL 
ONlTS POWER Ri.lltNUZ JE JU" r ISLE INC O"E IHCOME 

Y,,~R "'. ~"111 SALES TA X, 5 ::XPEIlSES IFE"eRAlI HK 

I~ cO O.O~OOO ~.OOOOO a.DOCOO 0.03000 a.Goooe 0.00000 
I~b I 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .00 lb. -. OO16~ -.0017t; 
hel 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .011075 •• C h75 ·.C070O 
IH3 J.01000 0.00000 a.DOUO 3.7 .. 992 -3. 7~992 -1.79916 
1~e4 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 2 ... a IH6 --21t.6,1\17t • 11 ....... Z0 
1~ e, 3.lllf3 ql.~b77" ;.75,03 106.67709 -19. 46~9a -9.3"511 
1<1c6 S. C .. 1 C 3 141.01720 •• 23052 137.97625 -1.1895£ ·.5703'1 
19,7 5.('B'S to 1."10'5 .•• 762 Jl 119.56"03 15. C6iH 7.lJO<.! 
H1; S.tda~, 159."107> ' •• 7 dH2 109.07210 ..... 956H 21.57904 

10 I ... 5.6165, 15~.~1075 ... 76BZ 11".31211 2~. 2~"3l ~. 7.22J 
II I~qa 5.61'l5S ISq.~t075 •• 1.212 12b.~2S"1 2<;.00102 lZ.305 .. 5 
12 1~~1 S.bUSS 1<:1.41075 .... 7el.J2 132.62]30 22.00013 10.502"" 
t] 1~9? 5.6115, El ... I015 ... 76212 122. ZZ·lf.5 .12. 3 J67e l'5.~~l&tt .. 1'),3 ~.bUS' El ... 1015 •• 78212 102. '5206 51 •• 7Clt 2".90005 

--' 15 Jq<;. ,.61555 ISq."1075 ".78232 122. H .. ZS 3Z.30·17 15.50600 

Ul 10 t'lQ5 5.bll5S 1S'l."1075 .. 7eZ3l 120.1" ... 1 ..... 531& 16.537el 

N 17 1990 S.bB55 15~ ... t075 •• 7tl12 118.,".'>2 35.e8151 17.2l~08 

la 1"1'H ~.c~j~S 159."1075 ... 78212 115.221~~ ]q .... 0649 lti.91511 
I~ 19,. :'.6155 :l l~q.lot075 ... 782] 2 U7.64311 ~b.L)8:;12 22.55295 
'0 199 j 5.ldi55 IS~.q075 ~.7~Z31 d3.71902 7a.d~'61 3~. a Zb5 3 
21 20 C j !:.6?,"~ 157.3£102 4.72101 106 •• 70.1 46.17S5~ 2Z.H"Z9 
22 2001 5 •• 7HtI 151.27957 ... 59819 U.67DZl 56.01096 26.88526 
23 ZO~2 5.1UZ6 I"~. 1 9Z11 ..... 7>76 IOb.3196D 36. H6S5 18 ... 10 1 .. 
2 .. 200] 5.1HI" 1"'5.10&.6& ,.. J ~ 11 It 69.0l6Z1 71.72<;31 3':'. 1t:!6 15 
25 ZOO. 5.0.101 HI.01720 4.23052 B.UlO8 43.70.101 20.917 •• 
26 20 05 ... b9"" I 130.92!115 ... IDTtl9 79.11217 5 J. f 8908 Z5.77076 

27 2006 ... ,.Hl 132.8"229 3 ... 527 65.56120 63.l9;aJ 30.10200 
25 200' 4.0]2fl 128.75"~" J.Hl6~ ~2.75892 "l.IHZ7 lO.22391 
29 200d ... 'ti&~& 12~.bb7Ja 1.7~00l 58.5~171 52.!3165 25.1 ZO IS 
JO ZOO. .,.31J~4 PJ.~7H3 1.61,..0 55.69101 51.2oSS? 19."Oh5 
11 ZO 1 U ~.lo~3j 116."9247 1 •• 9..,7 72. S253d ~0.~7nz B.~2&71 

12 2011 ~.Ole.21 IIZ ... 05a2 5.37215 59.215.9 .9.81737 23.91l!" 
lJ 2u 1 Z 3 •• 7Z0" 108.31755 ].2~953 .1:.19339 ;8.874,65 Z3.l5983 
1 .. 2011 3.72,98 10 ... 23011 1.12090 'Z.6't153 .. .... 51&8 23.Z&I&O 
15 20h 3. 57 'leo 100."'2&5 J,OO"l8 &9. H171 27. TeJbS 1.1.33 .. 71 
16 lO IS O.OUOO~ 0.00000 O.OOO~O ·.Z.ll .. lil 82.12 .. l9 1.9196& 

TJr.1 151 ...... 9'i'$ .. 216.fIt723 127.09,"2 20.0.277109 12".27032 557.00970 

p.-rOTAl b 2 .25 11 .. 17'I.~b3lol 52.Z"190 1 Z89 d 15 7Z 399.10180 185."6707 

FIGURE 11 (cont1d). Nuclear Test Case Output 
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! ! I . ! ! ! ! ! 

B 
t'A(.;TOlUS CASh FLOW AIW POWER COSTS 

LIGHT .ATl ~ kc ... CTO~ 1000 HtlE S~~Pll CA, E 

P.\10UT OF lNJo:;r~tNTS. , ~lLL(ON' 

'i£1 E QU IT Y fAR~[NGS ON RECOV~RY 

';4SI1 OUTS r .\NCI'jG GAP !TAL NOT saNO UNRELOVE~EO BONOS OF 
YEA~ FLC~ BONOS ,,[COVERED INTEREST l QUIlY RE PAlO EQUITY 

19P 0 -.20000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -.10000 -.10000 
I'~I -.HOB • 100 0 0 .10000 .0hOO .0 a ~50 -.30520 -.J0520 
1HZ ·'~ •. ;nfl • ~OS ZO ."O'1ZlJ • OIb?1 • 0 3 .. ~~ -$1.41;;62 -J7.41M2 
1941 -42>.B7S, .17 .822G! ]7.i2Z01 1.51288 J.21'61 • 21~.698q" • ZH. 696 19 
IH. • .l97.SJ326 ZoZ.5Z1~0 2~2.5ZI00 IO.1DOB~ 21.""42'> '196.404,,3 -1%. ,,0 .. &1 

b I'HS lJ.~1376 ""8.qz56~ .. '+b.~2'j6 'J 17.95703 B.IS~6~ 16.716&8 16.71686 , lifo IJ.nH7 ~32.20475 ...,.l2.2(lS75 11.Z8835 3b.13174 6.9Hse 6.9613" 
0 19e7 .:'1.t21S,S .. l'5.24607 .. Z5.?4f.,d7 17.QO~61 36.1i.tS98 10.56191 10.:;6In 
'j 19 b6 l'.1l.TZ 4h.f6.d9 1.t14.b~4d9 lb. ~H"O lS.24fo12'Z 17.8bn& 11.1l6716 

In 19d, !2.0HO 1%.H1S" 3~6.~ 175~ 15. $1210 B.72'!"Q 11.30535 11. JOS15 
11 19~0 Z4.6Z7H 1.5.~12Iq H'.SI21" 15,"20~'J 32.76~5" 12.31369 12.J116i 
12 19<;1 ZI.90H~ J73.196S0 173.1905Q 14.9279., 31.721117 10.95159 10.9515Q 
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FIGURE 11 funt1d). Nuclear Test Case Output 
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